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A bstract
Raman spectroscop y hasbeen developed as a complem entary tool to Xcray and thermal
methods for phase equilibrium studies of new materials . Ram an measu rements for mixtures
as a funct ion of mo le fraction can give the composition for congruently and incongruently
melting compounds . Stable and metastable compo unds may be identified by compariso n to
the characteristic spectra ob tained from the rapidly quench ed or slow ly coo led samples from
the melts. The presence oflongitud inal optic ( LO ) modes in the Raman spectrum pro vides
a method to identify non-l inear crystals. Temperature indu ced phase transitions can be
followed by the measurement of the Raman spect ra as a functio n of tempe rature. Kinet ic
informatio n may be obtained for phase transitions with slow co nversion .
For the tim time Raman spectroscopy has been applied to systematical ly investiga te the
mucturaI phase transitions in binary nitrate systems . The binary nitra te systems studied in the
prese nt work are KNO J· RhNOJ • NaN OJ·KN OJ • LiNOJ-MNO] ( M - K, Rb, Cs ). and
AgNOJ-MNO I ( M - K. Rb. Cs )
Raman studies of the KNO ]-Rb NO] system indicated that rubidium ion may substitute
for potassium ion up to 67 mol% in the KNOJ II crystal and u p to 80 mol% in the KNO] 1II
crystal. The substitution al crystals retain ed the transi tions of phase I to II( to II ofKN O] on
cooling and the metastabl e property of KNOJ 1IIat room temperature. Chemical substitution
of this type was used for a latti ce dynamical analysis of pot assi um nitrate to assign the band s
in the externa l vibrational region . Th e resu lts suppo rted the assignment of the 52 cm'' band
in KNOJ II to a mode primarily due to translato ry motio n of cat ions against anions . A
transition of the KNOJ 111 structure to the RbNOJ lV structure was observed for crystals
containing80 and 90 mol% RbNOJ • The R3m microscopic struct ure in the KNOJ III solid
solutio ns seemed to become disordered when Rb" was more than SO mol% in the
substitutional crystal . These structural details offer a possible explanation for the abnormal
solid solubility in the KNO)-RbNO) system.
Raman spect ra were measured for mixed crystals of NaNO)-KNO) quenched from
different temperatures. Temperature dependent Raman spectra were measured to actually
follow the phase transit ions. The RAman studies indicated that there existed limited solid
solutions Na,...~NO) (Nan ) and (KIll ) as well as the R!m solid solution and there existed
stru ctural phase transitions of the RIm solid solution to these limited solid solutions in
addition to exsojution ofme components from the RIm solid solution. It was suggested that
two vertical lines be added to the published phase diagram, one to indicate the solid solution
N<lo 95Ko ..,N~ (Nall) and the other to indicate the solid so lution N<\I.ls Ku.u N~ (KIll) . Three
slightlydifferent structures were found for the RJ m solid solution below the solidus: in the
NaNO) terminal phase the solid solution behaved like NaNO) I. in the KNO) terminal phase
the solid solution behaved like KNO) I, in the intermediate concentration phase the solid
solution was in a new disordered state. The new disorde red state was quenchable and the
Ramanstudies suggested that it was caused by phase separatio n of the NaND) I and KNO)
1 structures on a microscopic or submicroscopic scale. The existence of the three slightly
different structures suggested that NaNOJ-KNO) was a limited solid solution system rather
than a continuous solid solution system.
Raman studies of the UNO)-KNo, system revealed a new compound KLi(NO)>-: which
could exist in a narrow tem perature range just below the solidus and in the vicinity of
equimolar point. The existence of the new compound suggested that LiNO )-KNO) is a simple
syntectic system with a congruently melting compound instead ofa eutectic:system.
The fact that the co ngru ently melting compounds KIi (NO )h. RbLi(NOlh and
CsLi(NO )h had very similar Raman spectra in both external an d internal vibrational reg ions
suggested th at they have the same structure. A detailed anal ysis of the Raman spectra
revealed tha t in the crystals the lithium ion was tetrahedrally coordina ted by the nitra te ions
to form polymeric co mplexes in which pan of the nitra te ions acted as unidentate ligan ds and
the other pan acte d as bidentate ligands. The heavier alkali metal ions acted as cou nterions
Raman studies of the co mpounds KAg(N0Jh and RbAg(NOJh wer e co nsist ent with
the published cryst al stru cture. There existed polymeric co mplexes of silver and nitrat e ions
and t he nitrate ions acted as both unidentate and bide ntat e ligan ds. Potassium or rub idium
ions acted as counterions Raman studies suggested that the Li-NO ) co mplexes in KLi (NO)h.
Rbli(N0lh and CsLi(N0Jh wer e similar to the Ag· NO J co mplexes in KAg(NOlh and
RbAg(N0l)2. However. th e natu re of the bond in the lithium comp lexes was predominately
ionic while the natu re of the bond in the silver com plexes was considerably coval ent .
Judged by the no tab le differences in Ramanspectra, the coordination geo metry of
Ag· NOJ changed drama tically in CsAg(N0l h - The weak Rayleigh wing and a we ll separated
band at 224 em" sugg ested that the po lymeric complexes in KA g(N0 l)2may have broken
down to fo rm simp le and discrete ent ity in CsAg(N Olh.
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CHAPTE R .
INTROD UCTI ON
Binary nitrate syste ms are ofgre at interest both in theor etical stud ies and in practical
applications. Nitra te melts were among the first molten salts stu died systematically because
of t he relatively low melting points and large temperature ranges over which the melts are
stable . Accurate solidus and liquidus lines have been measured for binary nitra te systems to
evaluate theoretical mixing models I l l . The nitrate glasses have glass transition temperatures
near roo m temperature - a feature that hasfacilitated the stud y of the structure of glassy
solids Il l. [0 practice the low melting nitrate mixtures are exte nsively used as solvents in
electroc hemical studies [lal and in molten salt preparat ions Phi. Mol ten mixtur es of sodium and
potassium nitrates have potential applications as energy sto rage systems I'" an d ferroe lect ric
potassium nitrate is reg arded as a promising material for rando m access memory devices lSI.
1,1 Ge neral Consider a lions
Solids fonned fro m binary metal nitrate mixt ures can exist in a number of stales from
pure crystalline solids to glasses. The binary solids may be prepared from the molte n mixtu re
or fro m solution, usu al ly aqueo us. Alkali metal nitrat e glasses have also bee n fonned by
cond ensation from th e gas phase on to very co ld substrat es [61. Cryst alline so lids may be a
simple mechanicalmixtureANOl ' BN~; a substitu tional solid solu tion. ~~a.NOJ ; or a true
homogeneous crystal , AB(N0 Jh .
Mechan ical mixtures ANO l·BNO ) are defined as intima te associations of the two
co mponents in a stat e of subdivision large enough so that the percent ofatoms within
the interphase boundary is neg ligibly small. The propeni es of the solids will be the sum
of the individual compon ents .
Subst itutional solid solutions AI~~NOl occur when ions of a second type substitute
randoml y on the lattice sites of ions of the first type on an atomic scale. The crystal
structure of the host crystal remains. The properties of the substitu tional solid will be
similar to those of the pure host crystal but modified by the presence ofthe guest ions .
The crysta.I struct ure is den oted in a bracket, for examp le KI~~NOJ (KI l) which
means : solid solutio n of KN O) and RbNO) with the KNO J II struct ure
Homogeneous crystals AB (N O)h are h:ighly ordered new compounds . All the ions
occu py discrete lattice sites. Complexes fonn in the new co mpound . The co mplexes are
characterized by strong attractive forces between the constituent ions and follow a strict
sto ichiometric ratio of small integers. The homogeneo us crystal has characteristic
properties different from eithe r of the consti tuent solids .
Glasses are chara cterized by the absence of long range orde r. The ions are in a
disordered state similar to the liquid from w hich the glass was formed . Glasses fanned
fro m a liquid with complex ions will retain the short range order of the complex [h i.
Glasses fonned from a melt with random distnbution of anions and cations will nonnaHy
have a totally random structur e "" I.
Theacrual state of a solid binary nitrate is dependent on the charge, the radius and the
electronic configuration of the cations. A knowledge of the phase diagram s, the heat s of
mixingandthe structures of the melts or the solutions of the binary systems ace often helpful
in determining the structural features of the solids. Thennodynamic parameters may be used
to predict the stab le phase under the conditions of consideration. A negative free energy of
mixing forthesolid solutions Na,.,.K..NO] at the solidus temperatu re wou ld indicate a stable
solid solution at that temperature. Since the actual enthalpy is positive, the solid solutions
would have a tendency toward clustering to each constituent species ( exso lution ) [II.
Raman and infraredspectroscopy is a convenient technique for investiga tion of binary
nitrate solids because the nitrate ion may serve as a sensit ive probe for the nature of the
anionic sites. The nitrate ion is pertu rbed differently by the cations in each of the four so lid
states . As a resultofthepemubario n, the vibrational bands of the free nitrate ion are shifted .
the degeneracyof the E' modes may be lifted and the bands of the non-degenerate modes may
show asymmetric or even multi-peak features. The present study primarily employed Raman
spectroscopy rather than IR beca use the Raman bands tend to be more narro w and Raman
studies of the external vibrat ional region ( 20 to 300 em" ) are more easily measured .
Furthe rmore the samples co uld be prepared and measured in glass tubes under contro lled
atmos pheric conditions .
In mechanicaJmixIures the nitrate ion of eachcomponent saIt generates its characteristic
spectrum and the spectra are essentially the same as an admixtu re of the spectra of the pure
components. The relative intensity of the set ofbands for each component is proportional to
the mole fraction of the component while the position of each band remains practically
unchanged when the co mposition of the binary system changes .
In substitutional crystals, the nitr ate ion experiences an averag e perturbation by both
cations . Usually the Raman spectru m has the same pa ttern as the host crystal and the bands
shiftgraduallywith the variation of theratio of thecomponents"I . If smaller ions are replaced
by lar ger ones, the frequencies in the extern al vibrational regio n will shift to lower
wavenumbers due to the expansion of the lattice. Th e bands in the internal vibrational region
will also shift slightly.
ln homogeneous crystals. discrete nitra te co mplexes may exist in which the nitrate ion
experiences predominantly the force field of the complex fonning cation The spectra of the
solids are practically those of the com plexes . lf a series of compounds with the same nitrate
complex has the same crystal structu re. their vibratio nal spectra will have the same pattern
in the internal vibratio nal region of the nitrate ion 1101. A change of the pattern may then
indicate a change in the crystal structure due to the different fact or gro up 1111. When the new
compound fonns eutectics with the pure components and one of the compo nents is present
in excess. the spectrum will bea combination of the co mpou nd and the pure ccmpooent, i.e.,
a mechanical mixture. If the new compound forms solid so lutions with the pure components,
complicated spectra will result.
Nitrate glasses have vibrational spectra similar to the melts from which they were
fonn ed Il""'!. Due to the absence of long range order the VIbratio nal selectio n rules are relaxed
and the spectrum reflects the density of states . Bands are broad because of the wide range of
environments frozen into the glass. The symmetric str etchi ng band has a full width at the half
height similar to that ofthe melt ( abou t 20 em" ) and for some cases it appearsasymmetric
or has a doublet profile. The normally Raman forbidden out-of-plane band may appear in the
Raman spectra. The bands due to dege nera te E' mod es may split into two . The most notable
features are the diffuseprofile in the low wavenumber range and the inse nsitivity ofall bands
[ 0 the ch anges ofthe tempera ture and small changes in co mposi tion.
In the pre sent work th e followi ng systems we re investigated:
T he continuous series of solid so lutions of KN Oj -RbNOj for quenched and annealed
sam ples.
2. The co ntinuous series of solid solutions ofNaN Oj ·KNOj for sam ples quenched from
358 , 393 and 493 K and annealed samples
3. The temp erature dependence of the continuous so lid solutio ns ofNaNO j- KNO j.
4. SystemsofLiNOj-MN Oj ( M - K. Rb, Cs) for a reinvestigation of the phase diagram
of LiNOj-KNOj and for an evaluation of the structure of the congruently melting
compounds KLi(NO ) l' RbLi(NOj)l and CSLi(NO })l'
5. Systems of AgN O)-MNOj ( M "'"K.. Rb, Cs ) for an evaluation of the structu res of the
compounds KAg(NO ) :o RbAg(NO }h and CsAg(NO )h '
1.2 C rys ta l Structures ofthe Pertinent Nit ra tes
Th e crystal structures of ail the sing le nitrate s in this study have been well defined by
most of the major techniques for stru cture determination . Tab le I . I summarizes the stable
structu res of alkali metal nitr ates and silver nitrat e up to melting point and at atm ospheric
pressure . At room temperatu re the crystal structure of LiNO} has the space gro up Rlc. Z ~
2 which persistsat all the temperatures up to the melting poi nt and to pressures up to 40 kb
11Z1. The crystal consists of alternating layers ofl ithium ions and nitrate ions. The nitrate ions
are located on a plane perpendicular to thec;axis. The orientation of the adjacent nitrate ions
along the C) axis differs by W .
The room temperature phase of sodium nitrat e ( NaND, II ) adopts the same structu re
(RIc) [Il l as liND). At elevat ed tem peratures , disorder in the nitrate ions progresses unt il
above 548 K.,when the orientation of the nitrate ions beco mes co mpletely disorder ed. The
structu re of the high temperature phase NaNO) I has the space group RJ"m ( D~ ) lUI.
The low tempera ture phase ofpotassiwn nitrate ( KNO, n ) is orthorhombic and has the
space group Pmcn ( 0;: l, Z ...4 1"1. Between each pair of K planes there are two planes of
staggered nitrate ions parallel to ( 100). The orientation of the adjace nt nitrate ion planes along
the 2, axis differs by W . At about 401 K the orthorho mbic KNO, II transform s to
rhombohedral KNO, 1which hasthe same structure as NaNO, I (RJrn ) 1161. On cooling from
above 4 5] K., K.,""O, I does not change directly to phase II. but transfonn s first to another
rhombohedral phase ( KNO ) III ) at about ] 97 K and then revert s to phase II at about ] 73
K1171. Phase UI is a nonlinear crystal with space group R3m. The primitive rhombohedral unit
cell contains one formula unit . The nitra te ions lie in planes perpendicular to the C, axis and
orient in the same direction . The potassium ions are not loca ted in the cent re between the
nitrat e planes but have different distances to the nitrate ions. The centrosym meuy of the
structure is lost and th e crystal becomes polar. KNO, lIt is ferroelectric .
The room temperature phases of RbNO, IV 11I [ and Cs NO , 1I 1" 1 have a trigonal
structure. The space group is P3, ( C ll l , Z =9. Ther e are symm etry unrelated three sets of
nitr ate sites in the primitive unit cell l:!Ol. At high temperatu re ( above 434 K for CsNO) 1,
431- 492 K for RbNO) III ) the crystal struct ures are of the esCI type Illl, Th e space gro up
is Pm3m (O~ ). Z - 8. RbNO) hastwo more polymorphs above 492 K In l. RbNO) II is stable
between 492 and 564 K. The RbNOI II crystal has a b.c.c. lattice and the nitrate grou ps are
orientationallydisordered. An earlier report [lll suggested a rhom bo hedral unit cell for RbNO)
II with the space grou p RJm . RbNO) [ exists above 564 K wit h a cubic structu re, space
group Fm3m Inl .
lt should benoted that all the hightemperature phases of alkal i metal nitrates, with the
exception of KNO) Ill, involve some degree of orientational diso rder of nitra te groups. KNO)
1lI has ot her interesting pro pe rties . [f it is dried and kept in vacuum, KNO) UI can be
quenc hed to room temperature or lower and preserved indefinite ly in a metastable state . The
volume of thesolid increases, instead of decreas ing. when potas sium nitrate goes from phase
III to phase lI.
AgNO) has a unique structure in the MNO) series. The space grou p for the room
temperature phase of silver nitrate ( AgNO) 1I ) is Pbca ( oi,.-- ),Z = 8 12<11. It is predominant ly
ionic. However, the silver ions have a tende ncy to bond to the oxygen atoms. which results
in a little distortion in the struc ture. At temperatures above 433 K, a new phase ( AgNO ) I
) appears which has the same diso rdered structure as NaND) I (RJm ) 12S1.
The only availableaystallographic data for the binary nitr ate compound s in the present
wo rk are those of KAg(NO) 1 and RbAg(NO) !. They are isomorphic. The space group is
P2l a ( C; ). z = 4 1~1, There are two crystallographically distinct sites for the nitrate ions.
In the crystals the silver ions are tetrahedr ally coor dinated to four oxygen atoms from four
nitrate ions. Halfof the nitrat e ions bridge two silver ions by a single atom. The other half of
the nitrate ions bridge two silver ions through two different oxygen ato ms. The silver ions and
the nitrate ions form infinite chains [As.z(N0 J .J..2n • (Fig. 1.1 ). The potass ium or rubidium
ions link the infinite chai ns and have lime effect on the coordinatio n environment of the
nitrate ions.
1.3 Structures oCibe Nitrates in Liq uid Stale
The structu re of the molt en nitrates has been studied by neutron diffiaction,. X-ray
diffraction ( XRO ) and vibrational spectroscopies. Time of flight ( TOF ) pulsed neutron
diffiaaion studies 1111 showed that the nitrate ions experience a different ca tionic environment
in molten ux o, and AgNO, fro m that in molten NaND}. KNO ,. RbNO} and CsNOl . The
stronger interionic interactions in the former caused the nitrate ion to assume the shape of an
isosceles triangle while the nitrate ion fonn ed an equilateral triangle in the later . The radial
distribution function from the X-ray diffract ion data (!:I I also indicated different structures
between the two groups of molten salts.
The unique cationic enviro nment of the nitrate ions in molten LiNO l and AgNO, has
beenfurther verified by Raman and infrared spectroscopies l,.l:l. A nota ble splitt ing of the
antisymmetric bending (E' mode ) of the free nitrate ion was observ ed in the Raman spectra
fo r these two molten nitra tes. whereas the band shape of this mod e in the other molten
nitrates was symmetric withi n the accuracy of the experiment .
The coordi nation of the silver ion in AgNO, has been studied in de tail by X-ray
diffract ion Illl and TOF neutr on diffraction I}.I. About four nitrat e ions were found to be
tetrahedrally bondedto a silver ion. The sho rtest distance betwee n silver ions and the nitrate
oxygen atoms was observed at 245 pm, which is within the report ed shortest Ag- O distance
in the AgN0J I aystaI IJ'I . A model for the Ag. NOJ orientation in molten AgN0J was given
which wassimilar to that in the AgNOJ I crystal .
A neutron diffiaction study fl'1showed that the lithium ion in molte n LiNO ) had a similar
coo rdination environmen t to that in molten AgN0J. The lithium ion wa s reported 1:141to be
tetrahedtally surrounded by four near est nitrat e ions. one oxyge n atom fro m each nitra te ion
faced toward the lithium ion. The coo rdinatio n number four in the melt is differen t from the
number of the nearest neighbouring oxygen atoms around the lithium ion in the LiNO J crystal
which is six. The estimated distan ce of Li-O (2 10 pm) is shorte r than tha t in the crystal P".
It was noted \:UIthat the local stru ctur es aro und the lithium and nitra te ions in the melt of I : I
LiNO )-RbNOJ were almost the same as those in pure liND) melt.
The situation is more com plicated in aqueous solutions becau se of solva tion. Raman
studies of the interact ions in aq ueou s alkali nitra te solutions showed IJI] that in con ce ntrated
so lutions of liNOJ and Na NDJ• contact ion pairs were present . The concentrated aqueous
LiNO J solution was interp ret ed on a quasila ttice model IJ91 because the Raman bands
attributed to the nitrate ions in the coo rdination sphere of the lithium ions and the bands for
the solvated nitrate ions coe xisted over a rang e of co ncentrat ions. A theo retical mod elP" in
which the coordination geometry around the lithiumion is tetrahedral has been use d to define
the structural characteristics of the liNO J melt and aqueo us solutions .
X-ray diffiaction studies IU.CI on the co mplex formatio n of silver ( I) in co ncent rated
aqueous nitrate solutions indica ted tha t the silver ion wastetrahedrally coordinated by four
oxygen atoms from either water or nitrate ions . The nitrate ion was bonded to each silver ion
as a unidentate ligand. The chan ge from melt to aqueous so lution involved the replacement
of nitra te ions by water but the coordination sta te of the silver ion persisted .
In shon, Iithiwn. silverandperhapssodium ions have the same tetrahedral coo rdination
environment in meltsandaqueous solutions . The other nitrates have different structu res with
a less well-defined coordination number of abou t six.
1.4 Phase Di.agrarn s and Other Thermodyn amic Properties
Over the years the phase diagrams of all the binary nitrat e systems stud ied in this
program have beeninvestigated and reinvest igated by thenn al meth ods. The general features
of the binary systems can be regarded as "est ablished", although in several cases there exist
significant differences between the reports. Th e LiNO)-MN0 1 ( M ""Na, K. Rb, Cs ) series
manifested a regular change in the type of phase diagram l~l l. As the radius of the ot her alkal i
metal increased. there is an increas ing tend ency for the lithium ion to fonn four coo rdinated
complexes. The l iNOl-NaN01 and UNO)-KNO) systems appeared to have simple eu tecti c
behaviour, a.Ithough one report I..ll suggested co ntinuous so lid so lutions in LiNO )-NaNO ).
A co ngruently melting co mpou nd RbLi(N 0 l)1 was repo rted l..ll to solidify fro m the
LiNO)-RbN~ melt at about 463 K. The compound should fonn eutectics or solid so lutio ns
with LiND ) and RbNO). Early studies of the liNOl-CsNO) system indicated a eu tect ic
system or continuous series of so lid so lutions. Bol' shakov and co- wo rkers reinvest igated lUI
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th e sys tem and reported a congru ently melting compound CsLi(N0Jh at 467 K. The
co mpound formed ectectics with CsNO J ( 41 mol% LiNO ). 443 K ) and LiNDJ ( 54 mol%
LiNO J• 433 K ). Other investigators I.....ul have co nfirmed the phase diagram of Bol'shakov
et al.
The AgNO rMNOJ series have a similar tre nd for co mplex formation in the phase
diagram s. A differenti al thermal analysis ( DTA ) study of AgN0J-NaN0J I~ indica ted
co ntinuous solid solutions in equilibrium with the liquid phase.
The phasediagram of AgN0l-KN~ was reported to be more co mplicated 1~1'~'1 . It was
noted that in the earlystudies there were discrepancies in the compositions and tem per atures
of th e characteristic points and in the stabilities of the chemical co mpounds . and furth er
studies of this system were undertaken. However. even the two most recent investigations did
not give consistent resu lts . A DTA study 1471 prod uced a phase diagram with a congruently
melting compound KAg(ND Jh at: 408 K and the compo und fa nned eutectics with KNO J and
AgN0l. A differentiaJscann ing calorimetry ( DSC ) study lUI indicated only a eutec tic point
at 391 K and 58 mol% AgNO J . An intermedi ate ( incongruently melting ) compound
AgNO j KNOJ was sugges ted to accoun t for the additional discontinuity on th e DSC cu rv e.
It seems possible that the DS C stud y did not produce an equilibrium phase diagram .
A congruently melting co mpo und RbAg(NO Jh was reported 1'"1at 407 K in the phase
diagram of AgNOJ~RbNOJ . The co mpou nd fo rmed eutectic mixtures wit h the consti tue nts .
In addition, there is an incongruently melt ing co mpound RbZAg(N0lh at 399 K and anot her
compound ~~)4 may exist at lower tempera tu re. No solid solutions were observed.
Two compounds we re repo rted 1~ 1 in the phase diagram of AgNOJ~CsNOJ : a
I I
co ngruently melting com pou nd CsAgJ(NO)~ at 44 5 K an d an incongru ently melting
compound CsAg(NO)h at 448 K allhough another report I' ll suggested that bot h compounds
melted congruently. Eut ectics were foundbetweenthe pure components andthe compounds
No solid solut ions were det ected .
The enthalpies of mixing have been measured for binary alkal i nitrat e melts andall have
negarive values Int . The magninJde of the molar mixingenthalpy ( Mr4) increases in a regu lar
fashion with increasing difference betweenthe ionic rad ius of the cations in the binary syste m
( Tables 1.2 and 1.3 ). An app roximate equatio n rn, was given to represent the relations hip
betw een the observed heats of mixing and the difference in the size of the cations :
AH .\I ,. - x(l - lt)U62 kJ/mol (1.1 )
Here x is the mole fracti on, U is the lattice energy of th e mixtu re. and6 is de fined as
( d l - d1 )/( d , + d1 ) where d l and d ~ are the interionic distances characteris tic of the pur e
compo unds .
It wasnoted lUI that. exce pt for the negative sign. this expr es sion was the same as that
for mixing enthal py of a solid solution from two ioni c salts with cations of the same charge
and a common anion:
( 1.2)
The enthalpies of mixing in the silver nitrate -alkali metal nit rate binary melts change
similarlywith the increasi ng size of the alkali metal io ns 1s..1. from po sitive values of L1H:IJfor
lithium and sod ium to negative values for potass ium a nd rubidium ( Table 1.4 ). The above
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equation for pure ionic melts was mod ified to rep resent the observed behaviour of the silver
co nt aining nitra te systems '
AH ~1 = -x ( l -x) [O.S8662-O .100(6 -0.01)] kl /mol (1.3)
The linear term in l) takes into acco unt departures from ionicity in AgN OJ.
Although th e enthalpy of mixing in the melt alone cannot determine the stability of a
so lid solution. some trend may be expected (' ). The re is some doubt about the existence of a
solid solution in the UNO ,·N aNQ, system. while it is generally accepted tha t AgNO:..NaNQ,
forms solid solutions.
ln the series LiNO )· MNO , and AgNOJ-fl..iNO) ( M - Na, K. Rb, Cs ), solid solutio n
formati on wasreported for the Ag NO )·NaNOJ syst em, a eutect ic mixture was found for the
LiNOJ-KNO) system, while so lid so lution or eutectic reacti ons appeared possible for the
liNO,.NaN0J system. AIl the other binary nitrates form compounds and no solid solutions
wer e detected between the co mpou nds and pure components.
I.S Vib rationa l Spec trosco p ic St udies of th e Solid Nitra tes
Much work has been don e to correlate the VIbrational spectroscopic features of the
nitrat es with their crys tal stru ctu res. The peak position, bandshap e. numbe r and intensity of
the band s in the internal vibrati onal region of the nitrate ion are important param eters for
st ru ctural evalua tion . The unperturbed nitrate ion is a triangul ar planar species of D",
symmetry. Grou p theory pred icts four fundamentals. The symmetry. convenient symbol,
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acti vity and approximate po sitio n o f the four bands are as follows : the A' mode ( v r ) is
Ramanactive at about 1050 cm'': the A " mod e( v: ) is lR acti ve at abou t 830 cm-l ; th e two
E' modes ( v) and v~ ) arc both Ramanand Ig .eceve at abou t 1380 and 720 cm'' respect ively.
The symmetric stretching vibration V I is very sensitive to the enviro nme nt of the ni trate
ion. In ionic crystals the nitra te ion experiences an avera ge po larization by the catio n field.
The stro nger the field. thehighe r the frequency o f V I. For rho mbohedr al alk ali metal nit rate s
liNOJ, NaN~ Il and KN~ I, the vibrational energy decrea ses with the increasing size o f the
cation 1'S1; rr ( 1070 crrr' » Na· ( 1068 em ' ) > K (lO SS cet ' ). Similarly, fo r trigonal alkali
metalnitrates RbNO J IV andCsNO) u the frequ encies are 1561; Rb · (1057 em-I» cs' ( lOSt
em" ). The covalent interacti ons in AgN0J II cau se directional polarization which lowers the
vibratio nal energy of v r to 1044 car' 1'71.
The non-degenerate VI mode may man ifest multiplet features when there is mo re than
o ne crys tallographic site for the nitrate group in the unit cell . Three co mpo nents of abo ut
eq ua l intensity and I em" apart we re observed I'" in the Raman spect ra of RbNO) IV and
CsNOJ II, co rrespond ing to the three sets of nonequivalent crys tallographic C, sites o f the
nitrate ion. Disord ered sites of the nitrate io n in the unit cell may cause an asymmetric
bandshapeofv, in the Raman spect ra of LiNO ), N&NOJ II an d KNOJ 111"'"1. Band anal ysis
revealed a broad second co mpo nent about 3-5 cm'' low e r than the dominant peak that
increased in intensity wit h increase d temperature.
The Ramanspectr a of AgNO ) differ from the spectra o f alkali metal nitra tes in that the
nonnally Ramanforbidden v: mod e has much gre ate r intensi ty . Two components at 809 and
810 em" we re obse rved Inl in the oriented single crystal spectra .
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Vibrational spectroscopy may be used to follow the phase transi tions of 3: crysta l
Theor etically a change in the st ructure will bring abo ut a correspo nding change in the
spectru m. such as the appearance ~f new bands. the fade-out of the o ld bands. and/or a
variation in relative intensities .
The position and halfwid th of the VI vibration in the Raman spectra have been used to
investi gate the phase trans itions in LiNO ). NaNO, and KNO , I~s r over a 'Wide range of
temperature up to the melting points. A plot of the two parameters versus temperature shows
a disoontinuityi n the curve at the tran sition tempe rature (401 K) from KNO, II to KNO) I.
Unlike KNO» theposition andwidth changed smoothly with the temperature and no clear -cut
disco ntinuity was detected in the cas e of the NaNO , n to NaNO ) I transition. This
observation was in agreement wi th the fact that NaNO , undergoes a continuous phase
transit ion.
For RbNO) and CsNO ). the tran sitio ns from the roo m te mperature phases to the high
temperature phases are characterized by a definite deg ree of reorientat ional disorder of the
nitrate ion. Consequently. beside the main band of v, with intensity I in the Ramanspectra.
a secondary band with intensity I ' was observed I~l . The o rientational diso rder paramete r for
the phase transitions of the second kind was defined as :
rl • (1- 1')I{1-1 1 (I .4)
A plot of n versusthe temperature gave a curvewhich had a sudd en change of slope near the
phase transition tempera ture l.or: 4 27 K for CsNO , II 10 CsNO ) [ and 4 37 K for RbNO J IV
to RbNO,Ill
IS
The changes in orientatic nal o rder in RbNO) and CsNOJ are also reflected in the
exte rnal modes of the nitrat es . It was found 161 that the libra tional mode of the nitrat e ion
shifted to low wavenumber and broadened as the temperature increased.
Infraredspectroscopy hasbeenusedf621 to study th e effect of partiaJ replacement of Ag O
by Na" on the order-disorder transition 0 to I in the mixed crystals ofAgN OJ-NaN OJ. As the
mole fraction of Na" increased, there was a gradu al change in the spectra. The band features
of the mixed cryst als were not the simple average of those of the two co mpo nents . The
intensity andbalfWidth of vs were found no t to change linearly wit h the mole fract ion of Na"
andmaximawere observedon the curves ofintensity VCf"SllS x(Na ·) for the v: and 2v: bands
1.6 Ob j ecn ves of the Pr ogr a m
The above survey shows that the structural chemistry of the pur e nitra tes has been
stud ied in detail by most of the techniques for st ructu re determination The st ructures and
thermodynamic properties of the molten binary nitrates are also known with fair accuracy.
However. due attentio n has not beenpaid to the structures of the binary nitrate solids . To our
knowledge. vibrat ional spectroscopy has not been systematical ly appl ied to investi gate the
structures andsuuetUtal phase transitions ofthe mixedaystals ofnitrates. Only the IR studies
I6l l 0 f the mixed crystals of AgNOrNaNO, and the Ram an studies 16JI of the phase trans itions
of the NH~NOJ·KNOJ system have been reported . It is interest ing to note that short ly after
its discovery,the Ramaneffect was used to investigate the solid of equimolar NaNO ,-KNOJ
IIWI. It was found [6' 1 that the VI vibrat ion in the equimolar mixtur e of NaN D rKNO J was a
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single band at high tem perature while at roo m tempera tur e it split to two , corresponding to
NaNO ) n and KNO J U respective ly.
Most of me knowledge about the stnJetures of the solids of mixed nitrat es comes from
an analysis of the phase diagrams obtained by thermal methods whic h are normally based on
the mac roscopic properties of the system . The structural details associated with solid
solutions can be inferred, but not proved, from a know ledge of the structures and stnJetural
phase transit ions of the pure components 1661. The exp lanations are no t always correct. In
addition. thermal analysis is a dynamic process and it may fail to detect the phase transit ions
of smal l enthalpi es or phases existing in a small temperature range . Phase transitions in the
solid sta te sometimes take place slowly and the phase diagrams determined by thermal
analysis may not represent an equilibrium state. as was noted in the discussion ofthe phase
diagram of AgNO )· KNO) ( Section 1.5 ). Our Raman studies of the NaNO)·KN O J syst em
( Chapter 5 ) indicated a new disordered stat e for wh ich the transition was too slow to be
detected by a single DSC run. The slow transition of the new disordered state accounted for
the quenchabl e propert ies of the RJm solid solution while the DSC stud ies I~l indicated that
the so lid solution was unquenc hable.
Among the spectroscopic techniques XRD is usedmost frequently in the phase diagram
studies. The diffract ion patterns of powder samples pr ovide a sensitive identifica tion of the
cry stal phase s in a system. In favourab le cases latt ice parameters can be derived and the
influence of the guest atoms on the molar vo lume of the host crystal can be measured '''' 1.
Care must be taken when X-ray techniques are used to investigate metastable syste ms since
high energy X-rays may cause decomposition ofthe sample . The X·ray investigations lUI of
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the NaNOl- KNO) system indicated an unqu enchab le diso rdered st ate and always gave a
diffraction pattern ofa mixture ofKNOJ II and NaNO ) II . Our Raman studies indicated that
the disordered state could be quenched . The deco mpositio n of the quenched disordered state
may have beencausedby the X-rays or by handling the samples in air. in Raman stud ies the
samples can be kept in glass or quartz tubes and investiga ted under contro lled conditions . The
samples were not distu rbed during the measu rements
Ramanspectroscopy is being developed as a complementary too l to the rmal and Xeray
met hods for phase equilibrium studies ofnew materials . Special efforts have been made to
evaluate the structures of the binary nitrate so lids to gain a better understanding of the trend
in the structu res and structural phase transitio ns in the series of alkali metal nitrates.
Substitutional crystals may create an intermediate situation for a given type of structu re and
to explore the influences of a second componen t on the prop erties and temperature range of
a given phase. Substitutional crystals are widely used in practice because chemical substitution
can bring abo ut changes in prope rties and stab ility to satis fy various needs. A major object
of chemistry is to learn how to change the co mponents to modify a given property or to
stabilize a desi red phase ( e.g., ferroelect ric potas sium nitrate ). It is as important as
synthesizing a new com pound . The structur al chemistry of substitu tional crystals is the key
to the problem .
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Table 1.1 Thephases, theirspace groupsandstable temperature ranges of alkali
metalnitrates andsilver nitrate atatmosphericpressure.
MNO, phase space group Z stable temperaturerange ( K )
LiNO) RJc up to melting point
NaNO) RJm 548 - 58 0
II RJc c 548
KNO, RJm 401 - 607
II Pmcn < 40 1
III RJm J73 - 397
RbNOJ Fm3m 564 - 583
II RJm 492 - 564
III Pm3m 437 - 492
IV P3. < 437
CsNOJ I Pm3m 434 - 687
II .3, < 434
AgNO) I RJm 433 - 48 5
II Pbca < 433
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Table 1.2 Ionic radii of alkal i metals, silver and the nitrate ion ( in pm ) ISH,.).
60
N, "
95
K"
133
Rh"
148
c,.
169
Ag "
126 2 19
Table 1.3 Heats of mixing in equimolar LiN03~r-AN03 binary liquids (S21.
MNO,
6H\l ( kJ/mol ) -0 .5 10
KNO,
- 1.96 -2 .72 -3.9 1
Table 1.4 Heats of mixing in equimolar AgN0 3-r-AN0 3 binary liquids [SolI.
MNO,
.6.HM ( kJ/mol ) 0.607
KNO,
-0.519
20
-1.17 -2.19
Fig. 1.1 The structure of the infinite chain [A s.t(N0 3)4J:" - , The silver ions are tet rahedrally
coordinated to the nitrate ions. halfof which act as unidentate ligands and the other
half act as bidentate ligand s 1161,
2 \
CHAPTER Z
THEORY
1. 1 Th eory of Molecula r Vib rations
The features in the vibrational spect rum. such as the number, frequen cy, intensity,
polarization and shape of'the bandsare determined by the structure afthe sam ple . The theo ry
of molea.llar vibrations co rrelates the spectroscopic findings to the microscopic structure of
the substance. This section co ntains an outline of the theory required to understan d and
discuss the spectroscop ic resu lts.
2.1. 1 Vibra tions cr Iscta ted Molecu les
The complicated vibrations of a polyatomic molecule in the gas phase may be
repr esented by the supe rpo sition ofa numbe r ofnormal vibrations . The number . symmetry
and activity oflhe normal vibration s are determined by the geometry of the mo lecu le. Group
theory provides a simple and quick way to pred ict all these features from the structure of the
molecule ."1.Free nitra te ions belong to point grou p DJIland shoul d have four fundamental
vibrational bands: VI A' ( P ), v: A "( IP). v ) E' (IR, R) and v, E' (IR..R)
In the normal mode description of vibra tions all the nuclei move in phase with the same
frequency. Thenormalvibrations are inde pende nt of each othe r. Fo r the ith noma! vibration
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there is a normal coordinate Qi so that the kinetic ( T ) and potential ( V ) energies of the
molecule can be written as:
2T = L Q: (2. 1)
(2.2)
). is a variableproportional to the force field for normal vibration and reciproeat ofthe mass.
). is related to the observed frequency v of the normal vibration by:
" = N2ii (2.3)
Since [he nonnal coordinates are independent of each other, the wave function 'f' and
energy E of the system may be exp ressed as :
(2.4)
Here:
E
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(2.5)
(2.6)
lntemal coordina tes and the FG matri x meth od are used to evaluate A. from the secu lar
equation :
I GF - Al l (2 .1)
F isa matrix whose components are force co nstants andG is a matrix involving the reci procal
of the mass of the atoms . I is unit matrix.
When light of a given polarization impinges on a molecule, it induces a dipole moment
which subsequently radiates:
liE (2 .8)
The induced dipole moment J1; is generally not parallel to the applied electric field vector E.
Co nsequently, the polarizability Ii is a symmetric te nso r:
(2 .9)
The polarizabiliry tensor is often considered to be a co mbination of a symmetric and an
asymmetric part . The symmetric part is described by the invariant mean polarizability a:
(2. 10)
The asymmetric part is described by the po larizabil iry aniso trop y ll:
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The intensity of a normal vibration in the Raman spectrum is related to the molecular
properties by the following equation 1"1:
(2 .12)
K isa co nstant, let andCllo are the intensityand frequency of the incident light, I..l is the reduced
mass. Cl) is the frequency of the normal mode.
The scattered light intensity may be divided into two parts 1'10.111. polarized and
depolarized :
(2. 130)
(2. l3 b)
[ I and t ~ are intensities for two geometries of the polarization of the light. In the 90"
scattering geometry. ~ is measured when both the incident and the analysed scattered light
are polarized in the vertical plane and IJ.. is measured when the scattered light is analysed.for
polarization in the horizontal plane ( Fig. 2. I ). A notation widely used to describe the
experi ment of polarized Raman scattering from gases. liquids or clear oriented crystals
consists of four letters which indicate from left to right: the direction of incident radiation,
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incide nt po larization. scattered polarization and directi on of observation respectively. For
example, the usual conditions for measu rement of I, and I.:.in Fig. 2. 1 are x(zz )y and x(zx)y.
Reduced procedures for Raman spectra have been proposed to provide the necessary
quantitative data treatmen t in the low freque ncy regi on In :'lI. The measured Raman intensity
may be expresse d as:
(2.14)
C is a co nstan t which depe nds on the instrum ent response. slit width.,solid collecti on angle
an d abso rpt ion due to co lour. ClIo is the frequency of the incident light . 00; is the frequency
differ enc e of the scattered light ( Raman shifts ). B is a temperature facto r for which the
Boltzm ann distribution gives a good approximation:
8 '" 1 -exp( -h wiclkn (2.15)
and Si is the intri nsic molar sca ttering coefficient at frequ ency 00;( Eq. 2.14 ) and is related
to the term [45(12.. 7J)2]in Eq . (2.12) wi th:
s,
The reduced funct ion is de fined as :
CS,
(2 .16)
(2.17)
As shown in Eqs. (2.14) and (2.17). the temperature and frequency dependen t terms can
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be removed from the experi mentall y measur ed intensity so that the red uced spectrum is
directly prop ortional to the intrin sic mo lar sca tteri ng coe fficient.
Application of the reductio n procedure to '-! and [ ~ respectively gives R,and R.;.and the
isotrop ic reduced spectr a R.,(m) or R.o may be obtained as for Eq. (2 .13) :
(2 . 18)
Ramanspectra may be presented in either the [ o r R format. The R fonnat is most use ful in
the low freq uency region.
The I,,{m) Raman spectrum depends on Vibrational mot ion only, while 1~(Cil ) dep end s on
bothVIbrationaland reorientational motions of the molecu le. Quant itative analysis of l.. and
l, may give detailed information aboutVib ratio nal and reo rientational relaxa tion . This is done
through time corre lation functions [71.721. Corre lation funct ions provide a conc ise method of
expressing the degree to which dynam ical properties are correlated as a function of time.
TheVibration correlatio n function G,(t) can beobtained from the Fouri er transformation
of the normalized isotro pic Raman profil e :
(2. 19)
Here 6) is the frequen cy measured from the band cent re mo). G. (1) is a direct probe of
vibrational dephasing.
The Ramancorrelation function Gm may be obtained by deconvolution of the vibrat ion
contribution with the G_ function :
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(2.20)
Assum ing that the band profile has a Loren tzian shape. the co rrelation function will
deca y expo nentially with time:
G(l) =Aexp ( - .!.)
'r
The correlation time which is defined as:
< =! G(l )dl
will have a simple relations hip to the full width at half height r ( in em" ):
(2 .21)
(2.22 )
(2 .23)
Then the vibrational and reorientation al relaxation time 'tvand 't R can be determined from the
half widths of the isot ropic spect ra:
't~ l :: 'Itcr;.o
(2 .24)
2.1.2 Molttular Vibra tions in Co nde nsrd Ma«er
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Ordered crystals
Man y of the principles descri bed abov e fo r iso lated molecules appl y to crystals
However, since the molecules arc fixed in a lattice, the vibrational spectrum ofa crystal differs
from that of tile freemolecule. The frequencies due to external rotatory and trans latory lattice
modes appearat low waV'Cl'lUlMers_In addition, the select ion rules are affect ed by the crystal
symmetry as well as the molecular symmetry.
Crystals arc characterizedby long range order: a large raenbe r of repeat units ( primitive
unit cell ) related by translati on symmetry . The co mbination of the trans latio nal operations
with rotat ional opera tions creates the 230 "th ree -dimensional" space groups. All crystalline
materials have a structure which belongs to one of thcsc groups. Translation symmet ry makes
it possi ble to facto r vibrations in the crystal by th e wave vector k which is defined as
k = 21t/J..
where )" is the wavelength of the crystal wave motions and corresponds to the distance ove r
which motions of atoms are in phase .
tf in the crystalthere arc N unit cells. each of which co ntains n atoms, then there will be
30N normal modes in all. In these modes there are N fact ors. each correspond ing to one of
the allowed values of k.
It has been found that symmet ry coord inates de fined by k and k + k.where it is a
vecto r of the rcciprocaI latticc, arc identical, and tha t symmetry coo rdinates defined by k and
-k are degenerate. The problem is thus reduced to th e choice of the primitive unit cell in k-
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space . Vibratio nal anal ysis of a cryst al is based on one primiti ve cell which has all the
distinctive features ofthe structure . Because the dimensions of a unit cell are small compared
with the wavelengths of the radiation usedin vibrational spectroscopy. all unit cells can be
considered as experiencing the same electric field.i.e.,only k ,..0 we vevect or phonons scatter
light. For the approximation of k .. 0 and first order spectra, group theo ry provides a simple
and quick approach to deduce the selectio n rules for cryst als.
The symmetry of the unit cell is cal led the factor group . which is the subgroup of the
corr es ponding space grou p with the trans lations between unit ce lls co nsidered as identity
operat ions. The distribution of normal modes for the crys tal can be estab lished by factor
group analysis. This proced ure is similarto that used to deduce the se lection rules for isolated
molecules but includes thescrew axis andglide plane symmetry operations 1711. The symmetry
prope rties are determin ed by studying the effect of each symmet ry o perat ion in the factor
group on each type of atom in the unit cell.
A more convenient procedure is the correlation met hod 1161. Th is method is based on an
analysis of thesymmetry andthenumber of atoms, molecu les o r ionic groups in the primitive
unit ce ll. The number of equivalent atoms in the unit cell determ ines which set of sites the
atoms occu py. The set of sites has its own symmetry and is cal led the site group ( site
symmetry ). which is a subgroup of the factor group of the crystal . Th e site symmetry may
beascenained from crystal lograp hic data or the site symmetry tab le 1711. In this tec hnique the
symmetry properties are determined first for atomic or molecular gro ups of interest as isolated
species. Theseresults ar e then analysed ( or correlated) to species of the site symmetry and
finally to species of the factor grou p symmetry . Infrared andRaman activi ties are predicted
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from thesyrnmetty species of the factor grou p. For crystals containing mo lecular groups . the
co rrelation method has the advantage of mapping the effects of the static field and the
correlation fidd on thefreeion spectrum. lltis results in the separation of modes into internal
and external modes . Internal modes ofmolecular species have a statio nary centre of mass
while external modes involve rela tive motion of the mass centres of atoms ( trans lato ry) or
molecular groups ( translatory and rotatory ).
Molecules are fixed in the crystal. Polarized light may be employed to excite certai n
particular modes in clear, oriented single crystals. Polarized infrared radiation with its electric
vector along the x, y or z axis will activate vibrations that change the dipole moment in the
same direction. thus differentiating differently polarized modes.
Polarized Raman spectra of single crystals are more common and more informatio n
about the symmetry properties of the normal modes may be obtained. beca use there are six
polarizability compo nents ( a.,.. Ow- a..,.,~ Clyva..... ) associa ted with nonn al modes . the
excitationgeometries are flexible and it is easer to sample. By deliberate arrangement of the
light path only those modes linked with a unique polarizability componen t change can be
measured in the Raman spectrum.
For nonlinear(piezoelectric) crystals the polar modes ( IR active modes) may undergo
To-LO splitrings. ln the crystal atoms move against each other with wavelike disturbances
that propagate at the speed ofl ight ( phonons ). There are two kinds of the optical modes:
longitudinal ( the atomic displacements are along the propagation directio n) and transverse
( the atom displacements are normal to the propagation direct ion ). Polar modes carry an
electric dipole moment. The osci llating dipole generates a local polarizat ion which in tum
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ge nerates a macro scopic elect ric field . The long range dipole-dipo le interaction co uples
similar transitio n moments throughout the crystal. As a resul t, polar mode frequencies depend
on the orientation and magnitude of the wa ve vect o rs of the phonon relati ve to electric field.
TO- LO splittings occur because the induced electric field reinforces the effect of th e ionic
displacement for longitu dinal modes but has zero effect on the transve rse mod es. The
magnitu de ofthe splitting is given by the Lyddane-Sachs-Teller relation (11:1:
(2.25)
Where 0) . is the frequency of the transverse mode. Olt is the frequency of the longitudinal
mo de . e, is the static dielectric constant an d s, is the dielectric constant at high frequency.
Since to > e•• so m. > CIl, • TO-LO splitt ing may be observed in Raman spect ra for modes
w hich are simultaneou sly act ive in the infrared. This can only OCOJr for noncenuic crystals
and provid es a convenien t technique for ident ification of non-linear cry stals.
Disorder in crystals
The above discussion is based on the as sumpt ion ofperfect order in the crystal . i.e .• the
co mplete invariance of thestructure under all symmetry operations of the space gro up. In fact
most aystals have imperfect ions which can lead to d ifferen t degrees of d isorder. In additi on
to defects, dislocations and grain boundaries which are mostly packing irregu larities. ther e are
intrinsic chemical problems. Few aystaIs like NaF have long phonon mean-free-paths because
they are isotopically pure and do not have easily subst ituted look-alike ions of the same
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charge and size. For molecules or ions with isotopic variati ons due to natural isotope
distribution. the vibratio nal modes will have differen t freq ue ncies in accord with (111-1) -, and
may decou ple from the main lattice frequencies
The lattice modes of a aystaI at 0 K will correspond to groundstate vibrations but when
the crystals are warmed there will be vibrational modes associated with excited vibrational
sta tes. Hot bands become co mmon even at room tem perature. The anhannonici ty and
ina-eased thermal amplitud es of vibrations associated with the hot band s will lead to crystal
expansion and greate r freedom of movemen t . Increased rotational degree s of freedom often
lead to positional disorder. The oxygen atoms become disordered in high temperature nitrate
solids. This is just a partial disorder because the metal ion s and the nitrogen atoms remain on
the aysta.Isites with long range order . In the X-ray anal ysis ofNaN0 l the reflections from
the 0 planes go to zero intensity but the reflections from K and N planes remain [191. Such
thermal disorder was observ ed in the Raman spect ra of KNO l and NaNO l as an anom alous
co mpo nent in the symmet ric stretc hing region 1"1.
The vibratio nal spectrum of a cryst al will be modified by small changes in the crystal
structure owing to impurity ions. In isomo rphic substi t utio n, the intru ding ions ( guest ) are
of a similarsize and charge to the substituted ions ( host ) and a solid solution is formed. In
the solid solutio n the foreign ion randomly substitutes in the crystal . Each equipoint can be
con sidered as occ upied by an avera ge atom whose mas s, X-ray scattering factor, and force
constants are weighted averages of the host and guest atoms . There is no change in the space
grou p and the refor e no change in the number of infrared or Raman bands . For instance a
con siderable mo le fraction of rubidium can occupy pot assium sites in KNO l but the crystal
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structure ofKNOJ remai ns unchanged [la t. The X-ray diffractio n pattern ofKNOJ does not
change while the lattice paramet ers shiftproportionally withthe amount of the gu est rubidium
ion.
Freq uency shifts in the vibrat ional spectra of substitutional solid solution s are more
complicated thanin the caseofisotopic substitution since there are chan ges in forc e const ant s
due to changes in lattice paramet ers as we ll as the change in mass. For the simp le case where
all the chemical bonds betweenthe atoms are ofequal strength, the interatomic potentials may
be approxima ted by the Born potential for io nic lattice :
N a Z . Z .e 1 I
<I>= --,--( l-;) (2.26)
N is the number of primi tive unit cells in the crystal. a is the Madelung constant, Z. and Z.
are charges of the catio ns and anion s respect ively. n is the Born expo nent and r is the
equ ilibrium interatomic distance
Ther e are two force constants associa ted with each pair of atoms. Th e rad ial force
constant K,.acts along the separation distance and is re lated to the interatomic po tent ial 41 by:
(227)
The tangential force constant K, acts perpendicular ly to the separation distance and is rela ted
to the interatomic pot ent ial by:
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K =!.~
I r cr
The first derivative ofthe lattice energy at equilibrium is zero and so is K,.
(2.28)
ln the harmonic app roximat ion the freque ncy is related to the force con stant and the
reduced mass J.lof the oscillator by:
V= A~
Combining Eqs. (2 .27) and (2 .29) , we have:
v = B 1\~~
(2.29)
(2.30)
Where A and B are co nstants. Th is equati on co rrelates the frequen cy shifts to changes in
latt ice parameters due to ion substitut ion. It may be applied in the case of the translatory
motions of the atoms against each other.
As the difference between the guest ion and the host ion increases, the crystal may
become unstable with respect to phase separation. like atoms will be enriched in certain
volumes of the crystal separa ted by regions enrichedin the other kind of atoms . lf the scale
of the separated phases is large, the measured spect ra will be merel y a superpos ition of the
spectra of the individual phases ( mechanicalmixtures ). However, for phase separationon
a microscopic o r submicroscopic scale. changes in spect ra may still be observed. lam ellar
struc ture s on a scale of tens to hund red of nanometers may cau se th e crystal vibrations to
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depart from those predicted for a model based on infinite repetition of the unit cell. The
infrared spectrum is influenced mainly by short-range order and is relatively insensitive to
long-rangeorder. TheRamanspectrum, on the other hand, is more sensitive to intermediate
or long range order. Our Raman studies (Chapters 5 and 6 ) suggest that a new disordered
state exists in NaNOJ-KNOJ which is caused by phase separation on a microscopic or
submicroscopic scale.
Classes
Glasses differ from crystals in that the former do not have long range order.
Consequently, the rigorous theory based on the analysis of one definite size unit cell in the
crystal isno longer valid for glasses . Glasses may be considered to have such a large unit cell
( co ntaining - IOD atoms) that they cannot have a wen defined k vector. Because of the
disorder broadening, directional averaging. and large number of phonon branches. it is
impossible to define these branches experiment ally as in the case ofcrystals. One measures
the vibrational density of states. i.e.• the number of oscillators with a given frequency in a
given volume element.
Glasses give spectra very similar to the liquid from which they are formed because the
glass and liquid have the same distribution ofatomic positions. In co ntrast. there are distinct
differences between the Raman spectra of the glassy and crystallinestate of the same material.
The spectra of glasses usually exhibit weak broad Raman bands with no fine structures.
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2.2 Tb ennod yo am ic Co ns ide ration or Binary Nit rate Solid So lutio ns
A combination of thermodynamic and microstructural characterization of solids of the
samethermal hist ory may be fruitfu l. The systemat ic variation of the rmodynamic properties
with chemical co mpositions may help to judge on an atomi c basis the reaso ns for the stability
of a givenstructure. Usually four structures may exist for a binary nitrate: a real crystal with
a new structure ; a single crystal with the host structu re ( solid solution ); a disordered solid;
and a glass. Among thesestructures the thennodynamics of so lid so lutio n formation has been
studied most !..ystematically. An energetic analysis of the various contributions from the
mixing of the com ponents with different volumes and cryst al structu res lays the foundation
for a quantitative treatment of solid solutions
A solid solu tion in a binary nitrate system is stab le thennodynam icaJly only if its free
energy is less than tha t of an equivalent mechanical mixture of its compon ents or any other
possible exscluti on product s.
For the forma tion ofthe solid solution A,fi1NO):
( I - x ) ANO) + X BNO) -.. A'~1NO)
the free energy chan ge .<1G" is composed of two terms :
lI.G- · lI.H- -TlI. S- (2.3 \)
The entropy change .<15" isgenerally positive. For random substitut ion it can be expressed by:
&5 · = - R(x lnx+( I-x)ln(l -x)]
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(232)
x is the mole fraction ofone component .
If the enthalpy .1H'" is zero, the solution is ideal. Howev er, the form atio n of a solid
solution from twO ionic salts ( as in the case of Al~~NOJ ) usually involve a positive excess
enthalpy. indicating an energetically unfavoura ble situation.
Regular or subregu lar solution models have been used to account for the positive
enthalpy 1111. A regular so lution is assumed to have the ideal mixing entr opy of a random
distrib utio n ( Eq. (2 .32) ). The hea t of mixing of a binary regular solid solution may be
expressed as:
aH " '" Wx( l - x) (2.33)
Here W is the interaction parameter which is a measure of the effects of the structural features
ofthc end members on the solid so lution formation The abov e equation holds for solutions
with symmetric behaviour . Othe rwise, a two-par amete r subregular so lution may be used:
(2.34)
The nitrates studied in this wo rk may be regarded as isostructural systems at so lidified
temperatures ( see Chapter I ). For such systems four effects determi ne the range and stability
of the solid solution : the size:difference of the ions or atoms, the charges of the ions. the
difference in the bonding character of the two compounds and the electron configura tion. The
first two factors are the most important . They have fonned the basis of most theoretical
models for calca lano n of the interaction parameter W.
According to the Born theory of ionic lattice, the electrostatic energy of the crystal
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lattice may be expressed as :
U= - Mld (2.35)
M is a constant det ermined by the crystal structu re and d is the distan ce from any ion to the
nearest neighbour. Assuming that the dominant tenn in.iW is the lattice energy chang e and
that thecoordination number does dot change on mixing, the following relationship between
W and the size differ ence has been deduced (5)1:
(2.36)
Where d, and d1 are latt ice paramet ers of the pure components. The equation is valid in the
case of complete miscibility and where Vegatd 's law ( the lattice parameters change linearly
with composition in the solid solution) is valid.
This model success fully gives a quanti tative acco unt for the obse rved trend in the
solubility of alkali halide solid solutions. For 0 < 8% complete miscibility at roo m tempe rature
was predicted . For larger 5 the pred icted critical mixing temperature is in acco rd with the
experimental data obtained at that time.
II was noted that the radius differenc e was not always an adeq uate criterion for the
fonna tion of solid solutions even in the simplest binary mixtu res of alkal i metal halides ln l.
The relative difference s of latt ice energies ( 6U ) and polarizatio n co efficients of cations
( Q) ) were suggest ed as a more sensitive crite rion for binary systems with a commo n anion :
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6.U '" U1- U, x 100
U,
Co) '" ~-(l l x lOO
a,
(2.31)
a, and a: are polarization coefficients of the smaller and larger cations respect ively. The
relativedifferencein the radii ot' Na" andK· is as large as 26.3%. However tbe NaNO)·KNO)
system is stillconsidered to fonn a continuous series of solid solutions 141. This was attribu ted
to the similarity in the lattice energies of NaNOJ and KNOJ[Ill.
It was also pointed out that there was some difficulty in applying Eq. (2 .36) to more
comp licated binary systems [Il l . The arbitrariness of the assignment of an io nic radius was
noted . In addition. the mixed specie s may only occupy a small fraction of the total volume.
A term representing the difference in molar volume between the two end members was
suggested to correlate with the th ermodynam ic mixing parameters W I and W1 or W . The
volume misrnach was defined as:
(2 .38)
Here VI' V1 and Vii are the molar volumes of the small component. the larg er component
and the meanof the two respectively. I1V t is associated with W,. liV 1 is associa ted with W!
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ardcvis associated with W. A plot of W ( WI. W! ) versus~V ( ~Vh ~V! ) for several rock
salt alkali halides show s a quadrat ic relat ionship;
W " 124.6(d V)2+ 1O.9(d V) (kJ/mo t) (2.39)
Such correlations were believed to be valid fo r a wide range of binary syste ms with similar
structures and char ges, regardless of the type ofcation or anion . They have bee n used with
success to predict solid solubility, deviation fro m ideality and the energetics of phase
transitions for oxide. chalcogeoi de and alkali halid e systems.
The correlation for alkali halides was used to calculate the solid solubility in the binary
nitrate systems in this wo rk. The molar volumes were co mput ed from the crystallographic
data of the nitrates 1211. Excep t for CsNO) which has no rhombohedral structure at
atmospheric pressure . all calculations were based on the struct ure ofLiNO). For CsNO) the
molar volume of the high temperature Paj structure was first obt ained . Then it was used to
deduce the molar volume ofthe rhombohedral structure ( Tab le 2.1 ).
Subregular mixingparameters WI and W2 werecalculated for the binary systems LiNOJ -
MNO) and KNO )-rvlNO). here M represents the other alkal i metals. From WI and W! the
critical mixing tempe rature T, and co mpositio n "I~ ( or ":!c. ) can be calculated by:
(240)
(2.41)
4 1
Here :
A =2W\- W Z
B = SWI -4Wz
C= W, - W1
For regular solutions the following relationship holds:
ll;1" =~=O.s
RT
c
= O.5W
(2.42)
(2 .43)
The calculations are only a firstorder approximation. They cannot predi ct the formation
of solid solutions in binary nitrates quanti tatively . Howeve r, the calculations do suggest the
general tendency ofsolid solution formation in alkali metal nitra tes. As shown in Tables 2.2
and 2.3. it is very difficult for lithiu m nitrate to fonn solid so lutions with oth er alkali metal
nitrates. All the systems contai ning lithium nitra te have critical temperatu res higher than the
melting temperature . Except for l iNOJ-NaNO,. the binary systems ofthe ot her alkali metal
nitrates with lithium nitrate have incredibly high critical temperatures. Othe r processes may
occur besides the random mixing for the systems with large size differences. [f the attractions
between ionsare sufficiently different, ordering may take place and comp lexes result . The fact
that po tassium nitrate, rubidium nitra te and cesium nitrat e fonn con gru ently melting
compounds with lithium nitrate is consistent with the above th eore tical tre atm ent.
The sys te ms co ntaining potassi um nitra te may fonn so lid solutions wit h other alkali
met al nitra tes but not lithium nitrate . The KNOJ· RbNO, syst em has a critical temperature
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much low er than room tempera ture but it forms continuou s solid solutio ns at high
temperature. Ces ium nitrate is generally believed to form limited so lid solutions with
potassium nitrate . The so lubility would begreater than that of sodium nitrate in potassium
nitrate if cesium nitrate bad the same structure as potass ium nitrate. The NaNDJ-KNOJ
system hasa critical temperature higher thanthe melting point ofsodium nitrate . It should be
difficu lt for these two nitrates to form solid solutio ns. Rece nt studies 1...." 1suggested that
NaND J-KND ) can form solid so lutions at relatively low temperature with comparable
amounts of both nitrates. This concept is questionab le.
Eq. (2.34) for subregular solutions expresses the energetic asymmetry in a binary system
with size difference in cations or anions . The asymmetry parameter '1 is defined as:
(2.44 )
This relationship shows that it is energetically favourable for a larger ion to be replaced by a
smaller one, but it is much more difficult to replace a small ion by a large one . Application of
Eq . (2.4 1) to predict the solubility ofan asymmetric binary system revealed the same trend
in solubility 1111. The calcu lated mole fractions for the smaller cations (xlc ) are greater than
0.5 .
In deducing Eqs. (2.34) and (2 .44) , spherical ions were assu med or implied. There was
satisfactory agreement betweenthe theore tical predictions and experimental observat ions for
alkal i halides, rock salt oxides , chalccgenides, rungstat es and molybdates 11l .l4I. In all these
systems the ions may be safely regar ded as spheres . However. care must be taken when the
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theory isapplied to nitrates because the nitr ate ion is definitely not spherical. In formation of
solid solutions of nitrates the shape and orientation of the nitrate gro up s must be taken into
consideration. A newtheory( or a modification of thepresent ones ) is needed to accoun t for
the abnormal observation 1671that the larger Rb" dissolves much more readi ly in KNO] than
the smalle r K· in RbNO].
Theabove theories dealt with solid so lutions ofisosuuaural systems. When the crystal
structures of the end members are different. an additional term has bee n suggested "'1to
acc ount for the contribu tion of the phase transition enthalpy to the mixing enthalpy in Eq.
(2.3 4) '
(2 .4S)
(MI}' is the mixing enthalpy of the so lids with different structu res. AI-£'"is the mixing
enthalpy of the so lids when both have the structure of component I. dH.,.is the enthalpy of
phase transition of component 2 to the structure of component 1. It was assumed that
component 2 must undergo the phase transitio n before it can dissolve in co mponent I . Th e
extra enthalpy~Mf..makes it unfavourable for noniscstruc tural salts to fonn solid solutions
Usually only mutually terminal so lubility occurs in such systems. Identical structu res were
assumed to be a necessary requirement fOT the formation of a continuo us series of so lid
solutions1fi6J , However, this isnot alwa ys the case. Complet e miscibility occurs between high
temperature phases of potas sium nitra te and rubidium nitrate, although the crystal structure
ofKN"O] I is RJm and that of RbNO] I is FmJ m 117.221, One of the explanations may be that
M{.,.for the trans ition of rubidium nitrate from Fm3m structure to RJ"m structure is very
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small (Chapter 4 ). It was noted [67lthat the heat for the transit ions of RbNO J from phase III
to n and from phase n to I wasvery small when the co mposition ofKNO J was more than 10
maroA..
The theory of solid solutions of inorgani c co mpounds has not been fully developed
Most of the rulesand genernlizations are based on investigat ions of the simple halide or oxide
salts which maybe safelyregarded as consisting of spherical ions. In general these general ities
can beapplied to nitrates [nl. Since the nitra te ions are oblate in the cryst als. it wou ld no t be
a surprise if deviations are fou nd. There seems to be a need to develop a theo ry which will
account for the shapes of ino rganic ions. The theory of the mixed crystals of organic
molecules has made some success in this respect 1l6I, Alkali metal nitrates are the simplest
ionic crystals with nonspherical ions. A systematic stUdyof the so lid solutions of the salts may
help the development of the theory of solid solutions.
2.3 A Brier Descrip tion orthe St ruct ural C he mis try or Alka li Metal Nitrates
Alkali metal nitrates show interesting changes in crys tal structu res and pha se trans itions
and in some of the physical properti es such as molar volumes. melting points and solubilities
in water. These changes can be exp lained by the structure afthe nitrate ion and the gradual
increase in the radiu s of the cat ions .
The structures and the numbers afphase transitions of alkali metal nitrates are a funct io n
of the radii of the cations In'!, The smaller ions U - ( 69 pm ) and Na0 ( 98 pm ) ado pt the
calcite structu re (RJc ) at room temperature . Th e larg er ions RhO( 148 pm ) and Cs" ( 167
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pm) adopt the trigonal structure ( P3 . ). Th e potassium ion as the intermediate of the series
has a unique o rtho rho mbic structure, Pmcn, at ro om temperature. As the temperature is
raised, LiND} remains unchanged,NaN~ andKN~ ( and perh aps RbN~ ) transform to the
disordered calcite structure, R!m . and RbNO} and CsNO) trans form to the cub ic structure.
Pm3 m. Potassium nitrat e hasone additional t ransit ion whic h can o nly be achieved by coo ling
phase I and rubidium nitrate has two additio nal trans itio ns.
The unique structure of potassium nitrate at roo m temperature and the extra trans itions
for potassium nitrate andrubidium nitrate are consistent with the fact that the sizes of K' and
Rb " lie bet ween those of the cations in the two stru ct ures of LiNO) and CsN O) and that
nitrat e io ns have trian gular planar sha pe wit h strong orientational preference. Lu and co-
work en IDJ found tha t an appro ach which wo rked well for highl y symmetric molecu lar ions
SeO~l - or SO~2 . was not verygood for NO)· . The calcu lated structures of potassium nitrate
had a much shorter c axis due to the planari ty o f the nitr at e io ns. In crystals . nitrate groups
usually fonn planes between which the cat io ns are located and the different structures o r
phase transitions mainlyinvolve crientarional diso rde r o f the nitrate ions in the plane and l or
positional shift ofthe cations112.191.. The tran sit ion of KNO I II to KN01 ( involves a co mplete
rearrangement of the cat ion and anion pos itions. The tran sition is not direct ly revers ible.
When KNO J I is cooled from 433 K or above. a new phase III is fanned . Phase 111 and I are
closely related and the transition between them is complete ly reversib le and involves an order-
disorder process oforientation-switching o f the nitrate ions and a positi onal adjustment of the
potassium ions . The transi tion between phase 111and I is similar to the transit ion between
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phase Il and l of NaNOJ. Theimermediate phase m ofKNOJ may serve as an indication that
there is a tendency to retain the calcite structure. The large potassium ion forces the crystal
to have anoth er structure when the tempera tur e is lower than 383 K. The lattice is a little
strained since the transi tion from R3m to Pmcn is accompanied by a volume increase
Th e rubidium ion can beaccommodated in the CsNOJ structure, although RbNOJ has
a tendency to adopt the structures suitable for the smaller ions, as is illustrated. by the two
additional transitions at high temperature. This is suppo rted by the following experimental
observations. ( a ) Most of the recent studies o n the structural phase trans itions of RbNOJ
showed that the experimental data ( neutron, X-ray, dilatometry ) could best be explained by
assuming that the transition of RbNOJ HI to RbNOJ 11involved a change in structu re from
cubic:( Pm3m ) to rhombohedral (Rlm jU- 'I I. (b ) Rubidium nitrate was found to form
cont inuous solid so lutions with pot assium nitra te which indicated readin ess for RbNOJ to
have the KNO ) I structure at high tempera ture . ( c ) The disappearance of the trans itions of
the high te mperatur e phases RbNOJ I and RbNO) II in the mixtures ofKNO )-RbNO) may
also be du e to changes in the structure 1"71.
The changes in the physical properties in the series of alkali metal nitrates also suggest
that KNO J and RbNOJ occupy an inte rmediate stat e between one stable structure of nitrate
and another (Table 2-4 ). Then: is a general increase in the molar volumes as the radii of the
cations increase from Li" to Cs'. The increase is not smooth. From NaNO) ( Rlc ) to KNO)
( Pmcn) the volume jumps by 10 cm'zmcl while from KNO) ( Pmcn ) to RbNO ) ( P31 ) the
volume shrinks although Rb" is larger than K-. Obviousl y the arran gement of the nitrate ions
in the crystal KNOJ 11cannot be regarded as a close packing ofspheres 1171. Otherwise there
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would have been a smoo th increase in molar volumes from NaNO } through KNO} to
RbNOJ •
The ext raord inarily large molar volume of KNO ) n means that there is roo m to
accommodate larger ions. It also means that ifions smaller than K· entered into the crystal.
the structure would become unstable anda change wou ld take place. It may be imposs ible to
change the size of the potassium ion itself however. a similar situa tion may be creat ed by
partly substituting potassium ions with larger or smaller io ns. The KNO)-RbNOJ and NaN0 J-
KNO) woul d be suitabl e systems
The change in melting points ( Table 2.4 ) also reveals abnormalities around KNO) and
RbNOJ. The melting points incr ease grad ually from 537 K eruxo, to 607 K ofKNO). it
dro ps to 583 K for RbNO J and risesagain dram atically to 687 K for CsNOJ .
The melting process is complicated becau se it involves the structu res of bot h so lid and
liquid. The enthalp y of fusion MI,. may be expressed as [91.1 :
(2 .46)
.!is.. is the entro py of fusion. Fusion is associ ated with positional randomization and
orientational randomizatio n. For compounds ofsimilar stru cture. Mi,. may be regarded as a
measure of the bond strength of the crystal before melting.
Nea r th e melting point. RbNOJ hasa lattice structure similar to the high temperature
phases ofNaNO) and KNO ). as discussed above . Thus. LiNO J thro ugh RbNOJ have similar
solid stru ctu res. The ent halpy of fusion decreases gradually from liNDJ to RbNO) and the
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lattice energydecreases as the radius of me cation increases. Th e low melting point of LiNO)
is mainly due to the high entro py of fusion. LiN D) maintai ns the o rdered calci te structure up
to the melting point. while NaN DJ and KNOJ transfonn to the disordered calcite structure
before melting. RbNDJ has the lowest entro py of fusion.. indicatin g a disord ered solid state
similar to the melt. It was noted [9l l that RbNOl had a negative vo lume c hange on melting.
The large rubidiu m ions greatly distort the calcite structure and can hardly hold the
framework togeth er . So the low melting point of RbNO J is mainly due to the low enthalpy
effusio n.
Cesiu m nitrate has an entropy of fusion comparable to that of KND ). However , the
enthalpy of fusio n is larger. Th is accounts for the dramatic rise in the melting point. CsND l
has a different structure . The framework of nitrate ions in CsN O l can easi ly accommodate the
large cation. The latt ice energy ofCsNO l is larger than that of KNO j. although the larger
cesium ion has less favourab le electrostatic attraction.
In ge neral the so lubilities in water of alkali metal nitrates decrease as the radii o f the
cations increase ( Table 2.4 ) andagain the general trend is interrupted at RbND J . RbND l can
dissolve in water more thaneither KNO) or CsND) can . The situation is com plicated because
it is nec essary to cons ider the structure of solid and liquid, and so lvat ion of the ions.
Nevertheless the larger solubility of RbNO l can at least partly be attributed to the smaller
latt ice energy resulting from the strai ned struct ure.
Changes in the structures andphysical properties pertaining directly to the st ructure with
the sizeof the cations indicate that the crystal structures ofalkali metal nitrates can bebest
understood if the nitrate ion is regard ed as a nonspherical gro up wit h stro ng orientatio n. The
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nonspheri cal nitrate ions fonn a planar framewo rk in the crystals . The framework of the
liNO) structure type is sta ble for smaller cation s and the framework of the CsNOl structure
type is sta ble for larger cations. There is strain in the lattices of KNOl and RbNO] because
the intermedi ate sizeof K· or Rh" does not quite fit either framework.
so
Table 2.1 Molar volumes of the nitrates ( in em) fmol ) a.
AgNO)
( 423 K )
39.240
LiNO )
(524 K )
30.279
NaNO)
( 548 K )
39.229
KNO,
( 40 1 K )
49.276
RbNO)
( 523 K )
55.947
CsNO)
t > 434 K )
60.683
Calculated for unit cell volumes in the high temperature disordered phase Rlm .
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Table 2.2 Calculated critical temperatures and compositions of mixing for
binarynitrate systemsLiNOJ-MNOJ_
MNO, AV, !!N: dR' W, W, T. x,.
( % ) (kl ) (kl ) (K)
NaN0 J 0.228 1 0.2955 30.6 8.969 14.1 759 0.632
KNO, 0.3856 0.6275 48.8 22.73 55.90 2996 0 .686
RbNO, 0.4588 0.8 47 6 54.4 31.23 98 .75 5330 0.70 1
CsNO, 0.50 10 1.004 62.4 36 .74 136.54 7406 0.708
The relative percentage differencesinthecation radi from reference 81.
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Table 2.3 Calculated critical temperatures and compositions of mixing for
binarynitratesKNO)-MNO).
MNO, "Y, "Y, dR" W, W, T,
' "
(%) ( kJ ) (kJ ) (K)
LiNO) 0.3856 0.6275 48 .8 22.73 55.90 2996 0.686
NaNO) 0.2039 0.256 1 26.] 7.403 10.97 593 0.620
RbNO) 0.1192 0.1354 10.7 3.071 3.759 210 0.571
CsNOJ 0_1880 0.23 15 19.6 6.452 9_200 500 0.612
The relative percentage differences in the cation radii fromreference 8 1.
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Tabl e 2.4 Some physicochemical properties of alkali metal nitrates.
MNO, V' T• • scicbility ' "5.. <lli,. '
(cmJ /mol) (K ) ( moVdmJ ) ( Jlmol·K) ( kJ/mol)
UNO) 29.0 537 10.2 49.0 26.3
NaN0J ] 7.6 580 10.3 25 .5 19.0
KNO, 47.9 607 3.13 19.2 11.7
RbNOJ 47.5 583 3.58 9.2 SA
CsNOJ 52.9 687 1.18 19.7-20.9 14.2
Molar volumes at 298 K from reference 93.
b. Melting points from reference 93.
Solubilities at 298 K from referenc e 94.
d. Entropy of fusion from reference 92.
Calcu lated enthalpy of fusion by Eq. (2.46).
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Fig. 2.1 Excitation and light-collection geomet ries for polarization measur ements of Raman
scattering.
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CHAPT ER 3
EXPERIMENTS
3. 1 Pre pan lion of Sa mples
All the chemicals were analyt ical grade reagents and were usually used witho ut further
purifica tion since identical results wer e obtained with recrystallized solids .
The nitrates were dried in an oven at 393 K over night. Th e dried chemicals were handled
in a dry nitrogen fiUeddry box:which was dried by PPt .The so lids were weigh ed at definite
ratios, mixed well in a mo rtar and transferred to 6 mm id qu artz tubes . The mixtu res were
dried under vacuu m for 72 hou rs. first at 333. then at 378 . and finally at 403 K Then the
temperature wasraised gradually until the nitrates melted complete ly. The sample s of LiNOJ-
RbNO) andUNO)-CsN~ were prepared bycooling the mixtures aft er 12 hou rs in the molten
state . The samples of l iNOJ· KNO) were coo led under d ifferent cond itions . The molten
samples were left in the oven and cooled naturally as in the ca se of l iNO)-RbNO). After the
Raman measurem ent s. the sam ples were reheated at 333 K for 24 hours and the Raman
spectra weremeasured again. The quenched sample of equ imo lar LiNO)·KNO) was obtai ned
when the molten mixture was taken out of the oven and allowe d to coo l quick ly without any
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disturbance.
The nitrates were dried in an oven at 393 K for a day. The dried chemicals were weighted
at definite ratios and mixed we ll. T he mixtures ofNaN0J -KNOJ were transferred to 6 mm
id quartz: tubes and the mixtu res ofKNOJ-RbNOJ were transferred to 5 nun id Pyrex glass
tubes . The mixtures were dried under vacuum at about 403 K for three days. Then the
samples were melted and kept in molten state for about eight hours before sealing the rubes.
Crystals o f the co mpo unds KAg (N0 Jh. RbA g(N0Jh and CsAg{NOJ)~ were prepared by
slow evaporation in a desiccator ofaqueous solutions ofequimo lar AgNO)-fl.1N0J ( M =K,
Rb, Cs ). The preparation was perfonned in a dark ened roo m.
3.2 Raman Speclroscopic Measurements
Ramanspectra ofthe solids at room tempera ture we re reco rded on a Co ders PHO Raman
spectro meter with the standard 900 scattering geo metry . The 488 .0 nm line of the argon ion
laser was used as the sou rce of excitatio n. The power level w as about 300 mW except for
AgNOJ-MN~ systems for which the power level was kept be low 80 mW . Th e slits were set
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at 2 ern' , the scanning rate was 50 ern" lmin, and two data points per wavenumber were
collected for all the measurements except for the YI region. For studies of the YI region the
slits were0.25 em" • the scanning rate was 25 en" lmin and eight data points were collected
per wavenumber. The scattering light was detected by a PMT coo led to 253 K The signals
in the form of photo n counts were stored and processed with the MUN VAX l lnso
computer.
Raman spectra for the samples at different temperatures were obtained in an insulated
furnace. The temperature was monitored with a chromaJ-alumel thermoco uple. The
temperature at the samples was accurate to about one degree.
A vacuum cryostat was used to obtain spectra at liquid nitrogen temperature.
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CHAPT ER 4
RAMAN SPECTROSCOPIC STUDIES OF TH E SOLID SOLUTIONS
OF POTASSIUM AND RUBIDIUM NITRATE
4.1 Intr od uction
Both potassium nitrat e and rubidium nitrate can exist in several phases at atmospheric
pressure and above room temperature 1I~. Due to their speci al po sition in the series of alkali
met al nitrates, KNO, and RbNO, have mo re alte rnative structures at atmospheric pre ssure
1r1J. Their structures represent the transition from the stru cture stable for smal l catio ns ( RJc )
to the strucure stable for large cations ( P3 , ). It seem ed worth while to determine how the
po lymorphism of potassium nitrate and rub idium nitrate manifests itseJf in the mixed cryst als.
Th e dependence of the stru cture a f the so lid so lutio n on the co mposition will shed light on
the trend in the structural changes o f alkali metal nitra tes.
Two substitutional solid solutions ha ve been repon ed (9' .1'161 fo r solids grown from ro om
temperature aqueous soluti ons o f KNOJ and RbNO ] mixtur es with variable co ncentra tions.
In the potassium rich solution the KI~Rb"NO) crystal grows with the KNO ) II stru ct u re
( den ote d as K._"Rb"NO J (K1l) ) for" .. 0 to 0.50 and in the rubidi um ric h solutio n the
KI~No. crystal grows with the RbN~ IV struct ure ( deno ted as ~ .•Rb,.N~ (RbIV» for
" - 0 .98 to 1.0. The two phase region was detennined by solubi lity 1951andXR.D~I to extend
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from 50 to 98 mor/oRbNO ,. Similar solid-solid solubility was observed 1611 for cryst als grown
from fused mixtures of KNO,-RbNO,. For up to 52 mol% RbNO, in KNO J only the
diffraction panem of KNO, 0 was detected . Electri cal co nductivity and X-ray measu rements
indicated I'JTIthat as much as 4 mol% KNO, could dissolve in RbNOJ IV at room temperature.
For samples quenched from the me lt o r from the so lid solut ion at temp erature above 433 K.
comp licati ons arose because of the forma tion of solids with the metastable KNO , III
structure . The presence of the KNO , III structure was ide ntified from the X·ra y diffract ion
pattern. ferroelectri c behavi ou r and marked vo lume chan ges (lOt.
Phase transitio n studies by thermal analysis (or/.ft l gave different results for the coo ling
andheating runs. When coo led from the melts. the transition of potassium nitrate from phase
I to ill was observed for mixtures up to 42 mol% RbNO , Inl. The two step transition I - III
- II of potassium nitrate was observed only for mixtu res contai ning up to 10 mar'/o RbNO, .
h was assu med that it was difficult for KNOJ II to disso lve RbNO,. Howe ver. the heating
studies (671 indicated that th e solubility of RbNO , in KNO J II was about 50 mol%. The so lid
solutions with 50 mol% RbNO J had only the transit ion ofKNO, 11to KNO, I. The sample
co ntaining 95 mol% RbNO , had only the three tran sitions of rubidium nitrat e. Betw een 60
and 90 mol% RbNO, tran sitions of KNOJ II to KNO J I and RbNOJ IV to RbNO, III were
observed while the other two transitions of rubidium nitrat e were absent.
The binary system of potassium and rubidium nitra te is unusual and interesting becau se
it is one of the few examples in which non isostuctural components fonn a continuous series
of so lid so lutions . It has bee n generally acce pted IIlI tha t isost rueture was a necessary
condition for complete miscibility between the end members . Solid solutions of KNO, - RbNOJ
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are also one of the few examp les in which larger gue st ions can replace many more smaller
host ions than vice versa. The general rule [IJI is tha t it is easier to put a smaller atom into a
larger host lattice . The difference in solubilities is striking : larger rubidium ions can replace
more thanhalf of the smaller potassium ions in potassium nitrate while smaller po tassium ions
can only replace about 5 mol% rub idium ions. Finally, it was noted 1671 that the tw o high
temperature transit ions of rubidium nitra te disappeared between 60 an d 90 mol% RbNO, in
the thermal analysis heati ng run. An independent stud y was sugg ested .
When rubidium ion is substitu ted for potassi um ion in the cryst als of potass ium nitra te.
the crystal structures of KNO, II and KNOJ m remain unch anged even for high
co ncentrations of rubidium ion . Che mical substi tutio n of this kind may be used as an
experimental technique for lattice dynamic stud ies. tn the substitutional crystals rubid ium ion
will change the lattice parameters because the equ ipoim site is occu pied by an avera ge atom
whose mass and force constants are the weighted average of rubidium and potassium atoms.
Chemical subst itution is mor e complicated than isotopic substitution in which only mass is
changed . However, under favourable ciraunstances chemical substitu tion may be very helpful
in band assigrunent. The KN OJ·RbNOJ syste m seemed quite promising
The present wor k was undertaken in an att empt to apply Raman spectroscopy of
chemicallysubstituted solids for lattice dynam ic studies. Ramanspectroscopy was also used
to explain the phase diagram ofKNOJ- RbNO ) thro ugh a study of the st ructu res of the solid
so lutio ns from fused mixtu res of rubidium and po tassium nitrate . The solid solutio ns were
found to keep the main Raman features of the host cryst al and the Raman bands due to the
solu te did not appear . The so lid solubilities were det ermined by the first appearance of the
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Raman bands due to the solute . Slight frequency shifts could be attribu ted to the changes in
lattice constan tS due to the guest ions. The frequen cy shifts served as a sensitive probe for
structu ral changes .
4.2 Raman Spect ra or tbe Solid So lutions or KNO rRbNO,
Pot assium nitrate undergoes different phase transitions for heating and cooling processes
and KNO, ill may be kept in metastable state at room temperature if it is coo led fast enough.
Thus. two kinds of samples were prepared . The quenched samples were obtained when the
molten mixtures were taken out of the oven and cooled. to room tempera ture quickly in the
air. The annealed samples were obtained from the quenched samples ( afte r Raman
measurements) reheated to 403 K overnight and then cooled to room temperatu re very
slowly ( over about a 24 hours period ).
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 summarizethe main Raman features of the solids from the molten
mixtu res of KNO , and RbNOJ • The Raman spec trum of pure RbNO, was measured for
comparison. The Raman data for KNOJ UandKN~ III are taken from the work by Brooker
l ' U"JI. There are distinct differences in the Ramanspectra of the same sample with different
thenna! histories ( Fig. 4.1 ). Raman data from the spect ra of the quenched samp les are
collected in Table 4.1 and Raman data from the spect ra oflhe annealed samples are collected
in Table 4.2.
4.2. 1 Ram an Spec tra or th e Que nched Sa mples
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The quenched samples witha content ofrubidium nitrate up to 80 mol'¥. have the typical
Ram an featu res ofKNOJ Ill. indicat ing the forma tion ofK,~Rb1NO) (KIll). The v,
vibration appears at about 1054 em". The re is a single peak at 717 em". The Ramanprofile
in the vs region is in good. agreement with the literature 1" 1, The antisymmetric stretching
mode presents the typical transver se and longitudinal optic Raman features of KNO ) lIt : a
relative high and sharp peak at 1350 em" (TO) and a lower and broad peale at 1440 ern"
(LO). The band at about 1430 en" is due to the 2v.. vibration. A single distin ct band appears
at 1664 em" in the 2\1: region.
There isa small but WIalTIbiguous frequency shift in the internal vibrational regio n of th e
nitrat e ion as the amoun t of RbNO) in the solid solutions increases . The V I appears to shift
to lower wav enumbers: from to 5S em" for K,mRba..DSNO) (KIU) to 1052 em" for
~80NO) (KI ll) . The \I ) vibrat ion also shifts to lower frequencies and the TO-LO
splitt ing seems to decrease a little : 1351 and 1442 em" for K..."Rbo.o, NO) (KI ll) and 1348
and 143S em" for K..~~ .NO) (KIll ). It seems that as more potassium ions are replaced
by rubidium ions. the lattice expands and there is a de crease in the strengt h of intermolecul ar
co upling.
The expansio n of the KNO) III structure due to the existence of larger rubidium ions is
more obvious in the external vibrational regio n. Ther e is only one strong peak at 125 cm'' in
this region for KNO) ill. It isdue to the rotato ry motion of the nitrate ion in the crystal . The
peak centred at 12S em" for Ka.."Rb' DSNO) (KI U) shifted to 116 cm'' for Ka.~~O)
(KIll) ( Fig. 4 2 ).
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Th e sam ple with 95 mol% RbNO J presents an entire ly differen t Raman pattern (Fig.
4 .3). It hasthe chara cte ristic Raman bands of RbNO J IV alon e ( Tabl e 4. 1 ), suggesting the
formatio n of Ko.05RbUSNO) (Rb 1V) . The re are two peaks instead of one in the external
vib rational region : 61 and 110 em" , The band s in the internal vibratio nal region also have
different proliles and pos itions from those o f K, ...Rb~NOJ (KlII). The V I vib ration appears at
1057 err' which is 5 cm'' higher thanwo uld be expected if the sample were a sol id solution
with the KNO J UI struct ure. The frequency of 2v: at 1674 em ' is also highe r than that of
K , _.Rb~O) (KI ll ) ( 1664 em" ). There are two disti nct bands with very near ly the same
intensity in the V~ regio n: 707 and 721 em " . Three bands may be distinguished in the VI
region: 1349, 14 10 and 1440 em" . The pro file is quite different from that ofKNOJ 1II.
Co mpared with the bands ofKNO) ill in the same region, the band at 1349 em" is flatte r and
broad er and theband at 1440 ern" is not so d istinct. The very broa d feature centred at 1410
em" hasno correspon ding band in KNO J Ill. The 5 mol% impu rity of smaller potassium ion
causes theexternal and V I vibrations in Ka.osR.l\."Nq (Rb IV) to shift to higher wave numbe rs.
The Raman spectrum of Ko.,oRbo,,,,NO, may be regarded as a mixtu re of those of
K,...Rb.N~ (KIll) and ~U15 R.Q " NQ (RblV) ( Table 4. 1 ). T here are two bands in the 'i and
2v: regions . The stronger bands at 1056 and 1674 cm'' are du e to K...05Rbe."NOJ (RblV) and
the weaker ones at 1049 and 1661 cm' ' are assigned to vibrations of K,..Rb~NOJ (KI ll ). The
th ree band s in the v~ region may also be att ributed to K,....Rb~NOJ (K llI ) ( 714 em" ) and
Ko.o5RbR."NOJ (Rb IV) ( 707 and 72 1 em" ). In the V ) and external vibra tional regions the
features due to KIP~NO, (KIll) are too weak to be d istingu ished from the muc h stro nger
features du e to Ko.o,Rb o.9, NO] (Rb lV) in the vicinity ( Fig . 4.3 ). To jud ge from the relat ive
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intensities there seems to bemore K.J.D5R.bo."N{), (Rb1V) which may suggest that the so lub ility
of KND ) in RbNO J is slig htly more than 5 mol% .
4.2.2 Rama n Spectra ofthe Annealed Samples
The situatio n is similar for the Raman spectra. o f the ann ealed samples ( Fig . 4-4 ) and
three types of solid can also be classified by the Raman spectra ( Tab le 4 .2 ): KI~Rb,NOJ
(KIt) , Ko.05Rho.tsNO:J (Rb1V) anda mixtureof the two . The major di fference is tha t the Raman
features ofKNDJ III are replaced by those of KN O) II ( Fig. 4 .1 ). The VI and v.. vibratio ns
shift a little lower to 1050 and 7 15 ern". The 2v~ band s become much weaker and obscur e
between 1650 and 1680 ern". The most characteristic fea tures are in the v, and the exte rnal
vibnltional regions . Th ere are two peakswith similar intensity at 1345 and 1358 ern" which
are the typical bands o f the v ) vibration for KNO ) II. In the external vibrational regio n thr ee
relatively stro ng bands may bedistinguished at abou t 45, 80 and 12 I cn''. The Raman ban ds
agree well to those repo rted for KNO J II ISSl.
The presenc e o f rubid ium ions in the lattic e seem s to have little effect on the internal
vibrations o f nitrat e ions in KI....Rb~NO) (KII) . The frequency of bands in the VI' v), v.., and
2v: are quite constant from I<t" RbaIl1 NOJ (KII) to l<t.nRba 61NOJ (KII ). On the other hand.
the lattice expansio n d ue to the larger rubidi um ions in K.....Rb,NO) (KII) crystal caused the
external mod es to vibrate at lower frequencies ( Fig. 4 .5 ).
TIle solubility rang e for 1<t..Rb~NO, (KI t) reduced a little to x =0.67 from x .. 0 .80 for
KI.,Rb, NO J (KIll) and the Raman features of Ko.osRbo."NOJ (Rb lV) began to app ear for x
6S
• 0.80 ( Tab le 4.2 ). As was the case for the quenched samples, the first addition of the
smallerpotassium ions caused theexternal vibrations to shift to slightly higher wavenumbe rs
but then the frequencies seem unaffected by the small additional amount of potassium ion.
4.3 Discussion
4.3.1 La ttice Dynamica l Sfudles or K1.,Rb.NO)
It is interesting to notice that the 52 ern"band in K1ft,NO) (KII) shifted 9 em" for
x ,. 0.05 to x e 0.67, while the 84 em" band only shifted half this value, about 4 ern" for the
same compos ition span ( Fig 4.6 ). A reve rse shift has been reported In l for thenna!
expansion effects_When the temperature was raised from 298 K to 390 K. the 52 cm'' band
decreased by 2 em" while the 84 ern" band dec reased by 5 ern", doubled the shift of the 52
ern" band. This is consistent with the assignments by Brooker 1')')1that the 52 em" band in
KNO) ITis due to translatory motionof the K- sublattice against the NO; sublartice and the
84 cnr' band involves ro tat ory motions of the nitrate ion about the a andb axes. These two
modes are influenced differently by thermal expans ion or by introduction ofl arger ions.
According to vibrational theory, frequency is propo nional to the restoring force and
inversely proport ional to the reduced mass of the vibrating panicles. The expansion of the
latt ice by thermal motion or by introduction of larger ions will cause the restoring force to
dec rease. Therm al expans ion is more favourable for the rota tory motion of the nitrate ions
than the expansion by large ion substitutio n beca use the larger ions will occupy extra space
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and make less roo m for the rotatory motion . On the other hand thermal expansion has little
influence on the mass while addition oflarger. heavier rubidium ions will increase the average
mas s of the ca tion. Cations do not take part in the rota tory motions of NOJ- but they are
dir ectly invo lved in the trans latory motio ns of cat ions against anions . Substitu tio n of the
heavier rubidiwn ions caused the frequencyof the trans latory mode to decrease more quic ldy
than did the effect oflaniee expansion.
Th e rotat o ry motion o f the nitra te io n in KNO) III is associ at ed with the doubly
degenerate E cen tred at 125 cm -I ISSI. As x incre ased from 0.05 to 0.80, the frequency o f this
libratio n of the nitrate ion in KI.~Rb,NO) (KIll) shifted from 125 to 118 em" ( Table 4 .1 )
Th e relative shi ft rat e (0.056 ) of the 125 ern" band was similar to the relative shift rate
( 0.048 ) of the 84 em" band in K1..-R-b.NO) (KIl). This is co nsistent wi th the fact that both
bands have the same origin: rotatory motions of the nitrate ion about the a and b axes. Larger
rub idium ions ex pand the lattice of the crystal so that the nitrat e ion is less confined The
relaxed nitrate io n librates at lower frequency.
The52 crrr' band in KI~Rb.NO) (KI I) shifted much more rapidly ( relative shift rate is
0.18 ) because it has a different o rigin. It is du e to the trans latory motion of eations against
anions . Larger and heavier rubidium ions redouble the effect on this lattice vibrat ion mode by
aaually participating in the VIbration. Potassium nitrat e is an ionic crystal an d the interatomic
poten tials betweenK· and NO; are mainlydue to columbic interaction. Assuming that all the
c he mica l bond s betw een ca tio ns and anions are of equal strength, the equation deduced in
Secti on 2.1.2:
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(2.30)
may be used to predict the frequency shifts of this tr anslatory mode due to substitutio n of
The translatory motio n cf'the K " sublattice against the NO; sublattice in KNO) U has
the8 1& symmetry. The nitrate ions in the crystal form planes perpendi cular to the c axis. Th e
potassium ions are located between the planes of the nitrate ions. Therefore changes in the
separation distance r in Eq. (2 .30) may be replaced by the expansio n along the c axis due to
subst itutio n of Rb" for K- ( by 2.86% for K, ....Rba.,.,NOJ (KII) [101 ) without introdu cing
serious errors . Table 4.3 presents the results of the calculation . The calculat ed frequ encies are
in general agreemen t with the observed. For higher concentrations of rubidium ions. the
agreeme nt is not so goo d. This is partly because the expansio n along the c axis no longer
obeys Vegard ' s law when the mole fraction cf' Rh" equals or exceeds 0.37 (1101. Subsequently
the linearrelationshi p betweenthe concentration of rubid ium ions and the separation distance
fails.
This model is only a firstorder approximation. Nevertheless , the agreement betw een the
observed frequencies and the predicted ones by Eq . (2 .30) is reasonablel y good and provides
semi-quantitative support for the assignment of the 52 an-I band in KNO) II to the tran slatory
motion of the cations again st the anions
Thereis disagreement about theassignment of the 52 an-I band. Shonly after the wo rk
of Bro oker 1991. Akiyama et a/ llllOl used a rigid ion model to perform a latt ice dynamical
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analysis of the optical activeVibrations ofKNO) ll . They found that the best fit was obtai ned
ifthe 52 cm'' band wasassignedto the rotatory mode of the nitrate ion aro und the b axis and
the 84 an-l bandwas assignedto the rotatory mode around the a axis. Recen tly l iu et a /1 1011
perfo rmed lattice dynamical calculations with the rigid ion approximat ion and empirical
potentials and concluded that the 52 em"band was a combination of translatory and ro tatory
motions. It must be pointedout that Brooker's assignment was consisten t with the measured
l'N isotopic shiftsand single crystal depolarizat ion measurements. The present experimental
study corroborates the assignment of Brooker and suggests that the theo retical calcula tions
based on rigid ion mod els are inadequate. The rigid ion model may not properly deal with the
non-spherical ( planar) NO)-.
4.3.2 Stru t lun l ConsidentioDof K,.•RbeN0 J
Raman studies of the KNO rRbNO, system indicated that two kinds of room
temperature solid solutions crystallized from the mixed melts . One had the stru ctu re of
potassium nitrate and the othe r had the structure of rubidium nitrate. Rubidium ion can
substitute for potas sium ion up to 80 mol% in K,...Rb.NO, (KIll ) and up to 67 mol% in
K,...Rb.NO , (KII). The two step tran sition I to IU to II of KNO, on coo ling held true for
K,.•Rb,.NO, when x s 0.67. Potas sium ion can only replace about 5 mol% rubidium ion in
KI~b.No, (Rb{V) . Thesolidsolubilitydetermined by Ramanspect rosco py is consistent with
the observations by other techniques 16t.IG,'J7I. especi ally lhe thermal analysis hea ting run. Th e
three tran sitions of rubidium nitrat e alone wer e detected by the rmal metho d for the sample
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Ko.llS~N~ and the Ramanspectra of this sample, whether quenched or annealed , had only
the features of rubidium nitrate . Both the n to l trans ition of potass ium nitrate an d the three
transitions of rubidiwn nitrate were detected in the heating run for the sample I<qloRb..90NO)
and the spectrumof the sample. wheth er quenched or anneale d. had Raman features of both
nitra tes
KNO) HI has the RJ m structure with thr ee formula units per hexagonal cell. On a
statistical basis this means that fo r x - 0.80 at leas t half of the micro structure ofRJ m in
KI.•Rb. NO) (Kl ll) has unit ce lls with only rubidium ions . When annealed, this samp le
presented a Raman spectrum co ntaining characteristic bands of both K1...Rb.NO ) (KI t) and
K,.•Rb.NO ) (RbIY) . This appears to be due to ion diffusion. Given enough time for the
transition to the stable phase at roo m temperatu re, the sublattice with one-third po tassium
ions changed to KI..Rb. NO) (KI I) while the sublattice with only rub idium ions changed to
KIANO) (RbIY) . The Raman spect ra of l<quRbo.61NO) ( contai ning one-third po tassium
ions) indicated that it had only the trans ition of K,_.Rb. NO) (KIlI) to (KI I) . The R3m unit
ce ll with only Rb " in K..~II..NO) (KIll) seemed less stab le. With out sufficient K-, the
quenched sample K.1A.'lON~ became a mixture of Ko..., R.b:..HN~ (Rbi\') and ~ .. Rb.N~
(Kill ) saturated with Rh". The fact that the "'Ivibration of'K,..Rb.NO ) (KIll ) shifted more
to lower frequency in Ko.IA90N~ ( 1049 em"} than in Ko.2lIRl\..Nq ( KIll) ( 105 1 an -I)
indicated that there were more R3m unit cells with only rubidium ions in the forme r than in
the latter.
It is wo rthwhi le to compare the Raman spect ra of the quenched and annealed
Ko.IA.'lON q . The spectrum of the quenched sample was measured first. Thespect ru m was
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measured again after annealing. The distinct Raman features in the VI and V~ regions due to
KI...Rb~NOJ (KIll ) in the quenched sam ple ( Fig. 4.3 ) seemed to disappear co mpletely and
there appear ed to be only the Raman bands ofKI...Rb~NO, (RbIV) in the annealed sample
( Fig. 4.4). It appears that. afterarmealing, K,ANO, (KIll) in the quenched ~_lnR.bo_'lONO]
tran sformed to K,...Rb~NO) (RblV) instead of (KII ), as one might expect . A mor e detai led
scan in the VI region indicat ed that th e band due to the KNO, structure greatly decreased in
intensity after the thermal treatment ( Fig. 4.7 ). The remaining small peak due [ 0 Kl"""Rb~NO,
(KlI) shilled to higherfrequ ency so that it becamea shoulder on the band due to K,..Rb~NO,
(Rb 1V). Usually the transition of the KNO ) III structure to the KNO) II structure causes vr
to shift to lower frequency. The weak feature appeared more like that due 10 thermal
diso rdered energy states in KI...Rb~NO] (RbI V) I~I thandue to K,"""Rb~NO, (KI I). Obviously
most of the K,...Rb~NO, (KIll ) in the qu enched samp le K._,~o.90NO, did not transfo rm to
Kl.,.Rb~NO) (KII) but to (RblV) .
Ramanstudies offer a possible exp lanation for the disappearance of the two transitions
of rubidiu m nitrate at high tempera ture in the composition range betw een 60 and 90 mer'/o
RbNO,. This region represented the structural change from a mixture of KH,Rb~NO) (K) and
( Rb) to K,...Rb~NO, (1<) alone. Under the influence of the coexis ting KNO, structu re, KI _
AND, (Rb) manifested some newstructural featu res . The metastable R3m phase with only
rubidium ions wasdetected by Ramantechniqu e for the quenched KI...Rb~NO, ( x ... 0.80 and
0.90). On annealing, the R3m phase transformed to phase IV of rubid ium nitrate . It would
be expected that the reverse process sho uld take place when the mixtures were hea led and
that pan of Kl~No, (Rb1V)transfonn ed to (Rbll) which had the same structure as KNo,
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I. Electrical conductivity studies also indicated that K•.•Rb.NO) (Rbtl) transfo rmed directly
to (RbIV) on coo ling when the pot assium co ntent was more than 6 mol% (971. We have
measured the temperature dependence ofKo.,.,Rbo... NO) and fou nd that the mixture became
one phase ( RJm ) above 423 K. Thus. the missing transitions of rubidium nitra te we re phase
IV to Ill andphase n to I. Phase II of rubidium nitrate and phase I of potassium nitrate have
the samcRJm structure and theyform contimJous solid solutions below the so lidus . In a sense
the po tassiu m rubidium nitrate syste m might well be regarded as a system of limited solid
solutions . There seemed to be two kinds of solid solution below the solidus : K1...Rb.N0J (Rb)
for x 2' 0 .95 and K•..Rb.NO) (K) for x s 0.67, between the two limits were mixtures of the
two kinds ofsolid so lutions .
T he direct transition between the P31 and RJm phases and the appearance of the
metastable R3m unit cell with only rubidium ions indicated a gr eater tendency for rubidium
nitrate to have the structu re of potassium nitrate. Thi s tendency at least partly explains the
striking ly different solubilities. It is energe tical ly unfavourable for mixtures of different
structures to fonn solid so lutions . A positive transition enthalpy M-L.. must be added to the
formation enthalpy expression of the so lid so lution for nonisostructural co mponents because
the gu est member is forc ed to have the structure of the host member . Usually only limited
solubilities are observed for nonisostruetural systems and AH .. may be regarded as the site
preference energy. For rubidium nitrate to have the stru cture of po tassium nitrat e t he enthalpy
6H .. must be rather small and the enthalpy for potassium nitrate to trans form to the structures
of rub idium nitrate must be very large . As a result, rubidiu m ions can dissolve in potassium
nitrate a grea ter exte nt than potassium ions can in rubidium nitrat e.
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The solid solutions formed from mixturesofKNO)-RbNO ) are contrary to the usual rule
that it is easier to put a smaller atom into a lu ge host lattice thanvice versa. Large r ru bidium
ions replace manymore smaller potassium ions in the potassiu m nitrate crystal while smaller
potassium ions can hardly dissolve in the rubidium nitrat e crystal . The differen ce in
coor dination numbers between the potass ium ion in pot ass ium nitrate and the rubidiu m ion
in rubidium nitrate wasbelieved l"'l to account for this parad oxical phe nom enon. For an ionic
crystal the coo rdination of cations and anions depends in some way on the ionic radii of the
component ions and the relative size may be the more fundam ental fact or . In the series of
alkali metal nitrates the relative size of the alkali metal ions and the nitrate ion causes
pot assi um nitrat e to have an intermediate structu re between those of lithium nitrat e and
cesium nitrat e ( Sect ion 2.3 ). The rubidium ion seems to loc ate near the boundary size for
the cesium nitra te structure. A few percen t ofa smaller cation may destabilize the structure
of rubidium nitrat e.
The ge neral rule for so lid solubility of ions of different size was based on the
observations for systems of halides . oxides and chalcogeni des which may besafely regarded
as consisting of spherical ions. The theoretical mode ls for energet ics of solid so lution
format ion mainly involved some manner of packing the spherical anions and placing the
cat ions in the vacanc ies ln~l . The size parameter for calcu lating the asymmetric so lubility
relations was introduced on the underlying assumption t hat ions are spherical. Care must be
taken when applying these theories to nitrate syste ms because the sphe rical approximation is
too ro ugh an for nitra te ions . The trend of alkali metal nitrates for the physical pro perties
directl y pert aining to the structu re, such as mo lar volumes or melting poi nts, may be best
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understood if planarity of the nitrate ion is taken into consideration. Even lattice dynamic
cal culations based on ab initio potentials only resulted in a shortening of the c axis of the
pot assium nitra te structure [UI. Failure to obtain better agreement with experiments was
attributed to the fact that sufficient attentio n had not been paid to the planarity of the nitra te
ions. Theextraordinary so lubilities in the KNO)-RbNO J so lid so lutions may serve as further
evidence that the planarityof the nitrate ion plays an irnponant pan in the structural chemistry
ofnitrates.
The metasta ble KNOJ 1Il stru cture accommodated more rubidium ions and the lattice
seemed to be more expanded than the KNOJ 11structure for the same amount of rubidium
ions . It was noted that the internal vibrations of the nitrate ion shifted to lower frequencies
with the addition of rubidium ions in KH,Rb.NOJ (KI ll) while they remained almost
unchanged in KIA NG, (Kll). The VI mode of the nitrate ion shifted about J ern" to 10wCf"
frequency in KIANG, (KIll) while it was pract ically unchang ed in ~_. Rb..N~ (KI I). The
nitrate ions appeared mor e sensitive to substitution of rubidium ions in KNOJ III than in
KNO J II. [0 crystals the nitrate ion experiences a symmetrical polarization of the cations
which causes the v, vibration to shift to higher energy . For the same crystal structure the
larger cation will produce less pertu rbation and the frequency will shift to lower value. The
sensitivity of the VI v-ibration in KNOJ III to substitution of rubidium ions indicated that its
latt ice paramete rs changed considerably.
The Raman spectra in the external vibratio nal region also indicated that the lattice
parameters changed more in K,..-Rb.NO) (KIll) than in K,....Rb.NO) (KI I) when potassium
ions were substituted by rubidium ions. TheRamanbandat about 85 cm'' ofKNOJ Il and the
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Raman band at ab out 125 em" of KND) III invo lve similar rotat ory modes of the nitrat e
grou p ISS.lI9l. The frequencies are inversely proportional to the space available for the rotato ry
motion. For the same amount of rubidium ions the rotatory modes of the nitrate ion shifted
more to the tower frequency in K,A NO) (KIll ) than in (KIt). When x increased from 0.05
to 0.67, the frequency of the rota tory modes decreased by 7 em" for the former and by 4 em"
for the tarter .
The more sensitive response of theKNO) m structure to substi tution of larger rubidium
io ns is co nsistent with the crys tallographic studie s of the structures and stru ctural phase
transitions of potassium nitrate. It was found [10' tha t both the molar volume and the distan ce
between suc cess ive K planes were smaller in KNO ) III than in KNO ) II. The transition of
phase III to U of potassi um nitrate was acco mpanied wit h volume expansio n instead of
co ntraction, The more compact KNO) mwould expand even more when larger rubidium ions
replace smaller potas sium ions. The more expanded KNO ) III would ca use large r frequency
shifts in the Ramanspectrum . Furthermore, the arrangement ofthe nitrate ions and the cations
makes KNO) III mo re sens itive than KNO) 1I to subst itution of large r cat ions . In the KNO )
III crystal, the po tassi um ion and nitrate ion alterna tively line along the same c axis. [0 the
KNO ) U crystal they are located on different c axes, each of w hich carri es only one kind of
ion. It is expect ed that the nitrate ion would experience the pe rtu rbation of the cations more
direct ly in KNO ) III crystal than in KNO ) 1I crystal. Thi s may also bring abo ut larger
frequenc y shifts .
The greater expansion in the lattice ofKNO) 1II due to larg er rubidium ions may panly
acc oun t for the repo n ed. det erioratio n offerroe lectricity in K,....Rb.ND ) (KIll ) 1101. It was
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noted that the ferroelectric hysteresis loo p was disfigu red and the spo ntaneous po larization
dec reased as the co ntent of rubid ium io ns increased . These features disappeared almos t
comp letd y when the mole fractio n of rubidium ions increased to 0 .56 . Th e changes were not
consi dered to be due to the appearance of another crystallo gra phic st ructure. In this work the
Raman spect ra of the so lid so lutions containing RbNO) up to 80 mo l% had practically the
sam e patt ern as KNO) Ul ( Table 4.1 ) even in the most characterist ic vJ regio n. The well
separa ted andsharpTQ..LO Ramanfeatures for the nitrat e asymmetric stretching mode were
in good agreement with the literatur e ISU 02I. It has been rep oned [1021 that the substitu tion o f
30 mol'V. potassium ions by rubidium ions only brought abo ut a very slight broadening of the
TO-L O features andabout 2 cm'' shiftto lower frequencies fo r bo th fea tures, which wa s also
in good agreem ent with our observa tions. Since Raman stud ies indicated no crystal logr aphic
change in thesolid solutions. the det erioration in ferro eleetricity must be due to some chan ge
in the R3m lattice beca use of the larger rubidium io ns. Co mpared with phase Il, phase 111 of
potassium nitrate hasa loose!"structure along the c axis but a mor e compact unit cell (.' 1. Th e
larger exp ansio n in KH:Rb. NO) (KIU) must be along the a and b axes, with the c axis
relatively unchanged. The spo ntaneous polariza tion, which is alon g the c axis, will dec rea ses
as a result of expansion in the a- and b-direct icn wit hou t a co rre spo nding expansion in t he c-
direct ion .
The ferroelectriciryofKI..,.Rb~NOl (KIll ) deteriorat ed most rapi d ly when x was mo re
than 0.40 and Ko.44Rbo.se;NO) was fo und to be almost paraele ctri c 1101. Th e disappearance of
ferroelectri city may be due to the presence of sufficient numbe r o f rubidium ions to overturn
the ordering o f ferroe lectric microd omains in KNO) lll , to give a structure that rese mbles
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KNO} L Both Raman and infraredstudies Ili. laJ l have indicated that it was not approp riate to
desc ribe the vibrational spect rum of KNO) I on the basis of the avera ge RJm structure
determined crystallogra phically. The R3m structure appear s to be the most possible one for
the paraelectric phase I of potass ium nitrate . The To-LO splini ng has been reported 110011 in
me vs region ofthe Raman spectrum of KNO} [and infrared studies IIln] suggested that the
local environment of the nitr ate ion was practically identical in phases I and 1IIof potassium
nitrate. The frequency shift was found to be: extre mely small and the vs region was essentially
unchanged betweenphases 1and 111 in me lR spectra. It was suggested that the transition of
phase l to minvolved ordering ofdipoles already existing in phase I. This was supported by
the stud y of X-ray diffuse scattering IUl61 of potassium nitrate abo ve the ferroelectric Curie
point. The thermaltransition of KNO) ill to I was accompanied by large expansion along the
c axis '1'1, Assuming that the expansion of the c axis in the so lid so lutions due to larger
rubidiwn ions had the same effect as the thermal expans ion. an addi tio n of 60 mol% RbNO}
would have the same resu lt as a temperatu re increase of lOOK. It is reasona ble to assume
that at high concentrations of RbNO) the ordering of the R3m microstru ctures in K1.,R b,N01
(KI ll) was disrupted and resulted in the paraelectricproperty similar to KNO) l.
Recen tly theoretical and experimentalstudies 1S... l~1 have been direct ed toward methods
to stabilize ferroe lect ric ordering in KNO}, The wo rk has focused on thin films of KNO)
because of their potential applications in random access memory devices . Several mechanisms
have been suggested to improve the stability of KNO ) films in pha se Ill . based on changes in
physical properties such as hydrostatic pressure 11071and film thic kness 111)1I1, The present work
might shed light from the view point of structure . The nitra tes of sod ium, potass ium and
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rubidium all have the sameRJm structure at high temperatu re but only KNO)gives rise to a
ferroelectric structure on cooling. The size of the cation must be one of tbe important factors
and insertion of smallamounts of rubidium ion may lead to stabilized ferroelectric KNO) 1lI
films .
4.4 Conclusions
Raman spectroscopic studies of the KNO)-RbNO) system revealed the following
structural features of the nitrates and their solid solutions :
TIle 52 err' bandis primarily due to the translatory motion of the K· subiattice against
the NO)- sublattice. Reported calculations based on hard sphere models are not
consistent with experimental measurements.
2. The solubility of RbNOJ was 67 mo(O/o in KNO) II and 80 mol% in KNO) m . The
solubility of KNO) in RbNOJ IV was 5 mol%.
J . The transition from RJm to PJ t was observed for samples containing 90 and 80 mol%
RbNOJ . The tendency of RbNOJ to have the structure of KN~ appears to explain why
the larger Rb" has much greater solubility in KNO) than smaller K- in RbNOJ.
4. K.....Rb.NOJ (KIll ) was expanded more than KI~~OJ (KI I) by larger Rb". The
greater and uneven expansion in K....Rb.NO) (KIll) could partly account for the
reported deterioration cf ferroe lectriciry as larger rubidium ions were introduced in the
crystal.
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Table 4.1 Observed wavenumbers for Raman bands of mixed crys tals of
K,.,Rb,.NO, (KIll ) and K, ,,Rbo.,, NO, (RblV) at 298 K.
Kt.•Rb.NOJ • external v, v, v, zv,
x - l.00 95.108 706.720 1055 1350, 1407.1440 1673
,, -0.95 61.110 707.72 1 1057 1349.1410 .1440 1614
,,"'0.90 61. 110 707.72 1 1056 1347. 1412 . 1435 1614
7 14 1049 1661
,, - 0.80 116 7 17 1052 1348,1424. 1435 166 2
,, "' 0.67 118 7 17 1052 1349.1428 . 1431 1663
x -0.50 120 717 1053 1350. 1430. 1438 1664
x = 0.33 12 1 7 17 105] 1349.14 30,14] 9 1663
x ...0.80 124 718 1054 1351. 1430,1441 1665
x - 0. 10 124 718 1054 1350. 1430. 1440 1664
x = 0.05 125 7 19 1055 1351. 1430. 1442 1664
KNOJ UI' 125 7 17 1053 1348 ,143 1. 1440 1664
Samples were quenc hed from the melts and measured at 298 K.
b. Data from reference 55 .
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Table 4.2 Observed wavenwnbers for Raman bands of mixed crystals of
K,-ftb,NO , (KIll and K"" Rbc." NO, (RblV) at 298 K.
KI...Rb~NO) ~ external v, v, v, 2v:
x=1.00 59, 108 706,720 1055 1350, 1407 , 1440 1673
x "0.95 62, 112 708,722 1057 1350,1410 ,1438 1675
,,= 0.90 62, 11 1 707,721 1057 1348,1410,14 37 1674
x = 0.80 62, 114 707 .72 1 1057 1348, 1437 1674
115 1051 1662
x =0.67 41,79 ,120 7 14 1050 1345 ,1357 1650, 1677 '
x = 0.50 43,80, 12 1 715 105 1 1346, 1358 1650.1680 '
,, =0.33 45.81 ,12 1 7 15 105 1 1345. 1359 1650, 1672 <
x=0.20 47,82 ,122 115 1051 1345 .13 59 1654, 1682 <
x:.0.l0 49,82 ,123 7 14 1050 1344. 1358 1650,1685 <
x=0.05 50,83, 123 7 14 1050 1344.1358 1651, 1675 <
KNO) lI b 52,84. 123 7 15 1050.5 1344.1359 1652. 1679 '
Samples were annealed and measur ed at 298 K.
b. Data from reference 55.
Broad and weak featu res from about 1650 to 1680 em" .
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Table 4.3 Frequency shift of the 52 cm' ' band in K,..,Rb"NO, (KIl l as a
function of the mole fraction of Rb".
x '
v.Cern -l )
v"",( cm-I ) '
0.05
50
50
0 . 1
49
49
0.2
41
41
0.33
45
46
0.5
43
44
0.67
4\
42
Mole fraction of rubidium ion for the annealed samples andmeasuredat 298 K.
b. Calculated frequencies by Eq. (2.30).
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Fig 4 .1 Raman spectra of the annealed (a ) and quenched ( b) sample of
equimolarKNOJ-RbNOJ at 298 K.
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v/cm-I
Fig. 4.2 Raman spectrain the external vibrational region of K1.•Rb.NO) (K1lI) at 298 K.
X is the mole fraction of RbNOJo
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K,.,,Rb , ,,,NO, (KIIT) and (RblV)
I
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wcm"
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Fig . 4.3 Raman spectra in the internal vibrational region of the quen ched K,_..Rb~NO) at
298 K. Ka.,oRbo.wNO J is a mixture af the K1...Rb"NOJ (KIII) and (Rb [V) .
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Fig . 4.4 Raman spectrain the internal vibrational region of the annealedKI . ~Rb.NOl
at 298 K .
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Fig. 4.5 Ram an spectra in the external vibrational region of K1__Rb"NO] (KII)at 298 K.
X is the mole fraction of RbNO).
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Fig . 4.6 Relative frequency shifts of K,..)l.b~NOJ at 25 °C for the 84 cm'' band ([J )
and the 52 em-t band(6. ) of KNOJ Il, and the 125 em'! band( 0 ) of
KNOJ m.X is the mole fraction of RbNO).
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Fig.4,7 Raman spectra in the VI region of KaloRbo.90NOJ at 298 K. The band due 10 substitu
tional KNOJ in the quenched sample(b) becomesmuchweakerand shifts
to higher frequency afterannealing (a).
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CHAPTE R S
RAMAN SPECTROSC OPIC STUDIES OF TH E MIX ED CRYSTALS
OF SODIUM AND POTASSIUM NIT RATE
5.1 Int roduction
The sodium-potassiwn nitrate system is one of the most extensively investigated binary
inorganic salt systems. These cheap and easily availab le salts are widely used as model
compounds for theoretical studies and as solvents in industrial processes . A survey of the
literature from 1884 to 1955 1lll9l gave 20 repo rts on phasediagram studies of the system. The
number has now more than doubled and reports for the NaNDI-KNO) system continue to
appear 11101. Most recently. adv anced thermal analys is tec hniques wer e used to obtain more
accurate liquidusandsolidus data.I~I. Thermodynamic pro penies were also measured to gain
a better underst anding of the system 11111. Models based on regular solution theory wert
sugge sted to calcul ate the sol idus and liqu idu s and to provide a mic roscopic insight fo r the
thermo dynamic p ro perties 'I'.
Some ofthe earliest work I II !! indicated a limited ran ge of solid so lutio ns and a eutect ic
for the NaN0J· KND, system beca use the ob serve d so lidus was quite flat in the intermed iate
concentration range. Later it was foundby microscopic exami nation II III that the solids below
the solidus appeared homo ge neo us. Most published phase diagrams had a curv ed solidus in
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the intermediat e concentration region and the system was regarded as a continuous sol id
solution Recently. DSC has been usedto investigate the NaN0l+ KNOJ system I~I and it bas
beenestimated that the solidus actual ly appears flat in the intermedi ate concentration region.
Nevertheless, the syst em is still co nsidered to form a co ntinuous series of solid so lutions
beca use of the hom ogen eo us appe arance of the cryst als under the optical microsco pe. It
seems that the horizontal solidus from 20 to 80 mor/o KNO ) is not necessarily due to limited
solid solutions . Several attempts have beenmade 14,U1 ~1 to use X-ray diffracti on to investigate
the solids below the solidus without any positive results . In one study 11I~1 it was reported that
the solid solution of equimolar NaNO )-KNO) at 473 K had a different X-ray diffracti on
pattern from either NaN O) or KNO) at the same temperature, which was inconsiste nt with
the accept ed phase diagram .
Compared with the solidu s and liquidus measurements, much less work has beendone
on th e equilibria of solid states of the NaNO)-KN O) system. Among the early studies ,
Kofler's phase diagr am [lUI was cited most frequently . The hot -stage -microscope technique
was used in the inves tigation. Pan of the subsolidus was only obtained by extrapola tion and
the intermed iate transition involving KNO) III was not observed. Recently Greis et al. I"'
examined the system carefully by differential scanning calorimetry. Special attention was paid
to separate the coo ling and heat ing runs. A co mplete phase diagram for the whole
compos it ion range was const ruct ed . The thermal invest igation was combined with a
knowledge of phase transiti ons of the pure nitrat es to deduce the structu ral chemistry of the
solids of binary NaNO)-KNO) system .
Ther e are only a few examples of direct measu reme nt of the st ructures of the mixed
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crys tals of NaN0J-KN O J by spect roscopic method s. Th ese were mostly for the equimolar
mixture. Shortly afte r its discovery, Raman scattering was applied to study the equimolar
NaNO J-KNO J so lid ,6.11. The structure of the solid so lution seemed to be quenchable. The
freshly prepared solid had on lyone sharpbandin theVI region . Four days later it became two
sharp lines due to NaNO} U and KN~ U respect ively. In ano ther report 1" 1it was found that
there wasonly one peak in the VI region due to the solid so lution of equi molar NaNO}-KNOJ
when measured at 463 K. The band split into two when measu red at roo m temperature.
obviously due to decomposition of the solid solution to th e components.
A knowledge of the micro scop ic structures of the so lids is esse ntial for a correct
explanation of the flatn ess of the so lidus in the phase d iagram. The suggestion that NaNO}-
KNO) mixtures form continuous solid solutions is based o n the homogen eous appearance of
the mixed crystals under an optical microscop e alone. X-ray diffraction has not offered any
unambiguous support to this suggest ion. In this work Ram an studies of the NaNOJ-KNO)
system are reponed for the whole composition region in o rder to reveal the st ructu ral features
of the binary so lids and to offer a possi ble explanati on fo r the horiz ontal solidus from 20 to
80 mol% KNO) observed by DSC.
Quenching was usedin this study to obtain metastable phases of the binary solids. When
quenched. the high temperature phase of sodium nitrat e goes to the low temp erature phase
instantly. while the high tempera ture phase of potassium nitra te transforms to the ferroelectric
phase which may be pre served infinitely in vacuum in a metastable state. The quenched
mixtu res may fully o r part ially retain the high temperature structures and new metastab le
phases may appear . The study of rapid solidificationandmetastable st ructures is of theoretical
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and practical imponance. Both metastab le and stable states represent minima in the potential
curve of thesystem. Knowledge ofthe action of dopants on metastab ility can help to find the
stabilizing or destabili2ing agents for a givenphase 11U1. Many material s ate used in metastable
stat e . Glasses and diamond are well-known examples . Acc ord ing to an estima te [11'1. more
than 20,000 publica tions we re available on various aspects of rapidly so lidified materials.
Threetemperatures were chosen for quenching: 493. 393 . 358 K. Raman spectra were
measu red for both the quenched and annealed solids . The choice of the temperatures was
based on the cooling runs of DSC reported by Greis et al . ( Fig. 5.1 ) [661. They represent
temperatures of stabi lity for the import ant structures of the phase diagram.
5.2 Raman Spect ra of Mixed Cry5tals of NaNO,-KNO,
Themost distinct Raman featur es of the so lids of mixed NaN01-KNO, quenched from
49] . 393 and 358 K and the annealed samples are summarized in Tables 5. 1-5.4. For
com pariso n Raman data of NaNO, II. KNOJ 11and KNO, III lU I are also included in the
tables. Six kinds of solids can be classified by their spect ra : a so lid so lution Nao.,!Ko.osNO)
(NaIl); a so lid solution Nal.~K-.NO) (KIll) ; a mixtu re of(NalI ) and (KIl l); a mixture of
NaIAN~ (KIll) andKN(\ 0 ; a mixture ofNaNo, II and KND, II; a new disordered state
Na,.)C,.NO,(D}.
Since potassium nitrate has different structural phase tran sitions for heating and cooling
procedures, care has been take n to ensu re that the present samples represen ted the same
states as in the DSC cooling runs 1661at the given temp erat ure:
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The 493 K quenched samples - The prepared samples were reheated at 493 K overnight
and then quenc hed in liquid nitrogen .
2. The 393 K quenched samples - After the measur ement of the Raman spectra, the
samples were reheated at 493 K overnight. Then the temperature of the oven was set
at 393 K. The mixtures were coo led to this tempera ture in the oven and kept there for
8 hou rs then quenched in liquid nitro gen.
3. The 358 K quenched samples - After the measurem ent of the Raman spectra, the
samples were reheated to 493 K. cooled to 393 K in the oven and kept at this
temp erature for 8 hours, and then gradually coo led to 358 K ( about one day). The
samples were kept at 358 K for 8 hours and quenched in liquid nitrogen.
4 . The annealed samples - After the measurement of the Raman spectra, the samples were
reheated at 403 K overnight and then cooled to 343 K very slowfy ( about two days )
before they were taken out of the oven and allowed to coo l to room temperature.
S.2. 1 R2m an SpKtra ofthe Annea lflt Sa mples
At room temperature, phase II of sod ium nitrat e is stable and the structure is RJc . The
stable phase of potass ium nitrate is phase 1I with the struct ure of Pmcn. The DSC
investigation 1661 indicated mechanical mixtu res of NaNO} 1I and KNO} II in the whole
composition region at room temperature. Raman studies indicated that the annealed samples
hadspectra ofmechanicaI mixtures of NaNOJ nand KNO} II for all the composit ions studied
except for Na,..,"KaosNOJ ( Table 5.1 ).
9J
TheN~osN~ solid gave the spectrum of the NaN~ n structure alone I: the typical
bands at 100 and 186 an-I and a single band in eac h of the three internal vibrational regions:
V I ( 1068 an-I ) , Y) ( 1386 em-I ) and v~ ( n5 ere" ) respectivel y. Even in the most sensitive
V I regio n there was no detectable evidence of the existence ofKNO ) 11( Fig. 5.2 ). In the
Raman spectrum ofNllo.~loNO) a small band at 1053 em" due to KNO) II wasdetected
along with the stron g band at 1069 em" due to Na,.., Ka.O'INO j (Nai l ). There fore the Raman
studies indicated a solid solution Nllo.., Ko.osND) (N ail ) not previously reponed. The spect ra
ofall the other compositions indicated a eutectic mixtur e of NaNO ) 11( really N80.."Ka.O'INO j
(NaIl) ) and KNO j II. In the external vibratio nal regio n the strong bands due to KNO ) II at
52 and85 cm''andthe strong band of NaNOJ II at 186 ern" appear ed in most of the spectra .
The 52 ern" band , which is most sensitive to substitut ion of cations because it involves the
trans latory motion of the cations 1"1. remained essentiall y constant in the Raman spectra of
all the mixtures.
[0 the internal vibrational region. there co existed the bands due to NaND) II ( 725.
1069.1387 and 1670 en" ) and the bands due to KND J 11( 7 16. 1052, 1346 and D6 1 cm''
). The frequencies of the Ramanbands were indepe ndent of compos ition. As the composit ion
of potassium nitrate increased from 10 to 95 mol% . the charac terist ic Raman bands of KNO)
II increased in inte nsity gradual ly and those of NaNO) II decreased accor ding ly until all the
Ramanfeatures ofNaNOJ n disappeared except the most sensitive V I mode in Nllo.a,Ko.9SNOJ
1 Later it was found that this might not rep rese nt an equilibrium state. After coo ling a
sample from 403 to JJ3 K over an interval o f two weeks. a small peak appeared at
about 1054 cm'" .
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( F;g. 5.2 )
5.2.2 Ram an Sp«tra of th e 3S1 K Q uenc hed Sa mp les
Phase Ill of potassium nitrate, if cooled quickly, may be prese rved in a metastable sta te
at roo m tem pera ture . The Raman spectra of the 358 K qu enched sam ples may be used to
indicate the range within w hich the KNO) UI stru ctu re exist s in the vicinityof 358 K. Greis
et ai. (66) dedu ced from the DSC cooling run that the solids in the whole co mposition region
were simply a mixture of pure NaN D) U and pure KNO ) 1II between 353 and 36 1 K. The
Raman studies detected fOUT kindsof solid for the 358 K quen ch ed sam ples ( Table 5.2 ) : the
solid solution Nao."I<o.o,NO J (Na il) ; mixtures of Na...9SKo.o,NOJ (N aIl) and a so lid solutio n
Na,-.K.NO) (KI ll ); mixtu res ofNa,..K.:NOJ (KI ll) and KN OJ [I ; a new disordered state
Na,~NO:. (0).N,"~ NQ (NaIl) had the characteristic bands of the NaNq II structu re
alone (Table 5.2 ).
N,,"K..,No, {Nall)a>e>risted withN, . K,No, (Kl Il) ;n N, . K,No, ( x ' 0.10, 0.20,
0.33 ). The differences in freque ncies betw een the two solid solutions were large enou gh for
easy distinctio n. In the Raman spectru m of Nao.~IONO). the fea tures of Nao,9SKo.MNO)
(Na il ) were predominant . ln the external vibratio nal region. the charac teristic band of
NaIANO:J(KI ll ) at abou t [2 5 ern" was just detectable ( Fig . 5 .3 ) and in the \/1 region the
characteristic pr ofile of (KI U) was barely observed . In the \/ 1 region there was a small peak
at 1055 em" due to Na,.)C..N OJ (KIll) beside the stro ng band at 1068 em" due to
Nilo.9SKnosNO:J[N alf] . The v.. vibration ofN""",,Nq (KI ll) appeared as a low freque ncy tail
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10 me 725 an" band ofNaa"KnMNq (NaIl). As the conte nt of KNC\ increase d to 33 mo l%.
the bands due to Naa9SKo.ltSNO) (NaIl) gradually decr eased in intensity and the intens ities of
the Raman bands due to Na,ANO, (KIll) increased accordingly. From 40 to 1700 ern"
distinct ba nds due to both solid so lutions were obse rved throughout the whole Raman
spectrumof Nao.' lKo..nNO). clearly indicating the coexistence of the two phases ( Figs . 5.3
and 5.4 ).
At the KNO) rich end, Na,hN~ (KIII) coexisted with !<NO) II. The Raman spectrum
of Nav.,oKo.'JONO, was almost entirely that of the leNO, III struc tu re. with only very weak
features of KNO, II observed in the external vibratio nal region. The strong bands at 52 and
83 cm'' ofKNO) II were just observab le ( Fig. 5.3 ). In both the v. and v, regions only one
band was detected due to the similar energies of these vibrat ions in both phases . The v)
vibration ofKNO) nwastoo weak to be detected in the Raman spectrum of NAa.,oKa.. NO).
TheRaman features efKNO) n increased dramatically when the mole fract ion ofKNO)
increased ITem0.90 to 0.95 . In the external vibrational region, the two bands ofKNO) n at
52 and 85 em" appeared more strongly than the libration of the nitrate ion in Na ,...K.NO ,
(Kill ) at 125 em" ( Fig. 5.3 ). The v, and V4 vibrations were still inseparable for the two
phases but shifted 1 cnr' to the lower freq uencies due to the increasing amount ofKNO) It
In thev, region one of the doub let peaks ofKN~ n was strong enough to produce a distinct
band at 1360 em" ( Fig. 5.4) but the ot her band ( 1344 em-') overl appe d with the band at
1348 em" of Na,...K..NO) (KI ll) to give an asymmetric band near 135 1 em", which then
app eared stronger than the other band of(K1l1) at 1444 em". To ju dge by the relat ive
strengthsof me bands due to Na ,.,K.NO , (KIll ) and KNO ) II in the exte rnal and v) regio ns,
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both phases were present in NClo.osKo"N O ) in comparab le amounts
ln the intermed iateconcentration region (x = 0.50, 0.67, 0.80 ), the Raman spectra had
features dissimilar to anyknown spectrum ofpure KNO ) or NaNO) in any phase . The bands
in both external and internal VIbrational regions were broad. To judge by the profile in the VI
region, which was much broader than the band of a single pure nitrate , there must be more
thanone state ofthe nitrate ion in these solid s. The maxima in the V, and external vibrational
regi ons shifted noticeably to lower wavenumb ers as the mole fraction of NaNO)
decreased : from 1067 and 152 em" for N80.,JC".soNO) to 1056 and 127 ern" for
Na.uJCo.,NO). In the V) region there was a broad band which extended from 1340 to 1450
ern" (Fig. 504). These features are typical for Raman spect ra of disordered or amo rphous Ilil
substances and indicated a new disordered state Nal~K..NO) (D) in this co mposit ion region.
S.2.3 Raman Spectra of th e 393 K Q ue nched Sam ptes
When quenched from 393 K. thestructure of potasSiumnitrate in the solid so lutions Nal •
.K.N~ will normally have the KNO ) III struct ure. In Greis ' phase diagram dete rmined from
DSC cooling runs there were two kinds of solid at 393 K. One was theRJm solid solutio n
for x >0.40 and the other was a mixture oftheRJm solid solution and NaND ) U (RJc ) for
x < 0.40 (Fi g. 5.1 ). Raman studies indicated that there were four kinds of solid for the 393
K quenched samples ( Table 5.3 ): the so lid solution N30,,,Kn o,NO) (Na Il); mixtures of
Nao."K..osNO) (Nail) and a metastable state of the residualRJm solid so lution Na,....K..NO)
(RS S); the solid solution Nal.•K,.NO) (KI ll) ; the new disordered state
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Na,.J<..NC\ (0). As in me case of the annealed or the 358 K quenched sample. Nall.~OJ
(Na H) had the Raman featur es of the NaNO , H structure alone.
A metastable state of me residual RJ m so lid solution Na•...K..NO, (RS S) after exsol ution
ofN~Ka.MN~ (Nai l) coexisted with (N aH) for O.I O :5 x S 0.33 . This was the two phase
region ( RJm and Itlc ) at 393 K in Greis' phase diagram . Since the residual
RJm so lid solution was unquenchable. it transformed to a metastable sta te (RS S). The
sam ples in this composition region had tw o sets of bands: in additio n to bands due to
N~NC\ (Nan) therewere band s due to N~ ....K,.N~ (RSS). In the Raman spectru m of
Na",~.oND, there were small shoulders at 7 17 em" in the v~ region and at about 1062 em"
in the v. region. The intensities of these sho ulders increased as x increased . A broad feature
from 1350 to 1450 enol also appeared (Fig. 5.5 ). In the external vibrational region there was
a diffuse featur e between the two latt ice vibrations of Na. ., sKc.,o,NO) (NaIl) at 102 and 188
ern". This featur e became a broad band at 150 em" in N30.67J<....JJNO, (Fig. 5.6 ).
From comparison of the spectra of the same sample quenched from 393 and 358 K ( Fig.
5.7 ). it was clear that the metasta ble state in Na,....K.:NO, (RSS) did not have the KNO) III
structure. In the VI region the broad profile was evidently different from the TO · lO featur es
of KNO , III. In the 393 K quenched samples the V I vibration of Na,....K. NO) (RSS) had a
frequ ency close to the VI band of Nilo." Ko.osNO) (NaIl) so that it appeared as a shoul der in
Na,AND, for x - O.IO. 0.20 and merged to one band for x - 0.33 ( Fig. 5.7 ). On the other
hand, the 358 K quenchedsamples had two we l l-separa ted bands in the v. region due to Na..
~K.NO , (KIIl) and Na..,J(..JiO , (NaIl) respectively. The Raman featu res in the extern al
vibrational region werebroader andat lower freq uencie s for Na1-llK..NOJ (RSS) in the 393 K
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quenched sample than the libration of NO; in Na,"~K,.NO) (KI ll) in the 358 K que nched
sample ( Figs 5.3 and 5.6 ).
The fact that a metastable state (RSS) rath er than KNO) III wasfrozen implied tha t the
residualRJm solid so lut io n had not decomp osed into KNO] and NaNO] in the proce ss of
quenching. As Nav."I<a.osN~ (NaIl) separated fro m theRJm sol id solution. the residual solid
solutio n became more concentrated with KNO J and transfonn ed to the intermediate
concentration region to be discussed later . In the external vibrati onal region the broad featu res
ofNal.J<..N~ (RSS ) in the samples with 0 .10 s x s 0,33 was cen tred at abo ut 150 em" and
appeared quite like the band due to the samp le with x ... 0 .50 ( Fig . 5.6 ).
Th e samp les with x 2: 0 .90 presented almost the same Ram an spectra as the KNOJ 111
structure alone in every sensi tive region ( Table 5,3 ). These crystalswere solid solutions o f
NalJ<.N~ (KIII). To judge by the smaIl chan ges in the spect ra, the lattice of (KI U) seemed
to change little with the replacem ent of potassium ions by smal ler sodium ions at less than 10
mol%. The symme trical single band at 128 cor'. attributed to the rotato ry moti on of the
nitrate ion in Na ,_.K,.NO ) (KI ll) ( Fig. S.6 ), shifted to slightly higher frequency when the
smalIersodiwn ion replaced the larger potassium ion . The band s at 718 and lOSS cm' we re
typical for the KNO J III struc tu re and were also symmetric . In the vJ region the transver se
and longitudinal o pt ical mode Raman features of the KNOJ lU structure 15 1 appeared
distinctly: the weaker band at 1352 err' ( TO ) and the stro nge r band at 1444 ern" ( LO ) and
thezv, vibration at \43S ern". No detect able fea tur es due to o ther struct ures were observed
betweenthe TO and LO mod es ( Fig . S.S ).
It is inte resting to notice that the TO- LO patt ern of Na l_. K,.NOJ (KIll) was a little
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different from that in pure KNOl IIl l'" and K."""Rb~NOl (KIll) ( Fig. 5.8 ). When co mpa red
to the intensity of thev.. band, therelative intensityof th e TO mode in K.~Rb~NO) (KI ll) and
in Na.ANOl (KIll) may be regar ded as the same while the intens ity of me LO mode in
NalJ<..N~ (KIII) becomes much larger . To-LO splitting occurs for po lar vibrational modes
The large increasein the intensity of the LO mode indicated a significant change in the latt ice
polariza tion when a small amount of NaN OJ was added.
Just as in the case of the 358 K que nched samp les, in the interme diate conce ntra tion
region ( 0.50 s x :s: 0 .80 ) there was the new disordered state Na l.JC.NO J (D) in the 393 K
quenched samples ( Fig. 5.9 ). Broad featu res were observed over the whole spectrum . The
spectrumofN8a,:aJ<oI(lN~ (0 ) hadthe same spectral patt ern as that ofN~. lO Ko.90No, (KI ll)
in both external and internal vibrational regions. How ever, there were several no table
differenc es . The frequency ofthe VI band was 3 COli higher in the former than in the latter,
which was beyond the instrumental error . It was too large a shift to be cause d by introductio n
of the ext ra 10 mol% ofKNOJ when compared to the frequ ency differ ence in v. between
Naa.A.,..NO) (KIll) and Naa-05Ko., NOl (KIn). The band in the v. region. as well as in the
V.. and external vibrational regions, was considerably bro ader in NClo.lOKo.IONO ) (D) than in
Nll.o. IJ<o.",N~ (KIll). Inthe "J region the well- separated To-LO bands ofKNq III at 1352
and 1444 ern" superimposed on a broad background from about 1350 to 14S0 cnl l .
The broadened band s were also observe d in the Raman spectra ofNa...J)~.61NOJ (D)
and NIo.~K.JONOJ (D) . The three samp les had very similar Raman spectra. They all had a
broad bandin the v\ region, the maximum of whichshifted from 1066 em" for NIo,soK..soNOJ
to 1058 ern"for N30.~.IONO). The 0 - 18 form of the nitrate ion, N IKa .6° 2-,gave a peak
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at a position about 20 ern"lowe r than that of N 160; . The two bands do not overlap in the
Raman spectrum of the cryst alline nitrates, while in the thr ee diso rde red samples there was
a serious overlap and the band due to N " 0 160 2- could hardly be observed ( Fig. 5.5 )_The
bands in the external vibrational region wer e broad and asymmetric ( Fig. 5.6 ). As the
amount of KNOJ increasedfrom 50 to 80 mol%. the band becam e more symmetrical and the
maximum shifted from 152 to 127 cm''.Th e symmetrical band at 718 em" in the V~ region
appeared unchanged with the different compositions of Nat_ANOJ (0). It was much broader
than the band at 7 18 cm'' of Naa.IJ<o.~OJ (KIll) or the band at 725 ern" ofNa".nI<a~NO)
(NaI l) quenched from the same temperature of 39) K. Th e chang e of the profile in the vJ
region with thechange of the co mpositio n was most interesting . All the three samples had a
broad featu re extending from about 1350 to 1450 em" . In N80.,J<o.soNOJ (D) there was a
smaU maximum at 1385 em-Ion the broad backgrou nd . The maximum disappeared in
Na.u)Ko.67N~ (0), replaced by a rather flat plateau from 1358 [0 1445 cm'' : The plateau got
lower and its edges grew into distinct bands at 1354 and 1447 em" in the spectrum of
Na".j CuGNO) ( 0 ) to give a profile quite like that ofKNO) III in the V J region .
5.2.4 Ram a n Spect ra of Ihe 493 K Q uenched Sa mples
It has usually been assu med 1"1 that sodium nitra te and potassium nitrate fonn a
continuous series of solid solutions of the RIm struc ture just below the solidus . The
disordered calcite structu re RIm is unquenchable and can only be investigated at high
temperature. Thus. the que nched samples rep resent new metastable states brought about in
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the co urse of que nching. The Raman spectra of the 493 K quenched sam ples indicated tha t
three stat es may be frozen from th e RJ m solid solutio ns: the solid so lutions Na1...K,.NO)
(Na il) , (0) and (KI ll) . As x increased from 0.05 to 0.95 , th e Raman spectra changed from
that ofNal.cK.NO) (NaIl) to that ofNal_.J<.NO) (KIll) (Table 5.4 ).
The features in the external Vib rational region revealed an interest ing change due to the
fonnation of the solid solutions ofdifferent rat ios of sodiu m ions to po tassiu m ions (Fig.
5. 10 ). The charact eristic bands at 100 and 187 err' ofNlg." K(I.OSNO) (Na il ) shifted to lower
frequency as smaller sodium ions w ere replaced by larger po tassium ions. At x - 0.33 , only
one disti nct band remained at 170 em" and the 100 em" band was replaced by a small
shoul der at about 80 em" on the Rayleigh wing. The 170 em" band co ntinued to shift to
lower frequency as more potassium ions were added until at x - 0.90 the characte ristic band
of the KNOJ 1II structure appeared at 127 ern" and the weak shoulder disa ppeared.
The gradual change in the vr region was also quite notable ( Fig . 5. 1J ). There was one
peak at 1386 em"in the Ramanspectra of Nllo."Ko.osNOJ and N30.wKo.loNO J- It was assigned
to the V J vibration of the nitra te ion in the NaN DJ 1I structure. Th e intensity of the peak
decreased anda broad feature appeared from 1350 to 1450 ern" when x = 0.20. The intensity
of the 1386 ern" band continued to decrease and the broad feature grew stro nge r as the
content of'K" increased until x ...0.67 when the band at 1386 crrr' disappear ed and the broad
feature developed into two small peaks at 1355 and 1448 ern".Finally, at x s 0.90 , these two
peaks became t ile characteristic TO -L O features of the KNO) III stru cture in the VJ region.
Only one peak appeared in the V I region with a relative ly co nstant freq uency at about
1068 cm'' for x up to 0.50 ( Table 5.4 ). Then it shifted to lower wav enumber's as additional
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K· was added: 1065 em" for N3u.lJKo.61NO) and 1057 em" for Naa.~.IONO). At the same
time [he band became broad and the peak due to N 1'0 160 ; was obscured. Eventual ly the
peak becamethe v r vibration of the KNO) 111structure at 1055 em"and was sharp again in
Nllo.lJ<o.llDNO) ( Fig. 5. 12 ).
There was also a single band in the v.. region ( Tab le 5.4). The shift from the typ ical
frequ ency ofNal..,.~NO) (N a n) ( 725 em" ) to the typical frequen cy of{KlU) (7 18 err")
sta rted at x : 0 .33 , which was a little differ ent from the shift of the V I vibration . The band
appeared rather symmetric for all [he com posit ions w hile it was ob viously broader in
Na, .•oKo.2iINO) through N<lo.~.•oNO) than in the other composi tions (Fig. 5.12).
Th e samples with x s 0 .20 may be regarded as so lid solutions with the NaNO) n
strucnee t Rlc) alone. The Raman spectra had the characteristic pan ern of NaNOJ It Single
bands were observed in the v, and v.. regions, which shifted a little from the typical values of
NaNO ) U ( 1068 and725 en " ) as x increased from 0.05 to 0.20. The band width and profiles
in the intema1vibrational region were co nsisten t with an assig nment to a solid solution with
the crystal struct ure of NaNO). Na...J<o.:!ONO) (Nail) ( Fig. 5.12). The two bands in the
external vibrational region at about 100 and 180 an-t alsoindica ted that Na...~:!ONOJ (Nail )
consisted of a single crystal struc ture ( Fig. 5.10 ). On the cont rary. in th e Raman spectr a of
the same sample quenched from 393 K there were other features between the two bands ( Fig.
5.6 ), which sugg ested an addit ional metastab le phase.
NaU1Ko,nN O J may also be regard ed as a solid so lution with the NaND ) II structure.
How ever, the great number of pot ass ium ions caused the crystal [ 0 possess considerable
disorder. There wasonly one distinct band in th e external vibrati onal region ( Fig. 5.10 ) and
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the bands in the internal vibrational regio n were a bit broader than the band s of the samp les
with less KNO J . The sam ples Nal.$"NOJ ( x e 0.50, 0 .67 , 0 .80 ) had the same Raman
features of the disordered phase as those descri bed for the 358 and 393 K quenched samples
( Fig. 5.9 ). The samp les with x = 0.90 , 0 .95 had practicall y the same Raman spect ra as the
sam e samples quenched from 393 K and appear to have the KNO J HI stru cture .
5.3 Discussion
The NaNOJ-KN~ system is rather interesting. The size difference between sodium and
potassium ions is large, yet the nitrat es are reported 1<1.661to fonn continuo us solid solutions.
At high temperature ( above 548 K ) bo th nitrat es adopt the sam e IUm struct ure, at
moderate te mperature ( above 373 K ) they have similar structures ( RIc and RI m or
RJm ), and at roo m temperatu re their stru ctu res are quite different ( RJ"c and Pmcn ).
Ramanspectroscopic studies of the mixed crystals of sodium and potassium nitra te were
in ge neral agreement with the phase diagram by DSC. It is expected that the different
tr eat ments o f the samples and the different bas ic principle s between DSC andRaman can
account for minor discrepancies in the obse rvations The quen ched sam ples measured by
Ramanspectroscopy may have diffe rent micros tructures, different solid solubilities andnon-
equilibrium cry stalli ne phases or amorph ous stru ctures . Furthermore. Raman spec tra are
measured for samples under vacuum. ln principle, DSC is based on macr oscopic prope rties
ofthe system while Ramangives information abou t the microscopic structure of the system .
Raman may provide justification of atomic level for the structu res of the so lids deduced from
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DSC.
5.3.1 Limited Solid Solutio ns in NaNOJ-KNOJ
In Greis ' phase diagram of NaNO)·KN O) established by DSC coo ling runs, only one
kind of solid so lution - the co ntinuous solid solutions ofR!m was reported (60S I. Exso lution
ofthe pure components from theR!m solid solution was the only explanation to accoun t fo r
the subsoIidus in the phase diagram . No other kinds of sol id so lutio n and no structural phase
transitions of one kind of solid so lut ion to another kind ofso lid so lutio n were observed. OUf
Ramanstudies of the NaN0J·KNOJ mixturesquenched from different tempera tures sugg ested
some alternati ve explanations for the phase diagram.
The same Raman spectrum of the NaND, n structure alone was observed for
Na.."K,, 01NOJ quenc hed from different temperatures, indicating that there existed the solid
so lution N&o." Ko.IISNOJ (N ail) over the who le investigated temperature range. We have
measured the Ramanspectrum a f the sample quenched directly from the melt and found that
it also had the Raman bands a f the NaN0 J n structure alone . Acco rding to the phase diagram,
N30."Ko ",NOJ was in the d iphasic regio n below the A.transi tion temperature at 526 K. The
phases coexisting with pure NaN0J 1I would be the RJ"m so lid solu tion or low tempera ture
phases ofpure KNO). The relative amounts of pure NaNO J II and the RJm solid solution at
493 and 393 K would be different . All these conditions wou ld cau se differe nt Raman features
in the spectra of the samples undergoing different heat treatments . However . no detectab le
variations in the Raman spect ra were observed. On the other hand . Na.....J<o.IONOJ had four
lOS
different Raman spectra in response to the four different treatments: the Raman spectrum of
Naa.J<o.IONO:J (N aU) for the 493 K quenched sample; the spectrum ofN,,.,K..IH N D.J (N aIl)
and (RSS ) foc the 393 K quenched sample; the spectrum ofNa.. ,.,K..,NO} (Nai l) and (KIll)
for the 358 K quenched sample; and thespectrum of NaN O} II and KNO} II for me annealed
sample.
Raman studies suggested that NIo.,.,K,.,MNO} (N ai l) existed in the temperature range
between526 and about 353 K. Decomposition of this solid so lution proceeded very slowly.
When cooled down from 403 to 343 K in two days, the solid solution did not show any
exsoIution while aUsamples with higher K· contents becam e mechanical mixtures ofthe two
components ( Table 5.1 ). Exsolution of KNO) was detected only after the solid so lutio n was
annealed to 333 K in two wee ks. Therefore Raman stu dies suggested that there should be a
vertical line at x = 0.05 and from 526 to 353 K to ind icate the solid solution N30."Ko.MNO)
(NaIl) . This is suppo ned by the discontinuityat x » 0.063 ( point Y in Fig. 5.1 ) on the curve
that indicated the phase separation of R!c from RJ m . Greis neglected the dramat ic drop of
the transition temperature at x = 0.063 and simply assigned areas a and b in Fig. 5. l as the
diphasic regio n of RJc and RJrn .
With the vertical line at x '"'0.05 to indicate Nllo.~Ko.o,NO) (Nail). there should be two
areas below the boundary . Area a( Fig. 5.1 ) is the uniphasic regionofNa l~~NO) (Na Il) and
the upper boundary of the area is for the A trans ition of Na,...K.NO) (NaI) to (Na il ). Area
b ( Fig. 5.1 ) should be diphasic of NlIo." Ko.o,NOJ (Na Il) and the RJ"msolid solutio n and the
upperboundaryindieates theexsolutionofthe solid solution Na.:.."Ku,NOa (Nall) from the RJm
solid solutions. The need to include this vertical line has been confirmed by thete mpe ratu re
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dependent Raman spectra ofNao.,,~NOl ( Chapter 6 I.
Transit ions of theRJrn solid solution to other structures of the solid solution may be
brought about by quenching. Ramanstudies ofthe 493 K quenched samples suggested that
the RJm solid solutions transformed to Na!-l[KNOJ (Na ll) for x s 0.20 or to (KI n ) for x ~
0.90 . The 493 K quenched N~..J<o.2lINOJ had the characteristic Ramanbands ofNaN01 1I
( RJc ) aJoneand the493 K quenched NOIo...J<o.t(lN0 1 had the characteristic Raman bands of
KNOJ III ( R3rn ) alone. The structural phase transition of the RJ rn solid solutions to the
RJc solid solutions was similar to the transition of pure NaN0 J I quenched from high
temperature . The structural phase transitio n oftheRJm solid solutions to the R3m solid
solutions wassimilar to the transition of pure KNOJ I quenched from high temperatu re. For
these reasons the Rlm solid solutions for x .s 0.20 may well be regarded as limited solid
solutions Na•.)<.N~ ( Nal) and the RJ rn solid solut ions for x ~ 0.90 may well be regarded
as limited solid solutions Na!-l[K,NO) ( KI), presuming that NaND) I and KNO] I have
different st ructures . Support for this interpre ta tion can be found from Raman studies In j of
the pure nitrates whichindicated that NaNO) I and KNO) I did not have identical structu res.
Thus, based on information about the microscop ic structures of the system, Raman
studies sugges ted that there were limited solid solutions Na.....K ND) (NalI) and (KI ll) in
addition to the RJ rn solid solutionsandthar. there were transitions of the RJm solid solutions
to the limited so lid solutions in addition to exsolut ion of the pure components. These two
important observations appear to offer a more reasonable explanation for the phase diagram
established by DSC cooling runs.
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5.3.2 Th e Solids Between J 5J and 36 1 K
Thermal effects were observed by DSC cool ing run (MI at 353 K in the composition
range 0.20 s x :s 0.95 and att ributed to the trans ition of phase 1lI to II of pure potas sium
nitrat e. These auth ors extend ed the range and a horizontal line wasdrawn across the phase
diagram at 353 K along with another horizontal line at 36 t K Mechanical mixtures o f pure
NaNO) ITandKNO, mwerededuced for the so lids in are as c and d ( Fig. 5.1 ). Area e was
regarded as the diphasic region R.!m and R3m and its upp er boundary corresponded to
exso lution ofKNO, and the transition ofKNO) I to KNO) UI. Ramanstudies of the 358 K
quenched samp les indicated that this was not necessarily the case.
Raman stu dies indicat ed that the 358 K quenc hed N80.osKo.9SNO) and Nao.l..Ko.lIIlNO)
were mixtures ofKNO) II and Na...K,.NO) ( KIll) instea d ofNaNO) 1I and KNO) UI. it is
not likely that qu enching had brought about a st ructural change ofNaNO, II to KNO) II. It
see ms mor e like ly that at 358 K some of the po tassium nitrate exsclved from the so lid
solution and transfonned to phase D. The sodium nitrate dissolved in the remaining potassium
nitrate to form the solid solution Na...K..NO) (KI ll ) which is quenchable. In the small range
between the horizontal lines at 353 and 361 K. there shou ld be a vertical line at x a bit less
than 0.90 indicati ng the solid solution (KI ll) because the 358 K quenched Na. .,oKo.toNOJ
sample had a Raman spect rum dominated by Nal..,.KNOJ (K111)- The weak:bands at 52 and
84 em" du e to K NO) II (Fig. 5.3 ) indicat ed that only a small fraction of KNO) 1I had
exsolved fro m the 358 K quenched N1o..0K0..NO J. As the co ntent of NaNO ) halved . the
amount of Nal..,.K.NO" (KID) appeared to be appro ximately halved and the relative intensity
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of the band s due to KNOt II and NalANOt (KIll) appeared to be nearl y equal in the
spect rum of Naa.o'~_91NOt ( Fig 5.3 ).
The Raman spectra of the 393 and 493 K que nched sam ples also indica ted that the
composition limit for Na,..K.N~ (KllI) was at x betw een 0.90 and 0.80. The Raman spectra
of the 393 and 493 K quenched Na.uoKa.~No, had the sam e characteristic bands o fKNo, III
alone while the spectra ofNa.uJCo..N0 t represen ted the new disordered state.
Th e KNOt rich end of the phase diagram from the DSC cooling run may be property
explained by the assumptio n that th ere should be a vertical line for Nal..K..NOt {KIll) with
x between 0.90 and 0.80 . The uppe r boundary of area e ended at x = 0.85 ( Fig . 5.1 ). This
may be the indication for the vertical line . The existence of the vertical line at N3.0. ,Ke.,N Ot
(KIII) provides anoth er interp retati on for the observe d thermal effects in this regio n. Area e
( Fig- 5.1 ) should bea uniphasic region ofNa,..K.N O) {K.III) instea d ofa diphasic region of
a mixtur e of KNO, III and the R!m so lid so lution its upper bou ndary should be due to the
trans ition of the RJ m solid solutio n (KI) to the R3m solid so lution (KI ll) instead of
ex:solutionofKNOJ rnfrom the R!m solid solution and . The thermal e ffects at 361 K in this
region should bedue to ex:solution ofKNOJ Il from Nal ...K..NOJ (KIll) instead of NaN0J II
from the R! m solid so lution.
The existence of Naa.I,Ko. ,NOJ (KIll) was ju stified by the dramatic lowering of the
transition temperature of phase m to 1I of pot ass ium nitrate. The tran sition tempe rature was
found to be 353 K 1661while the literatur e values for pure potassium nitrate are 39 7 K for the
transition of phase I to ill and383 K for trans ition of phase III to 1111171• The lowe ring of the
tran sit ion temperature may be due to formatio n of sol id solution or due to impurities. The
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former wasmore likely because the transition temperature remained practically co nstan t over
the whole composition region . lfi t had been due to the impu rities. the transit ion temp eratu re
would have changed with compositions. Thehorizontal line at 353 K in Greis' phase diagram
indicated that the thermal effect was related to the same structural change no matter the
composition. Greisand the co-workers ded uced that the structural change was the transit ion
of phase UI to 0 of pure KNO }. Therefore the mixtures between 353 and 36 1 K were those
of KNO) III and NaNO} II . The vertical line for NI.o.I~.,NO} {KIIij provides another
explanation . The constant thermal effect was due to the same structural phase tran sition
involving N"o.L,Ko. ,NOl (KI ll). Because cf fc rmation cf this solid solution, the tran sitio n
temperature was lowered . On the right ofthe vertical line ( area c ), KNO} II coexist ed with
N30.uKo.,NOJ (KI ll) and on the left ( area d I, Na J), liP Glatl) coexisted with
N3.a. I,Ko..,N~ (Kill), as wasobserved in the Raman studi es of the 358 K quenched samples
5.J.J Th e n e crdered Sta te in the Interm ediate Co nce ntrat ion Regio n
Raman studies indicated that a new disordere d state ( area f in Fig. 5. 1 ) was que nc hed
to room temperature . The three samples with x :; 0 .50 . 0 .67. 0 .80 had almost the sam e
broadened Raman spectrum, when quenched from 358 . 393 or 493 K ( Fig. 5.9 ). The band s
in the vs region were very similar, in both bandpos ition and profile. The bands in the exte rnal
vibrational region and in the v, and 2'1: regions were also similar ( Fig. 5.3 ). Howe ver the
VI bands displayed slight differences . Thefrequencyof the 358 K que nched sample was lower
than those of the ot her two and the band appear ed sharper at the top ( Fig. 5.9). A low
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frequ ency compon ent was almost resol ved from the broad band .
Theseparation of the V I band was more distinct in the 358 K quenched Nao.n!';.'lNO)
and Na..,J{..soNOJ' There was a shou lder at 1055 cm'' in the spectru m of the latter and at
1060 em" in the fa nner ( Fig. 5.1 3 ). The low frequency shou lder increased in intensity as x
increased until it became the majo r component of the band inN~.IlINOJ'
In the Ramanspectrum of the 358 K quenched Nl.o.sJ<o.~OJ' minor band separations
wer e also observed in the external vibrat ional region ( Fig. 5.3 ) and the V~ and v) region s
( Fig. 5.14 ). The shoulder at about 125 em" and the shoulder at 1055 crrr' may be due to
Na,.,.K.No, (KllI). Theshoulder at n4 cm.Jandthepeakat 1386 ern", which looked sharp er
and higher than those of the same sample quenche d from 393 or 493 K., indicated the
existence of'Na ,..K.NO ) (Na Il) .
The Raman spectra of thequenched samples with x .. 0.50. 0 .67 and 0.80 had the typical
Raman featu res of disord ered solid s: broad bands over the who le spectrum with large
frequency shifts in the external vibrational region ( from 152 to 127 cm'" ) and in th e VI region
( from 1068 to 1058 em" } when x increased from 0.50 to 0.80 . To judge by the frequency
of the VI vibrat ion, the solids in this co mposition range correspo nded to a transiti on from th e
NaN0J Il-dominant snuciure to the KNOJ III-dominant structure . The regular chang e of the
pro file in the V J region also indicated this transi tion . The small peak at 1386 em" in
Nao.soKo."..NOJ was characteristic of the NaNO J Il struct ure and the two band s at 1353 and
1447 cnr' in NI.o.~ IlINOJ were c haracteristic of the KNO) III struct ure. In this regard the
solids appeared to be mixtures of Na1..K.NO J (NaIl) and (KIll) with differen t ratios. The
domai n of Nal...K.NO J (NaIl ) and (KI ll) must be on a scale of dozens of nanometers since
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they produced a broadened Raman spectrum instead of a spectrum of distinct bands of
ord inary mixtur es.
In Greis' phase diagram from the DSC coo ling nan there was a eutect oid line at 36 1 K
in the compos ition region 0 .55 :s: x s 0 .85 . The sample N30.~.50NOj exhibited phase
separation because it is located slightly outside the region . Above 36 1 K the solids in this
region were the RIm solid solutions. Thesame structure should result from the solid solutio ns
quenched from 393 or 493 K. as was obse rved in the Raman study. The 358 K quenched
samples should have had different structu res and be a mixtu re of NaNOJ II and KNO) 1II
according to the DSC study. However. broad R..unan bands of the similarly disorder ed states
were observed. Therewerehardly anyband separations. It would appear that structural phase
transitions ofthe samples in the eutectoid region took place so slowly that they were hard ly
detect able under present experi mental conditions.
Kinetically hindered transformation at the eutectoid temperatu re is typi cal for disorde red
solids or glasses. lndeed the glassy state was observed in an early work on the NaNOj· K.N0 J
system 11111. The transparent mass wasalmost indistinguishable from the liquid by microsc ope
On one occasion in the present study we obtai ned the glass of equimolar NaNOJ-KNOJ • The
Raman spectrum wasalmost the same as the spectrum of the melt but quite different from the
spect rum of the quenched sample. The broader and smoother Raman bands of the glass
suggested that the ions were in a more randomly mixed state than in the quenched diso rde red
sample. There was no distinct peak at about 1386 em" in the Raman spectrum of the g lass.
A slow transformation isa necessaryprecon dition for a disordered or amorph ous state to be
quenchable. On the other hand, the manifestation ofslow kinetics may be an indication of the
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exist ence o f a disordered or amorphou s state. lt seem s likely that the new disordered state
existed in the samples with 0.50 S x S 0 .80 before qu enc hing . Usually the amo rphous sta te
which is frozen in already existsat the instan t ofqu en ching 1I1S-. " ].
Raman stu dies suggested that the RJ"m solid solutio ns in area f ( Fig . 5.1 ) we re in a
new disordered Slate whic h was quenchable. This diso rdered state was different from the
disordered stare inNa.J<.No, (NaI) or (KI) ofthe te rminal phases which was unqu enc hable.
Disorder in KNOJ I or NaNO) I is cau sed by random orie ntatio n of the nitra te ion . Disor der
in the new disordered state appear to have different ori gin . Th e new disordered sta te app ear s
to becausedby phase separation. Ram an stu dies ind icated tha t the nitrate distribution in the
new disord ered stale was no t entir ely rand om as in [he melt or glass . Th e Raman spectra of
the new diso rder ed solids have the ap pearance of admixtures of very small part icles cfNa. ,
J<..N~ (Na il ) and (KI ll) . Such phase sep aration on a microscopic or submicrosco pic scale
may be caused by the larg e size difference between sodium and potassium ions ( 26% ). It
wou ld bedifficult for these io ns to form homo geneous solid so lutions wit h large solubility at
relativdy low temperature. Moreover. NaNO) I and KNO) I have slightly different structures
although both belong to thesame space grou p RJ"m ISSI. Phase separatio n between Na•.•K,.NO.
(Nal) and (KI) may alread y exist in the RJ"m solid so lutions. Whe n qu enched. a mixtur e of
Na1..K,.NOJ (N ai l) and (KI ll) resulted.
It is now generally accept ed that sodium and potassium nitrate fonn a continuous series
of solid solutions under the solidus 1U.M. 'lo. I1 1 . l lJ. 1 1~1. T he sugg esti on ofa eut ecti c system wit h
limited solid solutions ( 10 and76 mol% NaNO) ) pro po sed by Hussink IIur in 1900 has been
re ected by most authors. It must be pointed out that th e previou s argum ent s for rejecting the
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limited solid solution interpretation were not quite correct. It was argu ed (11111'1 that the
discrepancies resulted from different rates of coo ling or heating. Definite eutectic pauses
might be obse rved in a fairly broad interval on the heating curves when the rate was not
sufficie ntly slow . A phase diagram based on cooli ng curves did not have a flat solidus and
indicated the formation of a continuousseries of solid solutions. All the early reports of phase
diagrams(109.11111 91 which supported the formation of a co ntinuous series of solid solutions had
a curv ature at the minimum of the solidus. However, since 1980 when DSC studies were
applied to the NaN0rKNO) system l ~l. it was found tha t the solidus was flat from 20 to 80
1'001% KNOJ . The calculated solidus based on continuous solid solutions was not so flat and
did not fit the experimental data very well. The discre pancies were as large as 30 K for x =
0.1 and 0.9. Still NaNO)-KNO] was regarded as a system ofcontinuous solid solutions . A
hypothetical relationship l~l between the free energy cu rves of solid and liquid solutions was
given to illustr ate that a horizontal solidus may correspond a continuous series of solid
solution.
The present Ramanstudiesof thequenchable disordered state of the solid solutions offer
an explanation for the horizontal solidus in the phase diagram ofNaNOrKNO) from the view
point of struct ural chemistry of the solids. There were basically three different kinds of
structure in theRJm solid solutions. For x s 0 .20 theRlm solid solutions behaved like
NaNO] l. For x ~ 0.90 the Rlm solid solutions behaved like KNO) I. For O.SO:s: x s 0.80
the Rlm solid solutions were in the quenchable diso rdered state which seemed to be an
admixture ofN a, ...K..NO) (Na l or Nai l) and (KI). If the Rlm solid solutions in the tenni nal
reg ions were reg arded as two different phases Nal-o;K..NO) (NaI) and (KI). and the solid
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solutions in the intermediate concentration region were regarded as a eutectic mixture of
(N aI) and (KI). NaNOj· KNOj might well be regarded as a system ofl imited solid solutions,
It is interesting to notice that the solid solubility limitssuggested by the present Raman studies
is consistent with the work in 1900 111!1. A system with limited solid solutions usually has a
flat so~dus in the intermediate concentration region. This is what has been observed by DSC.
A theory based on limited solid solutions would account for the flatness and the calculated
so lidus would fit better to the experimental data than the calculated solidus '~I based on a
continuous solid solut ion.
The mo st imponant experimental evidence supporting the theo ry ofcontinuous solid
solutions was the homogeneous appearance under microscope llUl, However. light
microscopes are inappropriate for mixtu res on a microscopic or submicroscopi c scale. A
eutectic mixture is believed to form if the percent of atom s within the interphase bou ndaries
is negligiblesmall. Usually the effective thickness of the interphase boundaries is about one
or two ato mic dimensions . When the part icle size ofa mixture exceeds 100 to 200 atomic
dimensions. the percent of atoms in the boundaries become negligible. This size is well below
the best possible resolution wi th optical microscope. The NaNOj· KNOj system is complicated
beca use the disordered calcite structures of NaNO} I and KNO} I are very similar under
microscope and the mixture of the two structu res must also be very similar. It is difficult for
an optical microsc ope to distinguish different phases o n a microscop ic or submicroscopic
scale.
5.4 Co od usions
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Raman studies of NaNOrKNO) quenched from different temperatures revealed the
following structural features which have been overloo ked by DSC studies .
I . There existedlimited solid so lutions NalANOJ (NaIl ) and (KI ll) as well as the R! m
solid solutions and there existed structu ral phase transitions of the R! m solid solutions
to these limited solid solutions in addition to exsolu tio n of the components from the
R!m so lid solutions .
2. Two vertical lines were suggested to be added to Greis ' phase diagram obtained by
cool ing runs . O ne indicated the solid so lution Nao,,, K,,.o,NO) (Na il ) and the ot her
indicated the solid solution Nllo."K...,NO) (KIll ).
3. A quenchable disordered stat e wasdetected by Raman spectroscopy for the RJ m solid
so lutio ns in the intermediate concentration region. The disorder seemed to be due to
phase separation of Na,...K,NO) [Nal] and (KI). The existence of the new disordered
state suggested that NaN0J-KNOJ might well be regarded as a system of limited rather
than continuous solid solutions.
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Table 5.1 Observed wavenumbersfor Ramanbands of the annealed Nal.~03
measured at 298 K.
samples external v, v, v, 2v:
NaND) U· 102. 199 m 1068 1386 1670
x = 0.05 100,186 725 ' 068 1386 1670
x = O.l O 85,100,187 7 17,725 1053,1069 1350,1 386 [670
x =0.20 52. 85,100 , 125, 716,725 105 2.1069 1346 .136 1.1387 1670
"8
x -O.] ] 52.85,100, 126. 716,726 1052,1069 1346 .136 1.1387 167 1
" 8
x'"'o.s O 52.85,100.1 25, 716,125 1052.1069 1346. 1361.1 ]87 1650.1610.1687
"8
x '"'0.67 52.85 ,125. 187 7 16.725 1052. 1069 1346 , 1361.1 387 [650 . 1670, 1683
x '"'0.80 52.85. 126. 187 7 11.726 1052. 1069 1346,136 1.1381 1652, 1670.1685
xc O.1JO 5 1.84. 124. 186 715.725 1051.1 068 IH5, 1360, 1386 1650.1670. 1685
x = 0.05 5 U 4. 124 715 105 1,106] 1345,1 359 1650, 1685
KND) III· 52.84.125 715 1050 1344 , 1359 1652. 1686
Data from reference 55.
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Table 5.2 Observed wavenwnbers for Raman bands of the Nal.ANO} samples
quenched from 358 K and measured at 298 K.
samples external v, v, v, 2v:
NaNO } U a 102. 199 724 . 068 1386 1670
x -0.05 100,187 725 1069 1386 1670
x -O. lO 10 1.120. 18& 7 17.725 1055,1069 13&7 1670
x -0.20 101,125. 187 7 17.72.5 1054.1068 1352,1386.1444 1668
x =-0.33 10 1.125.187 7 17,725 1054. 1068 1351.1386. 144-I . 669
x - 0.50 (84) ' ,152 7 18.724 1055,1067 1350.1386. 1450 1667
x -0.67 ' 43 717 1060, 106 5 1360.1444 1667
x -0.80 127 718 1056 1353,1447 1667
x 3'0.90 52 .86. 128 718 10:55 1352. 1435 .14-46 . 665
x ""0 .95 52. 8..1.125 717 10:54 1351.1360 . 1433. 14..J4 1664
KNOJ lla 52..84..125 715 1050 1344,1359 1652..1682
KNo } lII · 125 717 1053 1348, (436,1440 1664
Data from reference 55.
Weak feature on the Rayleigh wing
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Table 5.3 Observed wavenumbers for Ramao bands of lbe Na ,..K.NO , samples
quenched from 393 K and measured at 298 K.
samples external v, v, v, 2v:
NaNO] Uo 102. 199 724
' 06' 1386 1670
x =0,05 [00. 186 725 1069 1386 \670
x = 0.10 100.187 7 17.725 1060. 1069 1386 1670
x = 0.20 102.188 711,726 1061.1069 134Q.1450 1670
", 1387
x= 0.33 100, 150, 184 7 16,724 1067 1340-1450 1668
",13 85
x = 0.50 152 718 '066 1340- 1450 1667
" 1385
...-0.67 138 717 1065 1358. 1445 1667
x = 0.80 127 718 lOSS 1354.1441 1667
x = 0.90 128 718 IOS5 1351,1 435,1445 1665
x=0.95 127 71. 1055 1352.1434 , 1444 1665
KNO) III ° 125 717 1053 1348,14 36. 1440 1664
Data from reference 55.
b. Broad diffuse featur es from 1340 to 1450 crn'" .
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Table 5.4 Observed wavenumbers for Raman ban ds of the Na ,..)C...;NO) samples
quenched from 493 K and measured at 298 K.
samples external Y, Y, Y, 2v:
NaN0 1 n & 102.199 724 1068 1386 1610
x ""0.05 100,181 725 1068 1386 1610
x -O.lO 99.186 725 1068 1386 1610
x ""0.20 96,181 724 1061 1340-1450 ·,1385 1669
x = O.33 (80)'.170 720 1067 1340- 1450 ", 1385 1669
x=0.50 (80)', 151 719 1068 1340- 1450 ·, 1386 1668
x -O_61 (80) ' .13 5 718 1065 1355, 1448 1667
x - 0.80 (80) ' .128 718 1051 1353, 1433. 1441 1666
x = 0.90 128 718 1055 1352. 1435, 1446 1665
x "' 0.95 127 718 1055 1351.14301.1444 1665
KNO) III & 125 717 1053 1352.14 36,1440 1664
Data from refere nce 55 .
b. Weak feat ures o n the Rayleigh wing whi eh d ec rease in freq uency and intensi ty as x
incre ases.
Broad and diffu se features from 1340 to 1450 em" .
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Fig. 5.1 The Greis' phase diagram 1661 of NaNOJ-KNO J established from DSC cooling runs
Two additional vertical lines are suggested to indicate Nao.9lKo.osNO] (NaIl) and
Nao.ll~lIsN~ (KITI). Raman studies offer different exp lanations from Greis ' in the
areas a.b, c, d. e and f.
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Fig. 5.2 Raman spectra in the internal vibrational region of the annealed Nal_"K"NOJ
at 298 K. X is the mole fraction of KNOJo
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Fig. 5.3 Raman spectrain the extemel vibrational regionofNa, .~K..NOl quenchedfrom
358 K and measuredat298 K. X is the mole fraction ofKNO),
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Fig. 5.4 Raman spectrain the internal vibrationalregion ofNal . ~K.NO] quenched from
358 K and measuredat 298 K.
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Fig. 5.S Raman spectrain the internal vibrational region ofNal _~K.NOJ quenchedfrom
from393 K and measured at 298 K.
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Fig. 5.6 Raman spectra in the externalvibrational region ofNa l.,.K,.NO} quenched
from 393 K and measured at 298 K. X is the mole fraction of KNOJ.
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J( a ) quenched from 493 K
( b ) quenched from 393 K
A
( c ) quenchedfrom 358 K
A
( d ) annealed
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Fig. 5.7 Raman spectrain the internal vibrational region orNllo.67~.JJNOJ at 298 K
after different heal trea tments .
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Fig. 5.8 RamanspectraofKo.,~Rbo.osNOJ (KIm and Nav,osKU SNOJ (Krll) at 298 K.
The relative intensities of the To- LO v) bands aredifferent.
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Fig. 5.9 Ramanspectra ofN3.0.20~.IONOJ quenchedfromdifferent temperatures
and measured at 298 K- The Ramanspectraare essentially the same.
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Fig. 5.10 Ramanspectra in theextemal vibrational region of Na\••K.N01 quenched
from493 K andmeasuredat 298 K. X is the molefraction of KNOJ.
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Fig. 5.11 Raman spectra in thev) regionof NaKNO quenchedfrom220°C and
measured at 298 K. Xis the mole fraction ofKNO).
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Fig. 5.12 Raman spectra in the internal vibrational region ofNI,_.K.NOJ quenched
from 493 K and measured at 298 K. Three kinds of spectrum represent
three different structures of the solids .
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Fig. 5.13 Ramanspectrain the V I region of Nal.•K.NO, quenched from358 K and
measuredat 298 K. The band profiles aredifferentfor differentcompositions
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Fig. 5.14 Raman spectra in the internal vibrational regionof Naa-'OI<o.50NO) quenched
from3S8 K and measuredat 298 K.
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CHAPTE R 6
TEMP ERATURE DEP ENDENCE OF MIXED CRYSTALS
OF SODIUM AND POTASSIUM NITRATE
6. 1 Introd ur:tion
Sod ium and potassium nitrat e is one a f the binary systems which has been stu died in
great det ail. Atten tio n has been focused ch iefly o n the thennodynarnicaJ properties. After so
many carefu l observations and thorough discussions 1.u.6to. 1 _1I~1, both theo retical and
experimental. little doubt is left about the so lidus and liquidus of the NaN O,-KNO) system.
Now it is widely accepted that a continuou s series of solid solutions forms just below the
solidus which is nearly horizontal in the comp osition regi on between 20 and 80 mol% KNO )
However , much less is known abo ut the structural chemistry of the mixed crystal s of
NaN0 J-KNO, and our knowledge abou t the so lids is far from satisfactory. Among the early
researchers, Kofler I llll made the most extensive obse rvat ions o f the structures and st ructu ral
phase transitions of the solids from the mixed melts with a hot-stage microscope. Greis and
co-workers 166 1, based on Kofler ' s diagram and the SbUetural phase:tran sition s of pu re sodium
nitrat e and po tassium nitrat e, constructed a comp lete phase diagram from me lts to solid s at
roo m temperature fromDSC cooling runs and heat ing runs . Greis et al. ga ve a most deta iled
description about the structural chemistry of the mixed crystals o fNaN OJ- KNO J in th e whole
I3S
composition region. Most of the structuraldetails deduced by Greisand co-wo rkers have not
been examined by spectroscopic techniques.
There were several attempts to app ly X-ray diffraction techniques to the study of the
st ruct ures of the mixed crystals. Kamimotc Im l examined the solid of equimolar NaNO}-
KNOJ by DSC and XRD. The X-ray pattern of the sample was found to be different from that
of eithe r NaND} or KNOJ at the same temperature of 473 K. which indicated a different
structure from NaN0 J I or KN~ I. This observation was not in agreement with Greis' phase
diagram [10( which suggested that the solid solutio n at 473 K should have the same structure
as NaN O) I or KNOJ 1. Kamimoto' s observation that the annealed sample consisted of a
mixture of solid solutions was also inco nsistent with Greis' phase diagram which indicated
a mixture of the pure nitrates at room temperature. Finally, Kamimoto found that the
quenched sample of equimolar NaNO)-KNO) had a unique X-ray diffraction patte rn and so
the solid had a unique structure, which is contrary to other XRD investigations [t. l l. Kramer
andw ilson ItIanalysed several DSC samples by XRD and found that the mixtures. no matt er
whether they were quenched from above or below the liquidus. had two distinct and sharp
crystal patterns corresponding to rhomboh edral NaND} II and orthorhombic KNO) n. High
temperatu re XRD was suggested as a means to study the solid solutions.
It seems that XRD may not give unambiguous information of the structures of all mixed
crystal s . Raman methods may have more promise. Shonly after its discovery, the Raman
effect was used to investigate the solid of equimolar NaN O}-KNOJ l~ l. The freshly prepared
sample only gave one sharp line in the VI region. One day later the line became diffuse and
after four days two sharp lines appeared. The Xcray examination showed no difference
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between the sam ple of different ages. Unfortu nately. the work was not continued . Recentl y
we have studied the quenched mixturesof NaN Oj-KNOj over the whole composition region
by Raman spectroscopy ( Chapter 5 ). The Raman observations agreed with Greis' phase
diagram in general but with three notable differences in structural details about the solids
below the solidus: (I ) There were limited so lid so lutions Na•..,.K,NOj (NaIl ) and (KIn) in
addition to me R!m solid solutions. (2) Two vertical lines at x = 0.05 and x - 0.85 were
add ed to the Gr eis' phase diagram for NIlo.tsKo.,NOj (Nai l ) and NIlo,u Ko.nN Oj (KI ll )
respectively. (3) There was a new disorde red state in the inte rmediate concentration region .
The imponanceof these suggestions makes it necessary to reexamine the stru ctural changes
at different temperatures and to make sure that the structural details were not brought about
by quenching.
This work repo rts the Raman spectra for the tem perature dependence of me mixed
crystals Nal ..K,NO,. Four samples ....it h x = 0.9S. 0 .67. 0 .20. 0.05 were investigated . Th e
four sam ples present the four kinds of struc tural phase tr ansitions of the binary nitrate
observed in the quenched samples
6.2 Ram an Spec tra or Mix ed C rys ta ls or NaN O J-KN0 1
The Ramanbandsof the mixed crystals at high tempe ratu re were not so sharp as those
of the quenched samples due to interference by hot bands . The external vibrat ions were
sometimes obscu red by me strong Rayleigh wing. and irregular peaks in the ext ernal
vibrational regio n ( due to reflection of the bulk samples ) added difficulties for the band
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ass ignmen t . Neverthe less. the spect ra had all the main Raman fea tures in both external and
intern al vibratio nal regions and wer e sufficiently disti nct for structural detenni nation. For
Nae.~I<..9SNo, and N,"~"Nq . the spectra were measu red at 473. 393. 366 . 361 and 356
K. Ten-hour intervals were taken for the samples to reach equilibriu m. For Naa.JlKo.I7NOJ and
Naa..J<.uoNo, . the spectr a wer e measured at 473. 393 . 366. 361 . 356 . 351 and 346 K. Ten-
hour intervals were taken for 473, 393 and 366 K. For lower temperatures the intervals were
22 hou rs. Another 22 hours were tak en at the lowest tempe rature to observ e whether new
featu res app eared in the spect rum .
6.2. 1 Temp erature Depend en ce o r Na. __, K. .9SNOJ
Th e most imponant Raman features ofN~Ko9SNOJ are summarized in Table 6. 1.
Raman features of potassium nitrate in phase I. n o r nt 1"1are also included for co mpariso n.
T he Raman spec tra at 473 and 393 K had the typical Raman features of the KNO J I
structure. indicati ng that the sam ple was the R1m so lid solutio n. Th ere was o ne broad band
in the external vibrational region at about 110 em" wh ich was on the st rong Rayleigh wing
( Fig . 6 . 1 ). In the VI and V~ region s, there was also one band at 1055 and 716 em"
respectivel y. The bands were bro ad and symmetrical. Thedou blet structure in the \l J region
wassimilar in details to KNOJ [ '''I; a broad featur e fro m 1320 to 1450 em" with small peak s
at 1352 and 1428 er r'. The former appe ared a bit weaker than the lalt er ( Fig. 6.2). One o r
two wavenumbers shiftto higher freq uency was reasonable for a temperature decrease from
473 to 393 K.
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When the temperature was lowered to 366 K, some notable changes o ccurred in Raman
features . The V I vibration was now at 1054 er r', 2 cmvtower instead of higherthan it was
at 393 K Thisis the value for the v. band of the KNOJ III structure 1" 1. The band profile in
the vs region was also typ ical fo r the KNO) 1II structu re. The transverse and longitudinal
optical Ramanfeatures ofKl'JO j ill 1" 1appeared distinctly at 1350 and 1439 cm'' ( Fig. 6.2)
Beside the LO mode was the zv .. vibration at 1432 em". The bands became much sharper
during the-strueturaI phase uansi tion from disordered RI m 10 ordered RJm . The V I band due
to the0-1 8 form of nitra te ion, N 1MO 160 ; , appear ed distinct ly at a position about 20 em"
lower thanthe banddue to N (6 0 )- . In the external vibrational region the Rayleigh wing was
depressed greatly and the fibration of the nitrate group appeared distinctly at 121 em" ( Fig.
6.1 ). Only one sharp synunetricalband in the V I or V l region and the characteristic profile in
thevJ region indicated that themixture hadthe Kl'J~ 1lI structure alone. The samp le was the
solid so lution Nao.n,!<g.9,NOJ (KJII) . The transition from Nao.n,Ka.9,NOJ (Kl) to (Kill) was
gradual. Thefeatures in the external vibrational region were similar ( Fig. 6.1 ) and in the v)
region the doublet structu re of NCIo.01Ko."NOJ (Kl) at 393 K was similar to the precursor of
the charact eristic TO- LO patte rn of(KIU) at 366 K (Fig. 6.2 ).
Further change s in Raman features too k place at 36 1 K The most notable one was in
the external vibrational regio n. In addit ion to the band at 120 em" , there were two bands at
SO and 82 em" . The y involved the translatory motion of catio ns against anions and the
rotatory motions of the nitrate ion about the a and b axes in the lattice of KNO J II 1"1. The
existence of KNOJ Il was also eviden t in the v) region . On the well-separa ted TO-La bands
of Na.AND, (KIn) at 1350 and 1439 em" were superimposed the double t peaks of'KrcO,
1J9
Il at 1343 and 1359 cm''.As a resu lt, the TO mode overlapped with the 1343 cm'' band to
fo rm an asymm etric band at 1347 em" ( Fig. 6.2 ). The VI and v~ were one wavenumb er
lower than co rresponding bands at 366 K. This may be regarded as the result of KN OJ U in
Nal A NOJ (KIll) because both bands are a litt le lower in the former than in the latte r In l.
T he Raman spect rum of NIlo 01~"NOJ at 36 1 K was a mixtu re of Na lANOJ (KI1I) and
KNO J II.
The spectrum at 366 K had exactly the sam e Raman fea tures of the KNO J IU structure
as the spectru m of the 493 or 393 K quenched sample in the v } and exte rnal vibrational
regions whichare most sensitiveto structural changes ( Figs . 6 .3 and 6.4 ). The Raman bands
w ere similar except that the bands in the high temperature spectra we re a bit broader and
shifted to lower freque ncies . The refo re., the R::Jm solid so lutio n Nllo.01K.t." NO) (K.1) be haved
like pure KNO} at hightemperatures and was unquenchable. When quenched. Nao.01Ko." NO}
(Kl) transfonn ed to (KIll) which can be preserved in a metastable state in vacuum. At 36 1
K. the spectru m had the same Raman bandsofboth KNO) Il and Nal_.K,NOJ (KIU) as those
of the 358 K que nched samp le ( Figs . 6 .3 and 6-4 ). Thi s is consistent with the assumption
that KNO) n exsotvedfrom Nal«K,.N~ (KIll) instead ofNaNq U exsotvi ng from the RJ m
so lid solutions in the temperature range betw een 36 1 and 353 K in Greis ' phase diagr am l661
( Secti on 5.3 .2 ).
At 356 K the Ramanfeatur es due to Nal _~K..NOJ (KI ll) disappear ed almost complet ely
in both external and internal vibrational regions. The do minant featu res were due to KNO }
II. In the external vibrational region. two strong bands at 5 1 and 82 cm'' and a med ium one
at 123 em" wer e typical fo r KNOl 11. The VI and v~ vibrations furthe r lowered to 105 1 and
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716 err' respectively beca use of disappearancc of the KNO ) III stru cture. The doublet peaks
at 1345 and 1359 em" ( Fig. 6_2) and very we ak featu res in the 2v: region were also typical
for KNO ) II. How ever . the 5 mol% NaNO) did Dot dissolve in KNO ) 11. Th ere was a small
peakat 1058 cm'' in the VI region and a diffu se featu re exten ding from 1350 t o 1450 em" in
th e v] region (Fig. 6.2). The freq uency of this v r band was muc h lower than that of pur e
NaNO] 0 andcompared to the 1051 an-'lband of KNOa Il , this band w as much stro nger than
it wo uld be if it had arisen from only 5 mol% NaN OJ. Furthermore th ere wer e no
charact eristic Raman bands in any spectral regions sensitive to NaNDJ II . The band at 1058
em" may be attrib uted to the residual solid solutio n (RSS) . As mo re and mo re KND)
exsolv ed, the concen tratio n of Na NO) in the solid solution increa sed ti ll it reached to the
compositio n of the eutectoid ( 0.55 s x .s 0.85 ). In the study of the quenched mixtures o f
NaN0 J-KNO). it has been noted that the eutcetoid mixtures we re in a disordered state and
the transition ofeutectoid mixture s was much slower than for the ncn-eu tectoid ones. The
value of 1058 em" was in agreem ent with the Quenched N80.~mNO) (D) . The sample
Nlo.., Ku sNOJ at 356 K may be regard ed as mixed cryst als of KNO ) II and the metastable
N.."K,.mNO, (RSS)
6.2.2 Te mperature Depe ndence of N' MK..I5NO)
All the Ramanspectra ofN30.?5Ko.osNOa at the temperatures betw ee n 473 and 356 K had
the same spectral profiles of the NaNDJ 1I structure in every sensiti ve region ( Table 6 .2 ).
The solid in this tempera tu re range was the solid solutio n Nao."K".osND) (N a il) alo ne.
'4'
In the external vibrat ional regio n the translato ry vibration at 97 cm'' and the rotatory
vibration of the nitrat e ion at 183 ern" shifted to lower wavenumbers gra dually as the
temperature was raisedfrom 356 to 473 K ( Fig. 6.5 ). For pure sodium nitra te the shift rate
of the rotato ry mode is co mparabl e to the trans latory mode In.In.ln l. When the tem pera ture
was increased from 298 to 523 K., the ro tato ry mode of the nitrate ion shifted from 189 to
173 cm'l (~v '"' 16 cm" ) and the translatory mode shifted from 102 to 88 ern" ( Av ~ 14 crrr'
) 1' SI, The rotatory mod.e in Naa."Ka.O'lNO:J (N aIl) hada similar shift rate : from 183 to 173 err'
(A v ~ 10 ern" ) for a tem perature rise from 356 to 473 K. However, the trans latory mode
shifted much faster in the so lid solut ion than in pure sodium nitrate at the sam e temp erature
interval : from 97 to 78 cm'' (~v - 19 em" ). At 473 K the trans latory vibratio n almo st
merged into the stro ng Rayleigh wing (Fig. 6.S ). The 97 err' band is closely related to the
order-disorder phenom eno n in sodium nitrate . The progressive disappearance of this band
was associated with the transiti on of the ordered calcite to the disordered calcite latt ice as the
transitiontemperature was approac hed lln l. Above the transit ion temperature a co ntinuous
Rayleigh wing induced by diso rderi ng was observed in the place oflhis trans latory band. In
the Raman spectra of the so lid so lution the progr essive disappearance of the band at 97 em"
seemed to be enhanced by add itio n oflacger pot assi um ions in the crystal of sodi um nitra te.
Complete disorder was observed at lower temperature in the solid so lution .
Parallel Raman measurement s of pure sodi um nitrate were made to examine the effect
of potassium ions on the o rde r-diso rder transi tion in sodium nitrat e ( Ta ble 6.2 ). At 393 K
or lower the effect of temperature was smal l: a shift of one or two wavenumbers to lower
frequency in the external and internal vibratio nal regions. The frequency difference between
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thetrans latory and ro tatory mod es ( 86 em" for Nllv."Kc..MNOJ (Na il) and 85 cm'' for pure
NaNO) 0 ) appeared not to change when the temperatur e was decreased from 393 to 356 K
When the temperature was increased to 413 K, all the Ramanbands in Nao.9SKo., NO) (Nan)
showed small frequency shifts except the transla tory vibrat ion which shifted to lower
frequency at a grea ter rate. The d ifference between trans latory and rota tory modes was 87
ern" for the pureNaNO) II whi le it was 95 em" for Nao."K..05 NO ) (Nai l). The presence of
th e larg er potassium ion seeme d to have mo re effect on the ordered calci te st ruct ure of
NaN O) at higher temp era ture than at lower temperature ( Fig . 6.6 ).
In the internal vibra tional regi on. band shifts due to tempera ture chang es were much
smaller- one or two wavenu rnbers or less ( Table 6.2). The whole spectralprofile was typ ical
for the NaNO) 0 structure : only one fairly symmetrical band in the \I I' \l J, \I .. and 2v: regions .
Nev ert heless, notable disorder was deduced from the Raman spect rum at 413 K. The \I )
vibration due to the natu rally abundantN 110 160 ; was easily resolved about 20 em" lower
than the band due to N 160 ; in the 393 K spe ctrum while it cou ld hardly be detected on the
br oad bott om of the \I I band of N 160 ; in the 473 K spectrum. At 413 K the \I ) band was
broade r than at lower tempe ratu res and there was a diffuse feature from 1350 to 1450 ern"
( Fig. 6 .1 ). The diso rder was part ly due to the higher temperature and partl y due to
introduction of larger pot assium ions , It was no ted lUll that when the crystalof NaN0 J was
heated to 486 K there was only an ap preciable dec rease in peak intensity of the \I ) band . At
higher temperature the line broa dened rapidly and a diffuse feature appeared . ln the case of
N3o:L"Ka.a,NOt (NaD), band broa den ing and the diffuse features wer e already obvio us at 413
K. At 393 or 356 K.the \I ) band ofN~.,sKo.o,NOJ (Na Il) looked the same as that of pure
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NaND}D while at 473 K it was br oader and the diffuse feature was stro nger for (Nai l) than
fo r pure NaND) II (Fig. 6.7 ).
6.2.3 Tempera tu re Depend ence or NlluJK. t"?NOJ
TheRaman spectra of N&eu}Ko.'1NO) had practiea Uy the same patt ern at tempera tu res
between473 and356 K The spectral pattern was typical for disordered solids and indicat ed
thenewdisorderedstate Na.w Ko61NO} (0). There was a stro ng Rayleigh wing extending to
200 ern", on which was a band centred at about 130em".The top of the band was flat ( fro m
110 to 140 em" ) and there we re irregular peaks ( Fig. 6.8 ). The bands in the internal
vibrationalregio n were also broad. The vr and v, bands were quite symmetrical. There was
a very broad feature in the vr regi on w hich extended from 1300 to 1500 em" with a rathe r
flat plateau between 1350 and 1450 crrr'. The profil e of v) and its intensity related to V I
seemed hardly to change with the change of temperature (Fig . 6.9)_Since there was no
notabl e change in all the sensitive spectral regions , Nao.l}Ko.I1NO) (0) may be regard ed as
unchanged and in the same disordered structure at the temperatures betw een 473 and 356 K.
When the temperature was decreased to 351 K.. new Raman features app eared . In the
external Vibrational region. two sharp bands at 51 and 83 cm'' app eared on the strong
Rayleigh wing. These two bands are the most characteristic lattice vibratio ns of KNO ) 11_The
broad band at about 130 em" re mained and on its high freq uency side was a small
disconriooity at.about 170 cm''which may bean indication of the presence ofNaNO} 11( Fig
6.8 ). Ramanfeatures ofKNO} 0 and NaNO) 0 were also observed in the inte rnal vibrational
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region. A sharp band at 1051 em" in the v. region and two bands at 1345 and t3 59 ern" in
the v) region were typical for KNO , U. The band at 725 cm''in the Volregio n and a band at
1384 an4 in the v, region suggested the NaN O, U structurein the sample . However it was
clear that NCln.))Ko61NO, (0) only partl y deco mposed to [(NO I n and NaND, II. There
remained characteristic Raman bands of Na 'o1K..NO, (0). The peaks due to NaND, II and
KND, II in the v, region appeared superimposed on the broad feature of Na.;<.;NO, (0)
fro m 1300 to 1500 ern" ( Fig. 6.9 ), The broad vr band at 1061 cnr' was a mixture of the
bands due to NaNO, II and Na ,.J<.,.NO , (D). and the broad v band at 716 cm'' may be
regarded as a combination of the bands due to feNO, II and (0).
When annealed at 351 K for another 22 hours. Nalo,.K.NO, (O ) in Nllo.ll Ko.67NO )
decomposed to NaND, n and feNo, II almos t com plete ly. ln the external vibrational region.
the predominantR.unan features were the two strong bands at 52 and 84 em" and a medium
band at 125 cm''due to KNO, II and a band at 183 ern" due to NaND, II ( Fig. 6.8 ). In the
internal vibrational region twO sets of Raman bands were well separated . one standing for
NaND, II and the other standing for KND, U ( Table 6.3 ). The intensity of the former was
lower thanthe latter ( Figs. 6.8 and 6 .9 I, and was appr oximately consistent with the rat io of
I to 2 ofNaNO) to KNO). The weak diffuse feature in the vs region and a small shoulder at
about 130 em" suggested residual Na ....K..NO, (0) in the sample ( Figs 6.8 and6.9). The
asymmetry in the low frequency side o f the 1068 ern" band may also be due to Na l..,.K,.NOI
(D) .
The temperature depende nt Raman spectra ofN&o.llKo. ,ND, suggested a disordered
state existing at a temperature down to 356 K. At lower temperature the disordered solid
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decompo sed directly to NaND, II and KNO , II.
6.2.4 Tem pera ture Dependen ce of N.... l4l1NO,
The Raman spectra of N3.0..J<o.lONO, exhibited the grea test variation with temperature
because this sample has threetwo- phase regions and because the transition rate slowed down
as the composition of tile solid so lution reached SO mol% KNO, as a result of exso lunon of
N3.0." Ko,MNO, (NalO. In fact the Raman spectra below 366 K did not represent an
equilibrium state of the system at the measured temperat ure. Nevertheless, the temperature
dependent Raman spectra gave an in Sill' presentation of the procedure ofstru ctu ral phase
transitio ns ofthe mixed crystal from 413 to 346 K Table 6.4 is a summary of the spectra .
The Raman spectrum for the samp le at 413 K was typical for the disordered state : one
broad band with irregular peaks in the external vibrational region and one broad band in the
VI. v). v~ and 2v: region. The solid so lutions Na...MKa."NOJ• Na.uJKo.•,NO, and
Na...~NO:J were reported 166lto have the same Rl m stru cture at 413 K However . there
wer e notab le differences among the Raman spectra of the thr ee so lids. The band in the
external vibrational region shifted to high wa venumbers as the conte nt of NaN OJ increased
and theband profiles were a little different ( Fig. 6.10 ). In the vs region. the do ublet profile
o f Nao.osKo,,,NO ) was similar to that of KNO ) I and the small peak at 1380 cm'' in the
spectrum ofNaa.loKo.20NO) indicated fea tures due to NaNO ) I ( Fig. 6. 11 ). The frequ encies
of theVI and v, VIb rations werenotably higher in the latter than in the former (Tables 6.1 and
6.4 ). TheRamanspectrum ofNa...nKv.uND, at 413 K appeared to be a mixtu re of the spectra
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ofNao.J<o :lllN~ and N<\m ~~ Nq in both band positions and profi les (Figs . 6 .10 and 6. 11
). When compared with the Ramanspectra of the pur e nitrates 1"1, the Ramanspe ctrum of
Nao.J<o. :!ONO. at 473 K suggested a so lid so lution with the NaND } I structure and the
spectrum ofNao.lIS~~NOJ at 473 K suggested a solid solution with the KNO} 1 structure.
Broo ker ISSI has report ed the difference be tween the Raman spectra ofNaNO} I and KND)
[ although they have thesame space group of RJm . He suggested that there might be a slight
difference in structure between the two disor dered nitra tes.
At 393 K thespectrum was dominated by features of the NaNO ) II structure ( Table 6.4
). Na.-..llSKoosN03 (NaIl) exsolved from N<\uo~Nq (NaI). In the exte rnal vibratio nal region
there were two distinct bandsat 95 and 180 cm'' which are the translatory and ro tat o ry modes
in the NaND) U strutture ( Fig. 6 .12 ). The band s in the internal vibrational regi on were also
characteristic for theNaND ) Il structu re ( Tab le 6.4 ) . Nev ertheless the samp le was found to
be a mixture Betweenthe two lattice vibrations of the NaNG ) 1I structure there was a broa d
fea ture centred at about ISOern" ( Fig . 6 . 12 ) which was not presen t in the spect rum of
Na..JSK.:t.osNG) (NaIl ) ( Fig. 6.5 I. The VI band was broade r and asymmetric on the low
freq uency side (Fig. 6. 13 ). On the 724 em" band due to the NaNO)lI struct ure there was
a small shoulder at 715 em" and the 1382 cm'' ban d of the NaND) Il stru ctu re locat ed on a
broad fea ture from 1300 to 1500 cm'' ( Fig . 6 .14 ). All these additional Raman features
suggested the existence of a residual so lid so lution (RSS) after exsclutio n of Nao.9S!<o.osNO}
(NaD) . This is consistent with Grei s' phase d iagram 1M]which indicate d a diphasic region of
RJm and RJc for Nao.K..:!lIND) at 39] K
Whenthe tempe:ratUre decreasedto 366 K more Nao.9SKo.osNO) (Nall) exsolved and the
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residual solid solution (RSS) was near the composition of the eutectoid in Greis' phase
diagram. The increased content of KNO) in Na,.)(.NO) (RSS) caused the broad feature
between the two lattice vibrations of Nao.."Ko...,NOJ (NaIl) to shift to a lower wavenumber
centred at about 130 em" ( Fig. 6. 12 ). The asymmetry on the low frequency side of the V I
band of Nin95Ko,lI'NO) (NaH) now became a shoulder at 1060 ern" ( Fig. 6.13 ).
A further decrease in the temperature brought about new features in the Raman
specaum. At 361 K.a diffuse bandappeared at about 120 em" ( Fig . 6.12 I. Beside the 1060
em" shoulder there was a small peak at 1054 cm'' ( Fig. 6.13 ). On the broad feature in the
v) region, therewere two small peaks at 1351 and 1439 em" (Fig. 6 . 14) . All these features
indicated that Na,.•,K•NO) (KIH) had begun to separate from (RSS ). At 356 K the diffuse
feature at 120 an ""became a distinct band and at 35 I K it was the dominant feature between
the two lattice bands due to NIo."Ko .MNOJ (NaH) ( Fig. 6.12 ). In the internal vibrational
region, features due to Na,_.K.NO) (RS S) were also mostly replaced by features of
Na,....K.NOJ (KIll) . Raman bands due to Na,...K..NOJ (KIlt) and NIo."Ko~NO) (Nail )
coexisted in the spectrum of Na,..J<.o:aNO) at lSI K (Figs. 6.13 and 6.14 ).
Finally at 346 K. Na,...K.NO, (KIll ) decomposed to KNO) [I and NaNO) II. In the
external vibrational region. the characteristic translatory and rot atory modes of KNOJ 1I
appeared at 51 and 86 em" ( Fig. 6. 12). TIle v, band at 1053 em" was one wavenumber
lower than that at 351 K because the replacement of Na•.•K,NO) (KIll ) by KNO) II. The
doublet peaksof KNO) II in the vJ region were just distinguishable at 1354 and 1360 em"
( Fig. 6.14). Onlypart ofN~..)<.N~ (Kill) decomposed to KN~ n and NaN~ 1Ialthough
the solid was kept at 346 K for two days. Features due to Na,_.K.NO) (KIll) still existed. The
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bandat 123 cm'tlooked a bit st ronger t han the same band in the spec trum at 356 K. taking
the band at 82 cm' ' as the standard ( Figs. 6.1 and6.12 ). In the vJ region the TO- LO featu res
may be distinguished and the LO mode may be observed at 1444 em" ( Fig. 6 . 14 ).
6.3 Discu ssion
The studies of temperature dependent Raman spectra of mixed crystal s ofNaN O,-KNO I
co nfirmed the Raman spectr oscopic stu dies of the quenched samples . Mor eo ver, some
additional details about the structural phase transitions were revealed as the Raman technique
was used to actually follow the tran sitions .
6.3 .1 Limited Solid So lut ion s in Na NOJ- KN O,
Raman studies indicated that N80.91Ku.osNO, (Na Il) had the same char acteristic
te mpe rature dependence as pure Na NO, 1l 1 12"'~1 down to 353 K. No changes in RAman
features due to othe r proc esses were det ect ed . The presence of 5 mol% KNO , in the solid
solution appeared only to speed up the o rder-d iso rder transition of sodium nit rate . This was
in goo d agreement with the Raman studies of the quenched sampl e which indicated that
Nao.n KoosNO I • whether quenc hed from 493, 393 or 358 K. prod uced prac tically the same
spec trum of the NaNOJ structure. The tem perat ure de pendent studi es supp oned the
suggestion that there should be a vertical line near x .. 0.05 and at 526 through 353 K in
Greis' phase diagram for Na..." Ke.osNO, (N ail) ( Fig. 5.1).
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In Greis ' phase diagram by DSC cool ing runs . the subsolidus for the exsolutio n of
NaND) broke into three parts ( areas a and b in Fig. 5. 1 ). Th e L transition temperature of
sodium nitrate decreased slow ly and rather linearly when potassium nitrate was added up to
5 mor'/o ( 13 K in all ). More IQIlOJcaused a dramatic drop of the transitio n temperature, and
from 5 to 10 mal% KNO, the temperature decreased by 62 K... Then followed another linear
and gradual decrease of the tran sition temperature, almost paral lel to that from 0 to 5 mol%
KND). Greisand co-workers offered no explanation for the dramatic changes in the transition
temperature andattributed all the threeparts to exsolution andthe)., transitio n of pure sodium
nitrate. lfthis were so, there should also be DSC peaks due to structu ral phase transitions of
potassium nitrate. DSC seemed to have failed to detect the exothermic effects due to KNO )
for the mixtures with x < 0. 10.
Raman studies of the subso lidus for x s 0.05 ( area a in Fig. 5.1 ) indicated the ).,
transitionof'Na,..K.N~ (NaI) to (NaIl) . The large potassium ions in the crystal increased the
rate of diso rder in Na, ....~NOJ (NaIl) and thus lowered the )..transition temperature . The
effect was proportional to the amount of potassium ions present in the crystal and the )..
transition temperature decreased linearly with increased x. The dramatic temperature drop at
0.05 < x < 0.10 indicated a changein the mechanism. Th en followed a linear boundary ( area
b in Fig. 5.1 ) indicating the temperature for exsolution of Na.",sKo.."NO) (Nail) from the
RJ"msolid solutio ns which dec reased proportionally to the co ntent of NAo.9,Ko.osNO) (Na il)
in the R!m solid so lutions
A DSC study InJl of variatio n of the ). transition temperatur e in NaNO ,-based binary
alloyssupports our results for Naa."Koll5NQ,(NaIl). In th is study the solid solutions with the
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NaNO) U were repo rted for x up to 0. 10. However, th e uncertainty for Na..'JOKo,'ONOJ (Nai l )
was much gr eater than for Nao." Ko.osNO) (Nai l) because fast runs had to be used in the
former to avo id smeari ng out of the DSC signals . Thus the temperature at which thermal
effects we re observed in the DSC stu dy did not lik ely corres pond to the). transi tion of
N80.AlgN~ (NaD). It was more likely to reflect sev eral complicated proces ses. Exso tution
ofN~loN~ (NaD) from theR!m solid solution was detected in the Ram an spectrum of
the 393 K quenchedN~.lgNO) . The genuine A.transition of Nal""K,.NO) (Na l) to (Na il )
must be so mewhere just below x =0. 10.
On the KNO) rich part of Greis' phase diagram, the upper bou ndary of area e in Fig. S. I
wasfor the temperature of exsolution of pure KNO ) ill from the Rlm solid solu tio n. This line
must now be ex plained otherwise. The temperatur e dependence for the Ram an spect ra of
Nao.~Ko.,"NO) did not indica te exsolutio n of any components down to 366 K. lfthis line
were for exsolu tion of KNO ) m. Raman featur es due to the residual solid so lution wo uld
have been obs erved . However, there were only the characteristic Raman band s due to the
KNO) rnstructure. Therefore, area e was the uniphasic region ofNal""K,.NO) (KI ll) instead
of diphasic region ofKNO) III and a residual RJm solid solution, and its up per boundary was
for jhe phase tran sition of Nal.~K,NOJ (KI) to (KI ll ), as was evide nt by exami nation of the
Ramanspectra of N80.~Ka.,"NOJ at 393 K and366 K.
Exso lution in Nag.osKo.,"N~ occurred at 361 K. Raman studies indicat ed that it was not
NaNO) 1l that separat ed from the R!m so lid solu tio n, which was sugges ted in Greis' phase
diagram . It was KNO ) II that exsolved from Nlo.~Ko..,"NO, (KHI) , as was clear from the
Ramanspectrum at 36 1 K ( Figs. 6.1 and 6.2 ). Ramanbands due to KNO ) II and Na l""K,.NO,
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(Kim appeared in the spectrum with comparabl e intensity. The sample was in a diphasic
region. As some ofKNO l exsolved, the remainingNal~NO] (KIll ) must contain KNOJ less
than95 0101%. Ramanstudies of the 358 K quenched N80.loKo.90NO) indicated the existence
ofNa~ND.J (KIll) containing KN~ slightly less than90 mol%. In Greis ' phase diagram.
the boundary for the transition of Na.A NO] (KI) to (KIll) ended at x '" 0.85 (Fig. 5.1 ).
It was reasonable to continue the boundary with a vertical line to indicate the solid solution
N80.nKo..,NOJ (Kil l) . The region berween 36 1 and 353 K and for " ~ 0 .85 in Greis' phase
diagram ( area d ) would be the diphasic region of KNOJ II and Na..,KauN OJ (KIll ).
The transition ofNa•.,.K NO] (Kl) to (KIll) was observed by hot-stage microscopy for
NaND) up to 10 wOlo 11Il1. The transition temperature with 5 w"/o NaNO] was 385 K. In
Kofler's phasediagramtherewas an indicationof formation ofNa...K,.NO] (KIll ) containing
2 w"/o NaNO]. The diagram was referred to by Kramer and Greis [.1.66 1. However, the
formation of solid solutions ot her than R.!m seems to have been neglected. Zamaly and
JemaJl""lpresented a phase diagramwhich was similar to Kofler's in the KNO] rich pan . The
formation of Na,.,.K,.NOJ (Kill) extended to about 10 mol% KNO]. In Zamaly's phase
diagramthere was also a smail region for Nal.,.K,.NO) (Nail) ( up to 5 mol% KNO) ). Zamaly
and l ema! examined the NaN0J- KNDJ system down to 373 K Their results concerning
limited solid solutions were in good agreement with our Raman studies.
6.3.2 The Disord er ed Sta te
At hightemperature both sodium nitrate ( NaNO] I ) and potassium nitrate ( KNO) I )
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adopt the disordered calcite structure . The space group is R!m . The isc structu re is the key
argument that the two nitrates form continuous solid solutions. The space group R3m was
based on XRD studies which may lead to an apparent symmetry higher than actual because
X-ray diffraction givesan average structure. Raman spectroscopy is a much faster technique
than X-ray diffiaction. Raman studies suggested In] that on a shorter time scale the crystal
symmetry of KNOJ I was lower thanRlm and NaN0 J I and KNOJ I had slighdy different
crystal structures .
In fact NaNO, I and KNO )1 have quite different st ructural chemistry. The order-
disorder transition ( RI c to RJm ) in sodium nitrate is a typical J..transition. The transition
te mperature ( 548 K ) is near the melting point. The transition involves orientat ional
disordering of the nitrate grou ps in the crystal and it is reversible. When coo led down the
disordered Rlm structure in NaNO) I goes back to the ordered RJc structure in NaNO) II.
The disordered state in NaNO) 1 is unquenchable. When quenched, disordered NaNO, I
transforms to ordered NaNO, II. On the other hand, the orde r-disorder transition ( Pmcn
toRlm ) in potassium nitrate is of first order . The transition takes place at a much lower
temperature ( 40 I K ). The transition involves rearrangement of cations and anions and it
is not directly reversible. When cooled, the disordered Rlm struct ure in KNO) I first changes
to the ordered R3m structure ofKNOJ III then to the Pmcn structure in KNO) I t The
disordered state in KNO) I is unquenchable. When quench ed, KNOJ I goes to the
intermediate ordered phase KNO, III.
lt isexpected that the Rlm solid sotutions ofNaNOJ-KNO:J with different compositions
would have slightly different disordered structures. The temper ature dependence for the
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Raman spect rum of Na."Ko,05NOJ was foun d to be quite similar to that of pure sodium
nitrate : as the temperatu re increased . the two exte rnal vibrat ions of th e NaNDJ II structu re
shifted to lower frequencies and the 100 em" band grad ually vanis hed as the transition
te mper ature was ap pr oa ched . Nao."Ko.osNOJ (NaI) was unquenchable . Wh en quenched,
Naa_"Ko.~OJ (NaI) went directly to (Nai l) . The temperature dependence for the Raman
spectrum of NIlo,osKo.IIsNOJ was fouod to be similar to that ofpure po tas sium nitra te : as the
temperature decreased the disorder ed Rlm structu re in NIlo.osKo.lIsNOJ (KI ) first transformed
to theordered R3m stru cture in (KID) and thento the structure Pmcn in (K1I). Nlo.osKo."NOJ
(Kl ) wa s unque nchab le. Wh en quen ched, Naa.osKa."NOJ (KI) went to the intermediate
ordered phase (KIII). The temperature dependence for the Ramanspectrum ofNIo..J JKo.67NOJ
was unique and indica te d that th e so lid so lution had a disorder ed structure different from
either NIlo"Kc..osNOJ (Nal) o r NIlo.osKo," NOJ (Kl).
There were four nota ble features which distingu ished the diso rdered state in
NIcwKo67N~ from the d iso rdered state in NC\! "I<o.05N~ (NaI) or Ni\,.osKa."N~ (KI). The
transition from disordered state [ 0 ordered state was slower for the fonner [han for the latter.
h too k less than 10 hours for NIo.9sKc..osNOJ (Nal) or NIo.osKo."N OJ (KI) to complete the
order-diso rder transition while it took more than two days for NIo..JJKa67NOJ (D) under
similar cond itions. Because of the slowness of the ord er-disorder transition of the
interm edia te conce ntration phase, the diso rdered state may be ke pt metastably when
exsolution ofa com ponent caused the residual so lid solution of the terminal phases to have
a composition oftbe intermediate concentrat ion phase. as was not ed in the discussion of the
tempera ture dependence for the Raman spectra of NIlo..J<o.~OJ and NIo.osKc.,9sNO J' The
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orde r-d isord er transition in Nao.nKa.47NDJ (0) led to deco mposi tion directly to its
components NaND} n and KNO ) II, unlike Na..9sKo.MNOJ (NaI) or Na,l.os~.'YSNO) (Kl) in
which the disordered so lid so lutio n (NaI) or (Kl ) transfo nned to the ordered so lid so lution
(Nail) 0 ' (KIll) .
The order-disorder tran sition in Nllo.nKo."NO) (D) was of a quite sudden feature . The
Raman spect ra before the transi tion were very similar and there was 00 precur sor of the
coming struetunIJchange ( Fig. 6.8 and6.9). On theother hand. the tem perature dependence
for the Raman spectra of N~"K...osNO} and Na...osKo."NO) suggested a gradual phase
transition . In the external region ( Figs 6. 1and 6.5 ) and the vs region ( Figs. 6.2 and 6.7 ),
thespectra taken above the tr ansition had features of the upcoming ordered phases . Finally.
thedisordered state in Nao.nKo.47NO} (D) could be froze n by quenching white the disord ered
statein N30.91KoosN~ (NaI) or N<\l,os Ko.91N~ (Kl). ju st like NaN~ [ or KN~ 1. was
unquenchable.
The new disorde red featu res in NilcwK,U7NOJ (D ) suggest ed a cause other than the
crienraticnal diso rder of the nitra te ions. as in the diso rdered calcite struct ure, becau se the
disordered orientat ion of the planar anions cannot be frozen by quenching. The disordering
inNa.wKo,,r,N~ (0) was caused by the existence of two different ca tions and it may remain
even without the diso rdered orientat ion of the nitrat e gro up. The temperature dependent
Raman spectra ofNav.nKo.,r,N0:I suggested that the new disordered. state existed in the whole
temperature range where Greis' phase diagram 16111indicated the continuous so lid so lution
of the disordered RJ"m structure
The large size differe nce betw een sodium and potassium ions made it difficult for the
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RIm solid solutions to have a uniform structure ove r a wide compos ition region and at a
relatively low temperature. The difficulty was aggravated by the slight difference in the
disordered calcite structure of NaNO) I and KNOJ I. Raman studies suggested that the slight
difference remained between the solid solutions Na•.)<, NO) (Nal) and (KI) of the terminal
phases. The new disorder in the mixtures of the intermediate concentration phase may be
regarded as a balance betwee n the two slightly different disordered calcite structures when
thecontents of NaNOJ and KNOs were comparable in the solidsolutions. The new disordered
state may be the result of phase separa tion of Na,..EC,;NOJ (Nal) and (KI) on a microscopic
or submicroscopic scale. In this respect, the new disordered state in the intermediate
concentration range of NaNO,- KNO) might well be regarded as an indicat ion of eutect ic
mixtures ofNa,..K,.NO) (N aI) and (Kl) in the terminal phases.
Although it is now widely accepted IU6.l U I that sodium and potassium nitrate forms a
con tinuous series of solid so lutions, the idea of limited solid solutions [1Il1 should not be
abandoned. Two observations are inconsistent with the continuous solid solution model . The
soliduswasfound almost horizo ntal from 20 to 80 molo/. KNO) I~I and the X-ray diffraction
pattern of the solid solution ofequimolar NaNOJ-KNOJ was different from either KNOJ or
NaNO) at the same temperature of 47] K 11l~1. The new disordered state in the solid solutions
of intermediatecoocentration region offers a possible explanation. The new disordered state
in the solid solutions in the intermed iate concentra tion region had a slightly different
microscopic structure from theR.Jm struct ure of the terminal phases, so a different X-ray
diffiactionpattern was observed . If the disord ered structures ofN a,..K..NO) (Nal ) and (Kl)
in the terminal phases are regarded as two different phases and the new disord ered state in
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the so lid solutions of intermediate concentrations is regarded as a mixture of the two . the
NaN0J-KN O) system might well be regarded as one of limited solid so lutions . A system of
limited solid solutions usually has a flat solidus in the intermediate con centration region .
The sole direct evidence for co ntinuous solid solutions in NaN D)-KND) was the
appearance of the mixed crystals under hot- stage microscope [ lUI. Since the termi nal phases
were in such similar disordered states that they coul d not be dist inguished by light
microscope, a mixtur e of such disord ered states on a micro scopic scale in the interm ediate
concentration region might well be indistinguishable. It is necessary to reconsider the NaN01-
KNO) system in the light of Raman evidence in this work.
The study of orde r-disorder in NaND) is also of great interest for earth science (i~... ml.
Recently Salje and co- worke rs m S-l%11 made a systematic stud y of sodium nitrate by X-ray
intensity, excess birefringence, Raman spectroscopy and molecu lar dynamics. The disorder
transition in sodium nitrate served as a model to investigate the disorder in calcite. an
impo rtant component of the eart h 's crust. At 1250 K calcite has a tran sit ion similar to the
order-dison::ler transition in sodiwn nitrate. It was suggested IllSl that this transition accounted
for thenon-linearity of the boun dary between the stability fields of calcite and aragonite in a
P-T phase diagram. According to presen t Raman stud ies. it seems that sodium nitrate alo ne
cannot fully simulate the process. Sod ium nitrate can only have the calcite struct ure. The
aragonite structu re is adop ted by potassium nitrate. Raman studies of the limited solid
solutions in NaN01-KNO) indicated that it was very difficult. if not impossible. for sodium
nitrate to have the aragonite structure. There appear threedisordered structures in the nitrates
corresponding to the disordered calcite structu re: NaND) 1.KNO ) I and the new disordered
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state in NaNO)-KNO) with comparable amounts ofhoth components. Parallel stud ies of the
disordering in KNO) and mixed NaNO)-KNO) may be of help to obtain a bett er
understand ing of me order-disorder phenomena in carbonates .
6.4 Co odusions
Raman studies ofNaNOJ-KN~ at different tempe ratures were in good agreement with
the studies of the quenched samples. The suggesti ons about the phase diagram that were
made in Chapter 5 were fully confirmed.
The discontinuous subsolidus on the NaND) rich pan of Greis' phase diagram
sugg ested three processes for different compositi ons : the structural phase transition o f
Nal_.K~DJ (NaI) to (NalI) for x :s O.OS; a mechanism change for O.OS < x < 0.10 ;
cxsolution ofNIo,~Ko.osNO) (Nal) from the RJm solid solutions for 0.10 " x s 0.55 .
The subsolidus on the KNO) rich pan indicated the structural phase transition of' Na..
$ ..N01 (KI) to (KIll ).
Tw o verti cal lines should be added to Greis' phase diagram : one for NIo."Ko.osNO)
(NalI) between 526 and 353 K. the other for Na,. I,Ko .,N~ (KI ll) between 361 and 353
K.
3. The R!m solid solutions just below the solidus may adopt one of the three slightly
different disordered structures: Nal_.K..NO, (Na l) or (Kl) in the terminal phases . or a
new disordered state in the intermediate concentration phase which appear ed to be
similarto a mixture of (Nal ) and (KI). The existence of the three disordered structures
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suggested that NaN0J -KNOJ was a system of limited so lid solutions instead of
continuous solid solutions.
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Table 6.1 Observedwavenwnbers for RamanbandsofN30.o5Ko.95NO) measured
at different temperatures.
T(K) external v, v, v, 2v:
413 _ 110 · 1 16 10 55 1352· 1428 · 1664
393 114 111 1056 1356- 1428 · 1664
366 121 1 11 1054 1350,1432. 1439 1663
36 1 50.82. 123 111 1053 1347,1359. 143 I,1440 1665
356 51,82. 123 115 1051 .10 58 1345. 1359 _ 1670 r
405 ~ 120 116 10 55 1365,142 1 1664
390 b 50,79. 120 1 15 10 50 1343,1359 1652,1679
385 · 120 1 11 1053 1348,1428.1438 1663
Data from reference 55 for pure KNO) l.
b. Data from reference 55 for pure KNOJ II.
Data from reference S5 for pure KNO J III.
d. Broad features with irregular small peak s.
Broad features with small peak on both ends.
Very weak, diffuse features from 1650 to 1680 cm'" .
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Table6.2 Observed wavenumbers forRaman bandsof Nilo.9SKo.osNOJ measured
atdifferenttemperatures.
T (K) external v, v, v, zv,
473 78,173 723 1065 1380 1665
473 " 86,173 724 1066 1381 1666
393 94, 180 724 1066 1382 1667
393 " 96,181 725 \067 1384 \66'
366 95, 181 724 1066 1383 1661
361 96,182 724 106 7 1384 1669
356 97, 183 725 \067 1384 166'
356" 99. 184 725 1068 1385 1669
Data for puresodiumnitrate.
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Table 63 Observed wavenumbers for Raman bands ofN30..u~_61NO) measured
at different temperatures.
T ( K ) external Y, Y, Y, 2v:
473 110-140 ' 7 17 1058 1300-15 00 C 1664
393 110-14 0 ' 7 17 1060 1300-1 5OOc 1665
366 110- 140' 7 17 1060 1300- 150Qc 1665
36 1 110-140 ' 717 1061 1300-15OOc 1665
3S6 110-140 ' 7 16 1060 1300·1500 · 1664
3S1 51,83, 123 7 16,725 1051, 106 1 1345,1359, 1384 4 1666
351" 50,82, 123, 181 715,724 1050,1066 1344,135 9 ,1383 • 1667
The Raman spectrumwas measured after the sample was kept at 351 K for another 22
hours.
b. Broad feature with small irregular peaks.
Broad features from 1300 to 1500 em"
d. Bands located on the broad features from 1300 [0 1500 cm'' .
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Table 6.4 Observed wavenumbers for Ramanbands of N.. ..K.zoNO, measured
at differenttemperatures.
T ( K ) external v, v, v, 2v:
473 _ \ 40& 722 1064 1380 1664
393 95.180 715 ,124 1066 1382 1667
366 96, 181 7 15,72 4 1060 ,1067 1383 1667
36 1 97, 183 717 ,724 1054,1067 135 1, 1384. 1439 1668
356 98, 123,184 7 18,725 1054,1061 1351.1384.1444 166'
351 98,120.184 7 18.725 1054, 1068 1350,13 85 , 1444 166'
346 5 1,86,98, 184 7 18,726 1053, 1068 1354, 1360,13 85.1444 1669
Broad featureswith irregular small peaks.
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Fig. 6.1 Raman spectra in the externalvibrational regionofN8u.Ol"o.9SNO) at
different temperatures.
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Fig . 6.2 Ramanspectrain the vJ region ofN8u.,uKU5NOJat differenttemperatures.
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Fig. 6.3 Raman spectra in the external vibrational region ofNllu.u'~_'J,NO} for quenched
sample at 298 K and unquenched sample at indicated temperatures.
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Fig 6.4 Raman spectra in the v1regionofNIlo,o,Ko.9sNOl for quenched sample at 298 K
and unquenc hed sample at indicated temperature s
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Fig6.5 Ramanspectrain the external vibrational region orpure NaN0 J ITand
Nllu.9,KO-O,NOj (Nan) at different temperatures.
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Fig. 6.6 Frequency difference between the two lattice modes of NaNOJ IT (0 )
and Nllo.9 ,Ko.o,NOJ (NaIl) ( 0) at differen t temperatures .
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Fig. 6.7 Ramanspectra in the v) regionof pure NaN0 J II and N'u.'l$Ko.l,I5NOj (NaIl)
at different temperatures.
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Fig. 6.8 Raman spectra in the external vibrational regionof N3u.J1Ka..,NO, at different
temperatures
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Fig. 6.9 Raman spectrain the internal vibrational region ofN80.JJKo6rNOJat
different tempera nrres.
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Fig. 6.10 Raman spectra in the external vibrational region of Na,....K.NO) al473 K.
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Fig, 6.1t Raman spectra in the vJ region of'Na,.•K.NO) at 473 K
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Fig. 6. 12 Raman spectrain the external vibrational region ofN80_IO~-2UNOJ at different
tempera tures.
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Fig. 6.13 Ramanspectrain the VI regionofNIu..J<u,NOJ at diffe rent temperatures.
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Fig. 6.14 Ramanspectra in the vj region ofNllu.IOKo.lONOJat differenttemperatures
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CHAPT ER 7
RAMAN SPECTROSCOPIC STUDIES OF THE STRUCTUR E AND
COMPOS ITI ON OF THE COMPO UNDS MLi (NO, ),
( M =K, Rb, Cs) FORM ED FROM TH E MELTS
7.1 Int rodu cti on
Systems ofbinary alkali metal nitrates have been much inv esti gated. Phase dia gram s for
all possible co mbinatio ns of binary nitrat es have bee n const ructed, checked and rechecked
because of the ease with which the low melting point nitrates can be handled. The general
features of the binary systems are well established and the dependence of the mixed crystals
on the natur e of alkali metals has been summarized [~) I . As the size difference of the two
cations graduallyincreases., the phase diagramsget successively mor e co mplicated. from so lid
solut ions and eut ectic mixtures to incongruentl y and co ngruently me lting compounds .
For the series o f lithium nitra te with the other alkali metal nitra tes . l iNOJ-NaN0 J and
liNOJ-KN~ are usually regarded as eutectic systems 1"'J.109 1. alth ou gh a discontinuity at x(li')
:: 0,45 in the liquidus was observed in the phase diagram of LiNOJ-KNOJ by some early
researchers j1!'. IJ<lI. It was tentatively attributed to an intermediate compound with an
incongruently melting point. This observation seems to have been neglected by current
investigators IWI I. No further studies have been attempted to explore the origin of the
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discontinuity .
The size difference between the cations in LiNOJ-RbNO) is sufficiently larg e to permit
formation of the congru ently melting co mpound RbLi(NO )h 1u'llI'il l. Thecompound fonns
solid solutions or eutecti cs with the end compo nents. There seems to be little debate about
the phase diagram LiNO J-RbNO) . For LiNOJ-CsNOJ the ear ly investigations [l oti indicated
eu tectic o r solid solution formatio n but these suggestions w ere questioned lUI since the
congruently melting compound had already been observed for LiNO)-RbNO). Bolshako v and
co-workers [~) I reinvesti gated the binary nitrates and a congruently melting compound
Csu(N0Jh was detect ed at 467 K. The existence of the co mpou nd was confirmed by ot her
authors I~U' I.
The binary systems have beeninvestigated primarily by thermal analysis. They have not
beenstudied by Raman spectroscopy. Comparedwith thermal me thods . the Ramantechnique
has two advantag es. Firstly, therm al analysis is a dynam ic procedure while the Raman
technique is usually stat ic. Intermediate entit ies which can only exist in a very short interval
of temperature or which have very smallenthalpy changes may occur without being det ected
by thermal techniques . Such snort lived species may be froz en by quenclting and then
investigated easily by Raman spectrosc opy. On the other nand. so me pro cesses are so slow
that it is impractical for a single run of thermal experi ment to detect the effect of an
equilibrium transition. Under such circu mstances the Raman technique can be used to follow
the slow progress of the st ruct ural changes in the system.
Secondly. Raman features are directly related to the microsco pic stru cture of the system.
The nitrate ion is a good Raman scatt erer and is sensitive to its envi ro nment . The vibrational
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spectra of the nitrate gro up and the variation o f the bands with changing environments have
been well establi shed for crystalline states, aqueous solutions, matrix isolated ion pairs or
melts 11 U.1Q.1t.lJ:!l. The nitrate ion can thus serve as a probe of the structure in a binary nitrate
system. The three components of the symmetric stre tching vibration of the nitra te ion have
been used to confirm the existence of the three distinct C I sites of the anion in the crystal
RbNO) and CsNO J ISII. The energy of the VI mode is sensitive to the perturb ing force fields
and the frequency shift of this band may bea usefulindicatio n ofcbanges in the environmen ts
of nitrate ions (hil l. Coordination of cations to the nitra te group may lower the symmetry of
the nitrate ion and thus lift the degeneracy of the V1 vibration. The frequ ency difference and
the relative intensity of the component bands give informat ion about the coor dination sta te
of the nitrat e ions tUJI. Raman spectra in the low frequency region can be easily obtained .
Bands ofthe lattice vibrat ions also provide add itio nal information for structural evaluation
In this wo rk Raman spectrosco py has been app lied to stu dy the systems of l iNO)-
KNO ), liNO)-RbNO) and l iNO J-CsNO). Special attention has been paid to the possible
existence of the com pound KLi(NO)h in the liNOJ-KNO ) system and an alternative
exp lanatio n for the small discont inuity on the solidus is offe red . Raman spectra of the
co ngruently melt ing compo unds Rbli(N0J h and Csl i(NO Jh have been measured and a
tentative structure is deduced for the compounds
7.2 Raman Spec tra of the Solids from Ihe M elts
Threesamples wereprepared for each syste m so that compariso n may be made and the
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Ramanbands for every entity in the specimen may be distinguished. The molar ratios of the
mixed liNO}-MNO} ( M = K.,Rb, Cs ) were 2:1, 1:1 and 1:2 (hereafter the se ratios always
represent lithium nitrate to the other nitrates ).
7.2. 1 Raman Spectra of LiNO }-KNOJ
The Raman spectra of LiNOJ.KN~ weremost. variable because the system hasa unique
phase diagram and beca use KNO J III can be prese rved in a metastable state at roo m
temperatur e if the co nditions are no t favourable for equilibrium transition of phase III to II
of potassium nitrate . Differentprepara tions of the same samp le gave differe nt Ramanspectra.
Naturally coo led samples were prepared from the melts by JUS[ turning off the oven to
permit the samples to crystallize in a manner that wou ld be similar to the cal orimetric studies .
Samples coo led naturally outside the oven gave similar Raman band s ( Table 7. \ ). The bands
were classifiedinto two sets, the int ensities of which variedas the relative amount of each of
the nitrates varied ( Figs . 7.1 and 7.2 ). In fact these band s were found to be the characteri stic
Raman bands of l iNOJ and KNO} III respect ively
In the external vibrational regio n the most distinct feat ures are the stro ng band at 125
cm''and a very stron g band at 238 ern" ( Fig. 7. 1 ) . The former is the characterist ic bandfor
libration of the nitra te ion in KNO, III and the latter is due to the rotato ry mot ion of the
nitrate ion in LiNO J_ The trans latory motio n o f the nitrate ion in LiNO} also produces a
medium band at 123 em" which is overlapped by the str ong and broad band of KNOJ III in
the vicinity. The variatio n of the intensities of the band s at 125 and 238 ern" agrees roughly
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with the variation of the ratio between the two types of nitrate . The positions of the two
bands remain constant for different compositions . ( Table 7.1 ).
In the internal vibrational region the two sets of bands for the two nitrates separate from
one other distinctlyand it is easy to assign each band ( Fig. 7.2 ). The crystal structure of
lithiumnitrate belongs to thespacegroup RJ"candthenitrate group occupies the OJ site. No
band splitting is expected andthere are three Ramanactive fundame ntal bands in the internal
vibrational region. In addition, the ove rtone 2v: appears in the Raman spect rum. The bands
at Ion. 1386, 737 and 1676 an-i are in good agreement with the VI ' vJ • v~ and 2v: bands in
purelithium nitrate [ (}.I I, The other bands give excellent agreement with those ofKNOJ til of
the R3m strueture lSSI. The bands at 719 and 1055 err' are due to the V~ and v r vibrations of
the nitrate ion in KNO J III. A weak band at 1665 ern' in the 2v~ region indicates that
potassium nitrate in the sample is not in phase It and the well separ ated TQ- LO Raman
features in the vJ region confinn the presence of phase 11I11021• The profile is alsothe same
as phase III : a sharp and strong v) ( E ) TO component at 1351 ern' and the broad and
weaker V) (E) LO co mponent at 1442 ern" along with 2v, at 1431 ern".
Phase m of potassium nitrate was metastable at room tempera ture and it was converted
to phase II by reheating the samples at 333 K for 24 hours . The spectrum changed
dramatically ( Fig. 7.3 ). Careful examination of the spectra revealed that the change was
caused by structural changes in potass ium nitrate alone because the characteristic Raman
bands oflithium nitrate remain unaltered by reheating ( Table 7.1 ). In the external vibrational
region the translatory motion of K9 sublattice against NO; sublattice at 52 crn'' and the
rotatory motions of the nitrate gro up at 85 em" in KNOJ 1I replaced the librarian of the
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nitrate ion in KNO, III at 125 em". There is a medium band at 125 em" . It is due to the
translato ry motion of the nitrate ions in LiNOj and KNOJ 111"1.
In the internal vibrational regio n the characteristic Raman bands of KNOj III were also
completely replacedby the bands due to KNO) II ( Fig. 7.4 ). The VI and v, vibrations of the
nitrate ion ( at 717 and1052 em" respectively) shifted to lower wavenumbers because of the
transition ofphase m to 0 of potassium nitrate. The unique TO-LO splitting of v, in KNOJ
III disa ppeared and the doublet feature of vs in KNOJ II appeared at 1346 and 136 1 em" .
Onlyone band due to liNOJ at 1676 em" was detected in this region beca use the broad 2v:
feature of KNOJ 1I was too weak to be detected .
The Ramanstudies of UNOrKNOJ indicated that under natural coo ling conditions. the
two nitrates separated on crystallization. The solids were mechanical mixtu res of lithium
nitrate and potassium nitrate. No compounds or solid solutions were detected. The
characteristic frequencies remain unchanged as the ratio of the two nitrates changed.
Potassium nitrate in the mixtures exhibited its unique structural phase transitions. Phase III
was preserved at roo m temperature when the cooling rate was sufficiently fast and it
transformed to phase 0 when reheated. These results are in agreement with the phase diagram
studied by thermal analysis 1U-l ll91which showed a eutectic mixture for the system. Samples
cooled in the oven experienced an environment similar to that in thermal analysis.
When the molten sample of equimolar UN O,·KN Oj was taken out of the oven and
quenched to room temperature without any disturbances, the Raman spect rum was entirely
different from the spectru m of the same sample cooled inside the oven ( Table 7.2).
In the external vibrational region the stro ng band at 125 crn'' due to KNO, III and the
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strong band at 238 ern" du e to LiNO, disappeared almost completely . The predo minant
features were two new bands at 63 and 106em-Ion a strong Rayleigh wing ( Fig . 7.5 ). These
bands canno t be due to U NO, or KNO l HI.
The frequ encies and band pro files of the internal modes of the nitrate ion were also
distinctlydifferent from those ofLiNO, and KNO) lU . Alt houg h there we re two peaks in the
VI and V~ regio ns., the relative intensit ies were different ( Fig. 7.6) and . mor e importan t. the
frequencies were differe nt. Th e values of 1046 and 1068 ern" did no t co rres pond to the VI
vibration of the nitrate ion in either liNO, ( 1071 em"} o r KNO l III ( 1054 cm'" ). The tw o
bands at 724 and 739 ern"were also different fro m those ofKNO, III at 718 ern"and LiNO )
at 736 em" .
Themost notab le differences wereobserved for the bands in th e v l region. The medium
intensity band of LiNO, at 1386 cm'' and the characteristic TO -LO pattern o f vJ in KNOJ lU
werereplaced by three bands at 1323, 1424 and 1467 em". Th e band in the midd le was a little
weaker thanthose at both ends . The two bands in the2v: regio n ( 164 2 and 1660 em" ) were
alsodifferent in frequencies andband profiles from those in the mechanical mixture of KNO )
1Il and LiNOJ ( 1664 and 1676 cm '! ).
Co mplete disappearance of the Ramanfeatures of the two co mpo nents imp lies absence
of the sep arate structures o f LiNO ) and KNO ). The ent irely new fea tures in the Raman
spectrum ofthe quenc hed sample mean that an entirely new structure has been crea ted in the
equimo lar LiNO,-KNO, solid which has been overloo ked by therm al analysis. The new
structure corresponds to the co mpound KLi(NO)h:' The compound was found to beunstable
at room temperature. When the samp le in thesealed tube was left at the ambient environment
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for about a month, the Raman bands associated withthenewco mpound decreased in intensity
while the bands due to pureLiNO) and KNO J II appear ed. The Raman spectrum of the aged
quenched sampled showedthe features of a mixtureof LiNO, and KNO ) Il tcgether with the
new co mpound KLi(NOJ z( Table 7,2 ).
In the aged sample the characteristic lattice modes ofKNO) 11at 52 and 85 ern" and the
strong libration bandof the nitrate group in LiNO, at 237 ern"can be seen along with the two
external modesof thenewcompound Kl1(N0Jz at 63 and 106 ern" ( Fig. 7.7). Three peaks
can bedistinguished in the v \ region: one at 1046 em" due to the new co mpoun d, the second
one at 1052 cm''attributed to KNOJ Il, and the third peak at 1069 ern" due to a combination
of the two close ly situated bands : 1068 em" of KLi{NO,)z and 107 1 ern" of LiNO J. The
situation is similar in thev, region and similar assignment was made . The 7 16 em" band was
assig ned to KNO) II, the 724 em" band to the new co mpou nd and the 738 em" band to a
mixture of the bands at 736 em" due to LiNO, and 739 em" due to the new co mpo und. The
bands in the vJ region clearly indicated that the quenched sample ofequimolar LiNO ,·KNO ,
was a mixtureof thenew compound, LiNO) and KNO, II after one mont h's standing. All the
bands characteristic of the three compounds appear separately: lJ24, 1426 and 1467 ern" for
the new compound, lJ86 cm'' for LiNO, and 1346 and 1361 ern" for KNO) U_In the 2\1:
region the 1676 cm'' band was assigned to LiNO, and the double bandsat 1645 and 166 1
cm'' to the new compound. Raman feature s due to KNO ) II were too wea k in this region to
be detected
When the sample of the new compound in the sealed tube was heated at 333 K for 24
hours. the co mpound KLi{N0J)zdeco mposed to the pure co mpo nents almost com pletely.
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The Ramanspectrum was dominated by characteristic bands o f LiNO ) and KNO) II in both
external and internal vibrational regio ns ( Table 7.2 ). Weak features of the new compound
were stilldetected in the external and vl regions. The small shoulder at 102 cm'' (Fi g. 7.7 )
andthe typical threepeaksat 1323. 1426 and 1466an" ( Fig 7.8 ) we re attributed to residual
KLi(NOJ1.The spectrum was almost the same as the naturally coo led sample after 24 hours
at 333 K except for the remaining weak features of the new comp ound .
It was essential not to disturb the melt when it was cooled. If the sample was shaken
violently during thesolidification. the Ramanspectrum was similar to that for samples coo led
naturally inthe oven. i.e.• LiNO) and KN~ crysta llized separate ly because of the disturbance.
Judgedby the stability conditions . it seems more likely that KLi(NO )z is a congruently
melting oompound ratherthanan incongruently meltingcompound. It can be obtained directly
from the melt on fast solidificatio n. It appears to exist only in a narrow temperature region
ju st below the solidus and in a narrow composition range near equimolar LiNOj-KNOJ •
Deco mposition occurs when the coo ling rate is not fast eno ugh. or with mechanical or
thermal disturbance. The narrow temperature range of existence partly accou nts for the failure
to detect the new com pound by thermal methods. Att empts have been made to obtain the
co mpound by quenching the 1:2 or 2: I samples. The non-equimo lar samples, even when
quen ched in liquid nitrogen, produced essentially the same Raman spectr a as the naturally
cooled samples except for very weak features of the new co mpo und in the external and V J
regions. This fact suggests that the eutectic points of the new co mpound with the end
members shouldbelocated in the vicinity of the equimolar point o f LiNO) and KNO) so that
the major end members in the non-equi molar samples was much. more than the new
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compound . The amoun t of the new compound in the non-eq uimolar mixtureswas further
reduced by the short temperatur e range ofexistence .
The composition of the Dew compound is KLi(NO)h ' The quenc hed equ imolar sample.
when fres hly prepared, had the Raman spectrum of the new compound alone and no o ther
featur es due to separat e liNO, and KNO ) we re present. When the new co mpound
decomposed. Raman bands due to potassi um nitrate and lithium nitrate appeared
simultaneously. Therelative intensityof thevs VIbrations due to liNO ) and KNO) II remained
unchanged when the new compound putly decomposed one month later. or nearly co mpletely
after reheating at 333 K for 24 hours . [0 fact it was found that the new compo und has the
same structure as the congruen tly md.ting compounds Rbli(NOJ)~ and CsLi(NO) ~ ( Sect ion
7.3 ).
Thus, Raman studies indicated that a co ngruentl y melting compound KLi(NO) h forms
in theLiNO)·KNOj system and the disco ntinuity at x( Li·) - 0 .45 in the phase diagram 1129.I }(l1
may be a eu tectic po int for the compound and potassium nitrate .
Qu en ching may be the o rigin of the new co mpou nd. It has been repon ed Illl l that
quen ching may bring about new metast ab le crystalline phases . The prototype of the new
comp ound may already exist in the melt of equimolac LiNOl-KNO). A neutron diffrac tion
study Illl sugg ested the lithium ions in molten liNOl were tetrahedrally surrou nded by four
nearest nitrat e ions, one oxyge n in each nitrate ion facing towards the lithium ion. The
coo rdination number four is different from the nearest oxygen atom s around the lithium ion
in the crystal LiNOl which ace six. The estimated Li-Q distance was shorter in the melt than
in the crystal Illl, ln molten KNO,. the potassium ions expe rience a differen t cationic
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environm ent I~. Th e iaterionic interacti on is not so st ro ng and the coo rdination betw een
potassium and nitrate ions is of a random nature. The comp lex stru cture of lithium and nitra te
ions in the equimolar melt of 1.J.J."" O]-KNO] may have beenfrozen in by the quenching pro cess
to form thenew co mpound.
The main Raman featur es ofme so lid LiNO]-RbNO ] mixtures at different mole ratio s
are sununarized in Table 7.3. Raman spectra of pure LiNO] and RbNO j lV are also included
for compariso n.
According to thephase diagram. the solid of equimolar LiNO j-RbNO, is a congru ently
melting co mpound RbLi(NO ] h . The Ramanbands of th e eq uimolar solid were assigned to
this compound alone . The most distin ct feature in the extern al vibr ational region was a band
at IIOcm- 1 with a shoulder at 63 ern" . The strong band at 23 9 em" and the medium band at
124 cm'' of the latt ice modes of pure LiNOJ were undetectable ( Fig. 7.9 ( b ) ). The
frequ en cies of the two band s were almost the same as tho se of the externa l vibrations of
RbNOJ IV but theband pro files were quite different.The bands in the co mpound RbLi(NO jh
werelocated 00 a strong Rayleigh wing whichextended.to 200 em" , and thus appeared. rather
weak . The band s in rubid ium nitrat e were sharper and muc h stronger. The 1:2 sample was
found to be a mixture o f Rbli(NOj)~ and RbNOJ IV. The med ium band at I I I ern" was
obviousJy a mixtur e of th e weaker 110 ern" band in RbLi (NO]h and the stro nger I I I em"
band in RbNOJ IV ( Fig. 7.9 ( c ). The 2:1 sample was found to be a mixtu re of Rbli(NO jh
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and l iNO). The strong band of l iNO, at 239 cm'' appeared and the 110 em" band had the
same band profile as in the Raman spearum of RbLi{NOJ)2( Fig. 7.9 (a) and {b ) ).
In the internalvibrational region.doublet features appear ed in all the four Raman active
vibrations in the spectrum of the compound Rbli{NO) 2: 722 and 7] 9 cm'' for V~ , 1047 and
1069err ' for VI. 1324 and 1463 em' betwee n which was a weak and diffuse feature aroun d
1420 cm'' for v» and 1644 and 1659 ern" for 2v : ( Fig. 7.10 (b» . The doublets had
comparable intensities except for that of the 2v: for which the 1644 ern" band was much
weaker .
In theV~ region the band at 722cm'' was assigned to RbLi(N0Jh instead of RbNOJ IV
which also has a band of the same frequency, because of the absence of the other band of
RbNOJ IV at 708 em" ( Fig. 7.10 ( b I). The 1:2 sam ple contains extra RbNOJ {V and the
710 cm'' banddue to RbNO J IV appeared . Both RbLi(N0 Jn and RbNOJ contrib uted to the
band at 724 em" which was stronger than the bands at 7 10 and 739 em" ( Fig. 7.10 {c ) ).
The band at 739 em" was not due to LiNOJ because the frequency was a bit higher and the
intensity was much less than it should be if it were the band of LiNOJ at 737 ern". The 2:1
sample had extra lithium nitrate whichmade the 738 cm'' band appear much stro nger than the
band at 712cnl l ( Fig. 7. 10 { a »
In the V I region. the two bands of Rbli(N0 Jn at 104 7 and 1069 cm'' are both due to
the new compound and cannot be attributed to the VI vibration of NO)· in LiNO) and RbNO,
IV because they are distinctly lower than the correspo nding bands in the rwc pun: nitrates .
These two bands coexist with the VI bandof theextra nitrate in the Raman spectra of the non-
equimolar mixtures. The 1059 ern" band in the Raman spectru m of the 1:2 sample was
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ass ignedto RbNO) IV (Fig. 7.10 ( e J). The VI band ofLiNO) in the 2:1 sample combi ned
with the 1069 em'! band of RbLi(N0 lh to make it much stro nger than the other band of
RbLi(N0l)2at 1047 em" ( Fig. 7.10 (a » .
In the \l l region the separati on of the two bands in the spectrum of Rbli(N0Jh was as
large as 1]9 cm'', while the largest separation among the alkali metal nitra tes was less than
lOOcm-1 observed in the Raman spectra of RbNOJ Iv, CsN~ n or KN~ III. The 1:2 samp le
contains RbLi(N0JI and RbNOJ IV, and the two bands due to the former were much
stronger and sharperthanthose due to the latter ( Fig. 7.10 ( c ) ). In the R..unan spectrum of
the 2: I sample the two bands due to RbLi(N0J)2 had an intensity comparable to that of the
band at 1386 cm'' due to LiNOl ( Fig. 7.10 ( a ) )
In summary, the congruently melting compound Rbli(N0lh hasRaman band s quite
different from those ofliNOl and RbNOJ IV. These Raman bands coexist with band s due to
LiNOl or RbNOl Iv in the spectra of the non-equimolar samples, indicating eutectic mixtures
of RbLi(NO) 2and LiNOl or RbNOJ IV.
The important Raman features of LiNO )-CsNO) at different ratios are summarized in
Table 7.4. Cesium nitrate and rubidium nitrate have the same crystal structure at room
temperature and they have very similar Ramanspectra. The mixed crystals of LiNOl- CsNO)
and LiNOJ-RbNOl with the same ratios also have very similar Ramanspectra
The equimolar sample of LiNO J-CsNOJ has the Raman bands due to the congruently
melting compound CsLi(NOl)1 alone. There was a band at 108 ern" and a shou lder at about
66 ern"in thee<ternaI vibrational region loca ted on a strong Rayleigh wing exte nding to 200
err' . Doublet bands with comparable intensit ies appeared in the four internal vibrat ional
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regions of thenitrate ion: 718 and738 ern" for v~. 1047 and 1068 ern' for VI' 1324 and 145 4
ern" between which was a weak and broad feature around 1420 ern" for vs- 1644 and 1657
em"for 2v: _Theband with higher frequency in the V~ region had a flat to p and a small peak
at 727 em" .
The Raman bands due to CsLi(NO) 2coexisted with bands due to LiNO ) or CsN O) 1I
in the Ramanspectra of thenon-equimolar sam ples.,just as in the cas e of LiN O)-Rb NO). Thi s
is in agreement with the phase diagram l~)l that u'NO)-CsNO) has a congruently melti ng
compound CsLi(N0J)l whic h.fo rms eutectic mixtures with.the end members
7.3 Ra ma n Spectroscop ic Stud ies orthe Structure or th e Congruen tly Mellin g
Co mpo unds MLi( NOlh ( M - K, Rb. Cs )_
Altho ug h.no crysta llogr aphic data are a vai lable and there is no information about the
coo rdination state ofthenitrate ion in these compounds. some of the structural features may
be deduced fro m their Raman spectra. The main Raman featu res of the congruently me lting
comp ounds KLi(NO)h.. RbLi(NO:J1 and CsLi(N0.l 1 are summarize d in Ta ble 7.5. T he three
co mpou nds have strikingly similar Raman spectra in the exte rnal and internal vibrational
regions. In the external vibrational regio n the most distinct features area band at about 108
cm'' and a shoulder at about 63 ern" which are o n a stro ng Rayleigh wing exte nding to 200
em" (Fig. 7. 11 )
T he spectral patterns in.the internal vibrational region for the threecompounds are
similar and manifest regular changes ( Fig. 7.12 ). The two v r bands have practical ly the same
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frequencies., at 1047 and 1068 cm'', and lheir relat ive intensity changes a tittle from
KLi(NO j)! to Cs Li(NO})1' T he profil e in the vs region is uniqu e among nitrate salts. There
are two relativelystrong bandsat both ends between whichace weak anddiffuse features . The
band at 1324 cm'' remains unchan ged and the band at abo ut 1460 em" shiftsto lower
frequency as the large cation changes from potassium to cesium. Th e band at about 1425 cm''
is much st ronge r in KLi(NO }h and beco mes bare ly detec tab le in Cs Li(N O}h. The bands in
the v~ region seem also to shift to lower frequencies whi le the bands in the 2v: region shift
to higher frequencies.
Another notable feature about the Raman spec tra of th e comp ound s is the broadn ess of
the bands . Altho ugh the two V I bands are separated more in the compound KLi(NOjh ( 22
enol) than the two bands in the eutecti c mixture of LiNO } and KNO} ( 17 cm''). the former
overla ps more than the latt er ( Fig . 1.6 ). T he VI vibra tio n of the natu rally abund ant
N I~O 1601- stands distinctly about 20 crrr' lower than t he N 160; coun terpart in the eutectic
mixture while it cannot be distingu ished in the compound. In the V~ region the two bands of
the co mpound also appear bro ader than the two bands in th e eutectic mixture ( Fig. 7.6 ).
The similar Raman spec tra suggest a similar environment for the nitrate ions in the
co mpo unds KLi(NOj)!. RbLJ(NO)h and CsLi(NO )h. Th e freq ue ncy of the VI vibration is
most sensi tive to the disturbance of the external field . The dou blet nature of VI band with
prac tically same frequencies implies the practically same dist urbance in the compo unds
cont aining potassiu m, rub idium or cesiu m ions. The band pr o file in the V) regio n is anot her
sensitive indicator for the structural changes in nitra tes . The similar pattern in the V ) region
indicates that the changes arou nd the nitrate ions due to the existence of pot assium. rubidium
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or cesium ions are minor. Theexternal mode s are directly relat ed to the lattice of the crystal.
Th e ident ical band profile in the external vibrational regio n suggests the same crystal
structure. Thus, Raman studies indicate that the three congruently melting com pounds
KLi(N0lh . RbLi(N~h and CsLi(N~h have the same crystal stru cture and the nitrate ions
have the sam e environment. The environment about the nitra te ion seems most sensitive to
lithium ions alone since the other cations have little effect . There could be a com plex of
lithium and nitrate ions while the other cations primari ly act as co unterio ns to make the
compounds electrically neutral. The counterions cause the internal vibratio ns of the nitra te ion
in the complexes to change gradu ally. The Raman spectrum of KLi(N0 ln appears a bit
different fonn those of RbLi(NO ) z and CsLi(N0Jh partl y because it is metastable.
A detailed analysis of the RAman spectra should reveal some import ant features abo ut
the stru ct ure of the postulated comp lex.between lithium and nitrate ions . In the " , region
there are two strong band s abou t 22 cm'' apart and wit h comparab le intensities. Tw o
mechanisms may accou nt for the multi-band feature of the non-dege nerate symmetrica l
stretching vibra tion of the nitrate ion : correlation splitting and multi-site splitting. It is not
likely that the fa nne r can acco unt for the two peaks because the correlation splitt ing for the
"Ivibration ofalkali metal nitra tes is usually small (less th an 7 em" ) and the intensities of
the correlation field components differ greatly [llS l, The two peaks must correspo nd to the
nitrate ions on two distinct lattice sites with different po ten tial energy environments perha ps
as for a co mplex of lithium and nitra te ions .
There is a theory 11)61 which attri butes the variat ion in energy of the symmetrical
stretching of the nitrate ion to environmental perturbat ion on th e ion. Symmetric perturbation
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will cause the VIbration to shift to higher energy . whilean asymmetri cal one will cau se a shift
to lower energy. In the crystal of LiNO" the nitrate io ns are in an average potential field of
the lithiumions compared to that in the compounds. The v , band in pure LiND, ( 1072 cm'' }
shifts to lower frequency in the compou nds MLi(NO ,h ( 1047 and 1068 em-I) because
co ordination of Li-ON0 1 in the complexes causes the nitrat e ions to be under a less
symmetrical field. The nitrate group may act as unidentate or bidentate ligands in the complex.
Th e unidentate nitrate ion usually experiences a more directional po lariza tion than the
bidentate ion does . Th e band at 1047 ern" may be due to the nitrate ions at unidentate
position and the 1068 ern'! band may be due to bidentate nitra te ions.
The suggestion of unidentate and bidentate nitrat e ions is su pported by work on
magnesium nitrate lUll. A 21 cnr' difference has been noted between the v, vibrations of the
nitrat e ion in Mg(NO ) ! '4H20 which contained unidentate coordin ated nitrat e ions and
Mg(NOlh "2HzO which contained bidentate coordinated nitra te ions . Th e Raman spectrum
of Mg(N0I)z·2.9H10 in which there wou ld be nearly equi molac unidentate and bidentate
nitrate ions hasa doublet structure very similar to MLi(NO ,1 in the V I region : there were two
well separated bands of comparable intensities and the band due to the unidentate nitrate ion
was 21 en ol. lower than the band due to the bidentate nitrat e ion. in the v) regio n the Raman
spectral profile in the congruently melting compounds is also similar to the profile in
Mg(NO Ih-2.9H!O in which there were multiple Raman featur es around both ends of a
broad profile which was 130 ern" apart . The observed peak s at 1324. 1425 and 1463 ern" for
MLi(N0lh have their counterparts in the magnesium co mpound at 1330 . 1352, 1453 and
1466 ern". The similar chemisuy of lithium and magnesium ions follows from the diagonal
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rule The smaller but less chargedlithium ion andthe larger but more charged magnesium ion
would produce a similar cation field for unidentate or bidentate nitrate io n. It is expected that
similar Raman features in the internal vibrational regio n might be observed for a mixture of
unidentate and bidentate nitrate ions which are coo rdinated to a lithium ion or magnesium ion .
The suggestion of unide ntate and bidentate nitrate ions in th e co ngruently melting
compounds MLi(NO,h is also suppo ned by striking similarity of the Raman spectra of the
co mpound to the spect rum o f molten LiNO) ( Table 1.5 ) wit h allowanc e for differences in
state and temperature. In the melt. the v l vibration of the nitrate ion split into two peaks
because of the strong interaction between lithiu m and nitrate ions . Analysis of the band
conto ur IIJJI revealed four ban ds at 1355 . 1380, 144 5 and 1480 em" res pect ively . This was
thesame band profile in the v) region as in the co ngrue ntly melting co mpounds . The VI band
at 1064 ern" in the molten LiNO ). which was slightly asymmetric on the low freq uency side,
was equi valent to the two bands at 1047 and 1068 cm'' in th e so lid co mpounds . The 164 1
ern" band in the melt. which was asynun etric on the high frequ enc y side . was similar to the
two bands of me co mpou nds at (644 and 1659 an-I in the 2v : region. In the v~ regio n. two
bands of approximately the same frequencies were obse rved in the Ram an spectra of both the
crystalline MLi(NOJz and the liquid LiN~ ( Table 7.5). Obviously the nitrate ions had two
non--equivalem environmen ts in molten LiNO) and such a coordinated state remai ned in the
co ngruently melting co mpounds stabilized by M' cat ions.
The two non-equivalent environments might be involved wit h unid entate and bidentate
nitrate ions. A VIbrational analysisof monovalent metal nitrat es I' ll has bee n made . which was
based o n a co ntact ion-pair mode l in whi ch the catio ns interac ted wit h the oxygen of the
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nitrate ion at unidentate site. The calcula ted force constan ts of M·ONOz interaction were
found to be extraordinarily small in the case of lithium nitrat e. This was an ributed to a
bidentate coordination site due to smaIland highly polarizing lithium ion. Neutron diffraction
studies of molten LiNO) 1U-J61suggested that there were strong interacti ons betw een lithium
ion and oxygen atom of the nitrate ion. Lithium ion was tetrahedrally surro unded by fou r
nearest nitrate ions. each providing one oxygen atom. Since the ratio cf Li " toND; is I : I in
molten LiNO). each nitrate ion must coo rdinate to more than on e lithium ion. The nitrate ions
may act as unidentate or bidentate ligand s, when they bridge lithium ions.
In the melts of the congruently melting compounds Ml...i(NO) !> the lithium ions may be
alsotetrahedrally surrounded by four neares t neighbouri ng nitrate ions which have two non-
equivalent environments . Neutron diffiacti on studies [.J.il indicat ed that the stru ctu re of the
nitrate ion and the lithium-nitrate ion interaction were the same in an equimolar melt of
LiN"O)·RbNO) as in molten LiN~ . The preparation of KLi(N~ >.z by quenching indicated that
the coordination state of the melt cou ld be frozen in the solid. Th e func tion oflager K", Rb"
or Cs" appears to make it possible for the coordination betw een lithium and nitra te ions in the
melt to beretained in the cryst al when the temperature decreas ed and the congrue ntly melting
compound formed. As was noted previously. the compound s t\.1LiCNO) z had broad bands
over the whole spearum anda strong Rayleighwing.Thisis typical for a polymeric structur e
It seems IikeJy that the nitra te ions remained bridging the lithium ions in the congruently
melting compounds
According to the Ram an studies, the congruently melting compounds MLi(ND )h ( M
- K. Rb, Cs ) have the following structu ral features . In the comp ounds. lithium and nitra te
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ions form complexes and the o ther cations act as cc unterions. In the lithium-nitrate
complexe s. the lithium ions are tetrahedrally su rro unded by fou r nitrate ions which may act
as unidentate or bidentate ligands. Tbe nitrate ions bridge the lithium ions to form a po lymeric
struct ure . Similar structural fea tures have been determined by single cryst al XRD [~I in the
crystals KAg(NO)h andRbAg{N~h ' Thesilver andnitrate ions formed a polym eric com plex
[ASz(N0J)J:- ' ( Fig. 1.1 ) and KOor Rhoacted ascounterions. The compounds M(Li(NOJ)~
( M ., K, Rh, Cs) appear to have a structure similar to that of KAg(NO ) 1 and RbAg(NO Jh .
Silver ions in molten AgNO) were also found 110 6 1 to have the same tet rahedral coo rdination
structur e with the nitrate ions as lithium ions in molten LiNO ). The Raman studi es of
KAg(NOlh and RbAg(N q }; suppo rt the suggestion that ML i(Nq \ have a struct ure similar
to the silver compounds ( Cha pter 8 ).
7.4 Co nclusio ns
Ramanstudies suggested that a congruently melting compound KLi(NO) )~ was formed
in the sys tem l iNO)-KNO) fc rmerty regarded as a eutectic syste m. Th e new co mpound
cou ld o nly exist in a narrow co mposit ion range near the eq uimolar po int and in a short
temperatu re range just below the so lidus ( Fig. 7.13 ). Standing at room temperature,
Kli(NO) 2decom pose d gradually into LiNO) and KNO).
Ram an studies co nfirmed the phase diagram s obtained by thermal analysis for LiNO)-
RbN O) and liN01-CsNO). There were congruently melting compounds RbLi(NO )h and
CsLi(NO) 2 which formed eutectic mixtures with the end members
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Thecongruently melting compounds Kli(NOJ1. RbLi(N0.J } andCsLi(Nq } had very
similar Ramanspectr a in both external and internal vibrational regions, indicating the same
crystal structure of thecrystals and thesame coordination andenvironment ofthe nitrate ions
A deta iled analysis of the RAmanspectra revealed that there were two crystallographicaUy
different sites in the crystals. The lithium ions were tetrahedrally coo rdinated to the nitrate
ions to fonn polymeric com plexes in which the nitrate ions act ed as unidenrate or bidentate
ligands.
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Table 7.1 Observed wavenwnbers for Raman bands of LiNO).KNO) at
different mole ratios measure d at 298 K.
li :K ext ernal Y, v, Y, 2'0':
A
2;1 125,238 719.737 1055,1072 1351,1386,143 3, 1442 1666, 1677
1;1 125.23 8 1 18.736 1054, 1071 1351.1385,14 3 1, 1442 1664 , 1676
1:2 125.238 1 19.737 1055,1072 1352, 1386.14 31, 1442 1665,1676
B
2;1 52,85 ,125,238 717,736 1052,107 1 1346,1361 .1385 1676
1:1 52,85.125 ,237 7 16,736 1052,1 071 1346, 1360.13 85 1676
1:2 52,85, 125, 238 7 17,736 1052, 107 1 1336, 1361,1385 1676
A. The samples we re cooled natu rally in the ove n.
B. The A samples were annealed at 333 K for 24 hours.
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Table 7.2 Observed wavenumbers for Raman bands of quenched equimolar
LiNOl-KNO l measured at 298 K.
sample external v, v, v, 2v:
A
(a) 63, 106 724,739 1046, 1068 1323, 1424 , 1467 1642,1660
B
<a) 63 ,106 724,13 8 ~ 1047, 1069 " 1324,1426 ,1467 1645, 1661
(b) 52,85 ,237 7 16,738 ~ 1052, 1069 " 1346 ,136 1, 1385 1676
C
{a] 102 1323, 1426, 1466
(b) 52,84,237 7 16,738 1052,.107 1 1346,1360 ,1385 1676
A. The freshly prepared sam ple.
B Samp le A was allowed to stand at room tempera ture for a month .
c. Sample A was annealed at 333 K for 24 hours.
Raman bands due to the new co mpound KLi(N0 lh
b. Raman bands due the mechanical mixtu re of l iNO) and KNOl lI .
Ramanband s due to both U NO ) and the new compound.
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Table 7.3 Ob served wavenwnbers for Raman bands of LiNOJ-RbNOJ at
different mole ratios measured at 298 K.
li,Rb external Y, Y, Y, zv,
0:1 a) 62, 111 708,722 1058 1349, - 1400 ,1437 1675
1:2 a) Ill " 710,724 " 1059 1348 1677
b) 111 <1 724 <1,738 1048,1069 1325. 1421, 1465 1643, 1660
r. t b) 63,110 722,7 39 t047, 1069 1324,1425,1 463 1644 , 1659
2, \ b) 63, 110 72 1,738 " 1048, 1072 " 1324,1463 1644,1659
c) 120,239 738· 1072" 1386 1677
1:0 c) 124,239 731 1072 1383 1677
Raman band s due to pure RbNOJ.
b. Raman bands due to the congruently melting compound RbLi(N0 Jh .
Raman bands due to pure liND).
d. Raman bands due to both RbNDJ and RbLi(N0 Jh
Raman bands due to both LiND) and RbLi(N0Jh .
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Table 7.4 Observed wavenumbers for Raman bands of LiN0 1-CsN0 1at
different mole ratios measured at 298 K.
Li:Cs external v, v, v, 2v:
0:1 a) 117 707.1 18 1053 1348,1398 1669
1:2 a) 1I7 d 708, 7 18 d 1053 1343.13 99 1610
b) 117 · 7 18 d,739 1041, 106 8 1324,1421 , 1454 164 5,1656
U b) 66. 108 718.727.738 1047, 1068 1324,1429,1456 1646,1657
201b) 66, 107 718,72 7,731 - 104 7. 1072 - 1324.1454 1644,1 657
c) 120.238 731- 1012 - 1386 1677
1:0 c) 124,239 737 1072 1386 1677
Raman bands due to pure CsND) II.
b. Raman bands due to the congruently melting compound CsLi(NO)h
Raman bands due to pure LiND).
Raman bands due to both CsNO) II and CsLi(NOJh .
Raman bands due to both LiNO) and CsLi{NO)h
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Tab le 7.5 Observed wavenumbers for Raman bands of the congruently melting
compounds MLi(NO,), ( M =K, Rb. Cs ) measured at 298 K and
those of molten liND) for comparison.
samples external v, v, v, 2v:
KLi(N O,), 63, 106 724,739 1046,1068 1323, 1424,1467 1642.1660
Rbli(N°lh 63. 110 722,739 1047, 1069 1324.1425, 146 3 1644 ,1659
Csl..i(NOlh 66, 108 7 18,727,738 1047, 1068 1324.1429.1456 1646.1657
LiNOl~ 145 7 18,746 1064 b 1360,1465 c 1641 d
Data for the melt at 53 1 K IU 71.
b. Slightly asymmetric on the low frequency side
Analysis of the band contou r revealed four bands: 1355, 1380, 1445 and \480 ern".
d. Slightly asymmetri c on the high freque ncy side.
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Fig. 7.1 Raman spectra in the external vibrational region of the naturally cooled LiNOl-KNOJ
at 298 K. The mole ratio of LiNO) to KNO j is: (a) 2:1, (b) 1:1. (c) 1:2.
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Fig. 7.2 Raman spectra in the internal vibrational region of the naturally cooled LiNO l -KN03
at 298 K. The mole ralioo f LiNOJ to KNOJ is: (a ) 2:1. ( b) 1:1, ( c ) 1:2.
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Fig. 7.3 Raman spectra in the external vibrational region ofequimolar liN01·KNOJ
at 298 K: ( a ) the naturally cooled sample; (b) the same sample annea led at
JJ3 K for 24 hours.
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Fig. 7.4 Raman spectrain the internal vibrational region of equimolar LiNOJ.KNOJ
at 298 K : (a) the naturally cooled sample; (b) the same sample annealed at
333 K for 24 hours .
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Fig. 7.5 Ramanspectrain the externalvibrational region ofequi molar LiNOj-KN0 1
at 298 K : (a) thequenched sample; (b) thenarurally coofed sample.
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Fig. 7.6 Ramanspectrain the internal vibrational regionof equimolarLiNOJ-KNOj
at 298 K: (a) me quenched sample. ( b ) thenaturally cooled sample .
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Fig. 7.7 Ramanspectra in the external vibrational regionof the new compound KLi(NOj)2
at 298 K: ( a ) freshly prepared. ( b ) one month later, (c ) annealed at 333 K for 24
hours
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Fig. 7.8 Raman spectra in the internal vib ral:ionaI region af the new compound
KLi(N0J 2at 298 K: (a ) freshly prepared; ( b ) ooe month later.
( c) annealed at 333 K for 24 hours.
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Fig. 7.9 Raman spec tra in the external vibratio nal region of LiNO ).RbNOJ at 298 K.
The mole ratio ofLiN O) to RbNOJ is: (a )2:1.(b) 1:1, (c) 1:2.
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Fig . 7.10 Raman spectra in the internal vibrational region of l iNOJ. RbNOJ at 298 K.
The mole ralio ofLi NO j to RbNOJ is: (a) 2:1, ( b) 1:1, (c) 1:2.
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Fig. 7.11 Ramanspectrain the external vibrational region of the three compounds
al298 K: (a) KLi(N0lh . (b) RbLi(N0J z . (c) CsLi(N0J)z.
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Fig. 7. 12 Ramanspectrain theinternal vibrational region of the threecompounds
at 298 K: ( a ) KLi(N0 J)z' (b) RbLi(N0J)l . ( C ) Csli(N0Jl:J .
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Fig . 7. 13 DSC data ( l:. ) [II for liquidus indicate a eutecti c syst em for the LiNOJ-KNOJ
system. The Raman studies suggest a simple syntect ic system with congruently
melting compo und KLi(N0J)z(V). X is the mole fractio n ofKN O).
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CHAPTERS
RAMAN SPECTROSCOPIC STUDIES OF THE CRYSTALS
FORMED FROM AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS OF
AgNO,-MNO, ( M = K. Rb, Cs )
8.1 Introdu ction
Silver nitrate and potass ium nitrate or silver nitrate and rubidium nitrate form
congruently melting compounds KAg(N0 Ih or RbAg(N~h rn.t 91. These compounds can also
crystal lize from the aqu eou s so lutions 11 1)11. An X-ra y diffraction study 1161 on the single
crys tals reve aled that both KAg(N0Jh and RbAg(NO Jh belon ged [0 space group P2 1/a . In
the crystal the silver ions and nitrate ions formed infinite chains [A~(N0J).J~~ · (Fig. 1. 1 )
which were linked by K" or Rho. The silver ions were tetrahed rally coordinated by four
nearest oxygen atoms from four different nitrate ions. Half of the nitrate ions acted as
uniden tate ligands and the ot her half acte d as bide ntate ligand s.
Phase diagramstud ies 1""1,"\ ofthe AgN0J-CsNO) syst em by thermal method s indica ted
that there is an incongruently melting co mpound CsAg(N0Jh an d a co ngruently melting
co mpo und CsAg J(NO) t o It is interesting that a study of the system AgNO)-C sNO)·H :O
foundll«llthat the incongruen tly meltingcompound CsAg(NO) 2cryst allized read ily from the
aqueous solutions over a wide concentration range , whil e the co ngru ently melting co mpo und
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CsAglNO) ~ did not crystallize from the aqueous solutions . Chemical analysis, thermal
analysis and X-ray diffraction we re app lied to confirm the compound CsAg(NO ) 2from the
aqueous so lutions.
Raman and IR are important techniques for structural determination of binary nitra te
solids. Vibrational spectroscopy has been employed to distinguish between the various type s
of coo rdinated nitrate gro ups 1 1~1.l~21. The symmeuy of the free nitrate ion is D.. . Ther e are
three lR active fundamental modes at about 1390.830 and 720 em" and three Raman act ive
fundamentals at about 1390 . 1050 and 720 ern". Coordination lowers the symmetry of the
nitrate ion to c;.or C. and there should be six fundamentals whic h are active in bot h IR and
Raman . Coo rdination to cations will result in a more directional perturbing field on the nitrate
ion and may lower the VIbrationalenergy of 'I I [1l61. The splitti ng of the doub ly degenerate 'I)
mode of the freenitrate ion is most infonnative. It was found II~I -I"'I that th e separatio n of the
split bands was large r for bidentate than for unidentat e coo rd ination and the intensity of the
Raman band with lower frequ ency was stron ger in unidentate coordination and weak er in
bidentate coordinatio n.
The structural details of the compound fonned in a binary sys te m are helpful for a better
understanding of the phase diagram. Raman spectra of the co ngruently melting compounds
KLi{NO)h . RbLi(NO ) 2 and Cs li{NOlh have been measured and a structur e similar to
KAg(NO)}zhasbeendeduced Tbe structural studies also co nfirm ed the existence of the new
compoun d KLi(NO lh which melted congruently (Chapter 7 ) . In this work Raman spectra
of the co mpounds KAg(NO)h, RbAg(NO )}z and CsAg(N O ) l have been measu red.
correlation betweenthe structural andRaman features has been sugge sted. and a comparison
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of these features to those of the lithium compoun ds has been made.
8.2 Raman Spec tra or the C ompo u nds MAg(NO , h ( M :::K. Rb. Cs )
The Ramanspectra of KAg(NO, )! and RbAg(NO , h were similar in both external and
internal vibrational regions ( Table 8.1 ) . This is in agreement with the fact that both
compounds have the same aystaIIographie structure ( P2la ) and only silver ions coordinate
directly to the nitrate ions in the aystals. The facto r gro up analysis of the crystals predicts 24
Raman activ e internal modes ( A,; and B, symmetrie s ). We cannot do a full assignment
without single crystals .
In the external Vibrational region four distinct bands are observed at 153. 121.88 and
46 cm'' for KAg(NO,) ! and five distinct bands at 157. 131. 99. 74 and 39 em" for
RbAg(N0 sh ' The stro ng Raman bands at 52 and 82 em" of KNOs n or the Raman features
at 108 and 53 em" of RbNO, IV were not detect ed because of the forma tion of the
compoun ds. The whole spectral profile was similar to that of AgNO) n ( Fig. 8.1 ): a band
at about 40 cm'' and multi band featur es betwe en 60 and 200 em" .
The similarity of the Raman spec tra of the two compounds was more evident in the
internal vibrational region . Raman bands in each of the v, . ve- V s and v~ regions have
practically the same frequencies with the same inte nsity panerns ( Table 8.1 and Fig. 8.2 ).
The Raman features of AgNO) II and KNO ) II or RbNO) IV do not appear . The observed
Ramanbands are due to the complex [As.:(NO ) J:' - in the crystals .
In the VI region there is only one band at 1042 em". Judged by the two differently
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coord inated types of the nitrate ion in the compounds KAg(NOJ)z and RbAg(N0J)! there
should betwo bands. We railedin our attempt to resolve this band by measuring the spectru m
at liquidnitrogen temperature andunder the conditions of0.25 cm'' slits and eight data points
perwavenumber. Still only one band appeared ( Fig. 8.3 ). The VI vibratio n of the nitrate ion
in the silver compounds is not so sensitive to the change of the force field experienced by the
nitra te ion. as is illustrated by the small difference ( 2 em"} between the V I bands of pure
AgNO ) and the co mpounds. It seems likely that the V I mode of the nitrate ion in the
compounds KAg(N0Jh. and RbAg(NOJh. has very similar energy in both unidentate and
bidentate coo rdination enviro nments. resulting in the coincidence of the two bands.
The v: VIb ration of the nitrate ion is also non-degenerate. It was at 820 crn'' in the room
temperature Raman spectr a and the band looks flat at the top. At 17 K th.isband was
resolved into two peaks ( Fig. 8.4 ): 824 and 818 err' for KAg(N0Jh. and 821 and 817 err'
for RbAg(NOJh . Ther e were also two bands at 1632 and 1642 em" in the 2v: region. The
multi-bandfeature of the non-degenerate mode may indicate the symmetrically nonequivalent
sites of the nitrate ions in the compou nds. The v: mode of the nitrat e ion in the silver
co mpounds appears to be more sensitive to the environm ent of the nitrate ion than the VI
mode because relative large difference was observed betwee n the v: bands in the Raman
spectra of pure AgNO) ( 806 em"} and the co mpounds (820 em" ). It is interesting to note
that the ve band shifts to higher wavenumber in the compounds while the VI band shifts to
lower wavenumber. Another possible explana tion for the two bands in the v: region is
co rrelation field splitting.
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At least four band s cou ld be distingu ished in the v ) regio n. They were band s at 1282,
1306, 1402 and 1432 ern" for KAg(NO) z and 1281, 1303, 1408 and 1435 em" for
RbAg(NO J1 . The spectral profile of the silver co mpounds in this regio n was similar to that
of thelithium compounds Mli(NO,)z (M = K.,Rb, Cs ) : Raman featur es appear over a wide
frequency range ( 160 em" ) and relat ive stron g band s at both end s. There we re three bands
in th e v~ regio n: 701, 714 and 724 cm' for KAg(N0 J)z and 702, 715 and 724 cm'' for
RbAg(NO) h ' The band with the highest frequency was th e strongest of the three while the
other two bands appeared to have the same intensity ( Fig. 8.4 ).
Th e Ram an spectrum of the crystal obt ained from the aque ous so lution of equimolar
AgNO)-CsNO) wasdifferent from the spectrum of either component ( Ta ble 8, I ), indicating
the fonnation ofa compound from the solutio n, The spectrum was different from the Raman
spectra of KAg(NOJh and RbAg (No,h ( Figs , 8.1 and 8.5 ). The crystal was the compo und
CsAg(NO )h which has a differ ent structure from KAg(NOJ)l and RbAg(NO)h
Four distinct peaksap peared in the external vibratio nal region at 48, 112, 132 and 224
ern". The most distinct feature was the band at 224 em"( Fig , 8.1 ). It had no equivalent in
the Raman spectr a of pure AgNO ) and KAg(NO )h or RbAg(N0lh . The band was well
separated from theother external modes of the com pou nd and the freq uen cy was higher than
any of the external modes in other silver compounds ( Fig 8.1 ). The two bands at 112 and
132 err' appeared sharper and Rayleigh wing was less intense than for the exte rnal bands of
KAg(NO )h and RbAg(NOl h:'
In t he VI region there was a band at 1043 em" whic h was reso lved into two bands at
1042.9 and 1044 .9 cnr' at liqu id nitrogen temperature ( Fig. 8.3 ). There were two bands at
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81 1 and 822 err' in the v~ region. The I I ern ' separation ofthe two bands was much greater
than the separation of the two v~ bands in KAg(NO lh ( 4 em" ) ( Fig. 8.4 ).
Unlike KAg(NO Jh and RbAg(N0.h, CsAg(NO ) : had a three-peak profile in the vr
region. Besides the two bands at 1293 and 1425 em" at both ends. there was a band at 1350
em"with co mparable intensity in themiddle. At 77 K the middle band was reso lved into two
bands with intensities stron ger than those at both ends ( Fig. 8.6 ). In the v,& region only two
bands were observed at 7 13 and 722 ern' instead ofthree.
Raman studies suggest that KAg(NOJ: and RbAg(N~h have the same structure while
CsA g(N0Jh has a different structure.
8.3 Diuuuion
O ne of the most notab le structural features of the compounds KAg(NO )h and
RbAg{NOlh revealed by XRD studies ~l is the two crystallographically different sites for the
nitrate ions (Fig. 1. 1 ). The nitra te grou p may act as eithe r a unidentate or bidentate ligand.
As a result, the non-degenera te modes V I and v~ of the freenitrat e ion may present multi-band
features and the dege nerat e modes V J an d V~ may split in different ways . Th e Raman
spectroscopic studies are consisten t withthe structural anal ysis. The fact tha t the VI vibratio n
cannot be resol ved into two band s is proba bly due to accide ntal coincidence . However, the
v~ vibration and the 2\1;: region did exhibit a doublet stru ctur e. The band profiles in the v) and
V~ regions are in good agreement with the rule of thumb 114' 1whichidentifies unide ntate and
bidentate nitrate ions.
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Among the normal modes of the free nitrate ion. v) is the most sensitive to
coo rdination. It was noted 114U.wil that the splitting of the v) vibration was distinctly less for
unideatate nitrate ions than for bidentate nitrate ions in the com plexes of similar structu res.
On this basis, Ni{dienh{NO') 2 (dien =- diethytenetriamine) was believed to consist of both
unidentate and bidentate nitrate ions. The observed tR band s 114JIat 1315 and 1440 cm'' or
1300 and 1480 ern"fitted well to the splittings ofunidentat e or bidenta te nitrate ions in the
same series of Ni(lI) complexes . The splittings ofv, were also observed IJl.l471in the tR and
Raman spectra of AgNO, solutions or melt due to coordination ofsilver ions to nitrate ions.
Tbe typical frequen cies we re 1280 and 1400 an-I. In the Raman spectra of KAg{NO)h and
RbAg(NOJh, two bands of co mparable intensities can be dist inguished in each of the two
locations: 1282, 1306 and 1402, 1432 ern" for the former, 1281, 1303 and 1408, 1435 cm'
for the latter. By analogy to the Ni{ll) complexes, the bands at 1306 and 1402 an-I ( or 1303
and 1408 cm'' ) may be attribu ted to unidentate nitra te ions and the bands at 1282 and 1432
em" (or 1281 and 1435 em" ) may be attribut ed to bidentate nitrate ions. The splitt ings are
larger in RbAg{NOJh than in KAg(NOJ 2probably because the larger cour aeeicn Rb" has
less effect on the coo rdinatio n in the Ag-ONO l complex than the smaller K-.
The th ree bands in the V 4 region may also be attrib uted to splitting of this doub ly
degenerate modedue to unidentate or bidentate coordina tion of the nitrate ion, assuming that
the much stronger band at 724 an-I is a combi nation of two bands of similar energy.
Another struc tural particu lar about KAg(NO J)J and RbAg{NO ') J is the polymeric
complex [A8:(NO})J~ - . It may account for thestronger Rayleigh wing in these co mpounds
than in CsAg(N0Jh or pure AgNo, (Fig. 8.1 ) and the unique frequency shift in the external
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vibrational region. Usually larger ions expand the lattice so that the external vibrations shift
to lower frequen cies. However, the bands at 88, 121 and 153 cm''in KAg(NO)h shift to
b igbe-freqcerciesin RbAg(NO)h which are at 99, 131 and 157 an-I. These three bands are
primarilydue to the vibrations within the frame of the complex (AS2(NO) .J~ - because they
have the highest energies in this region and because the band profiles are both similar to the
band profile of the three highest frequencies of AgNO ) in the same region ( Fig. 8.1 ). The
alkali metal ions, being outside lhe complexes. compete withthe silver ion for the nitrate ions
The Iaegerrubidium ion is a weaker competitor and the lattice vibrations of [A~(NO) .J~ ­
in RbAg(NO)h shift to higher frequencies.
As the size of the alkali metal ion increases to that of cesium, the influence of the
counterion on the complex becomes even less and the polymeric chain may break down to
form a smaller one . The Raman spectrum of the compound CsAg(NO)h in the external
VIbrational region is quite different from those of KAg(NO)h and RbAg(NOJh . The Rayleigh
wing background is not so strong. The three highest energy bands in the external vibrational
regio n beco me much sharper and shift to higher frequencies ( Fig. 8.1 ). AIl these are
consistent with the indications that polymeric complexes reduce to simpler ones l l ,"- I ./9I, The
highest frequency band shifts the greatest and becom es an isolated band at 224 ern". The
frequency is within the range of 350 to 200 em" for metal-oxygen stretching vibrations in
nitrate complexes I I~ISI I . Judged by its frequency and intensity, this well separated band at
224 em" may be due to the stretching vibration of Ag-ONO l in the smaller entity. This is
similar to the case of KM:gClt and CsMgCI~ 1711. Larger Cs" was able to suppon a discrete
tetrahedral MgCI; ' while smaller K- could not. In K1v1gCI~ there was polymeric MgC16~ 0
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with bridging CI".
The Ramanbandsinthe internal Vibratio nal regi on support the idea tha t the nitrate ions
are in a unique coo rdinatio n mode in CsAg(N0Jh ' The do ublet feature in the VI regio n may
suggest that there are aystallographica11y differen t sites fo r the nitrate ions in the compound .
Unlike KAg(NOJh and RbAg(NO Jh. the differentl y coordinated nitra te ions are not simp ly
half unidentate and halfbidentate. The splini ng crv,d oes not tit in the pattern of relatively
stro ng bands on both ends . Only one band is distingui shed at 1280 or 1420 ern" while two
relatively stro ng bands are observed in the midd le.
It is interesting to make a brief co mpariso n of the co mpo unds fl..tAg(N O)h and
rvn..i(NO ) 2(M = K, Rb, Cs). The compo und s consist of comp lexes of the nitrat e ion with
silver ion or lithium ion. Po tassium, rubidium or cesium ion s act as cou nterions . The lithium
com plexes are similar to the Silver com plexes in KAg(NOJh and RbA g(NO J1 because they
have similar Raman featur es : multi bands in the non-d egenerate VI or V: region of the free
nitrate ion. relati vely stro ng bands on both ends of the en velope in the v) region. broadened
Raman.bands and a strong Rayleigh wing. CsAg(NO )h belo ngs to anoth er structure. Lithium
nitrate and silver nitrate form congrue ntly melting co mpo unds with heavier alkali metal
nitra tes because of the much greater coordination cap ab ility o f the lith ium ion or silver ion
than the other cations. It seems that the silver ion is mo re cap able than the lithium ion to
co ordinate with a nitrate ion . Lithium nitra te can hard ly form co mpounds with potassium
nitrat e whi le silver nitrat e can with ease. The co mpo und CsLi(NO ) 2 has the same structure
as the othe r two lithium com pounds while CsAg(N0J)2 has a different structu re from the
other tw o silver compounds. probably due to fonnation ofdiscrete compl exes .
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The na tu re of the bonding in the lithium complexes is quite different from that in the
silver co mplexe s . In the former the bonding is primarily ionic while in the latter there is
covalentcharacter. The covalent nature of the Ag-QN01 bond accounts for the fonna tion of
the congruen tly melting compound KAg(N0 lh . The size difference between silver ( 126 pm )
and potassium ( 133 pm ) ions is much smaller than th e size difference between sodiu m ( 97
pm) and potassium ions . Sodium and potassium nitrates can form solid solut ions !". Ifno t
for the cov alent chara cter. silver and potass ium nitrates woul d have formed a continuous
series of solid solutions. It is likely that theionic character of lithium complexes exp lains some
detailed Raman features which are different from the silver co mplexes. ln the Ramanspectra
of me lithium com plexes, the Rayleigh wing is much stro nger and the external band s are fewe r
and mo re diffuse . Th e Raman bands in the internal vibrational region are broader in the
lithium complexes than in the silver complexes. These differe nces are not likely caused by
different prepara tions . We have melted the silver com pounds and then let them recrys tallize
No changes were detected in the Raman spectra of the compounds before and afte r melting .
Bonding differences between Ag-oNO~ and Li-O N 0 1 were also observed in melts an d
aqueous solutio ns of the nitra tes . The covalent character in Ag NO) caused the VI vibration
of the nitrate ion in the aqueous solutions to shift to lower frequ ency while the ionic character
in LiNO ) caused it to shift to higher frequency Im l. Lo ng range orientat ions of Ag-Q N01
interact ions in the me lt were detected lUI. ln the same work, no specific orien tation of the
lithium ion 10 the nitra te ion was obse rved. Finally, the Raman forb idden v: mode appear s in
molten and crystal line AgN0 J while it does no t appear in the lithium counterparts.
The strong interaction between silver and nitra te ion s acc ounts for the nonequivalent
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sets of nitrate grou p in molten AgN0 J. such as ion pair and multiple ion aggre ga te which
were suggested by Raman studieslRllll. According to the neutron diffraction study I~ I, about
four oxygen atoms from four nitrate groups coo rdinated to a silver atom in molten AgNO ).
Therefore, the nitr ate ions must beshared by the cations and thus may act as bide ntate and
unidentate ligands. Such a coordination state may also be present in the melts of the
co ngruently melting compounds KAg(NO)l and RbAg(NO)n . When the melts cry stallize.
the com plex structu re of Ag-ONOz remains and is stabilized by the counterion K- or Rb ".
This suggestio n is supported by the similarity of the Raman spectrum of the congru ently
melting compounds of KAg(NO ,1 to the Raman spectr a of the melt and the acetonit rile
solut ion of AgNOj . Considering the differences in state and temperature. the similarity is
striking ( Table 8.2 ).
There are discrepancies in thephasediagrams of AgNOJ-KN~ and AgN~-CsN~ . The
three most recent reports about AgNOJ-KNO) presented three different pictures of phase
diagrams: congruently melting compound KAg(N0 J)z 1~11; incongruently melting co mpound
KAg(NO j)! ''''1; and eutectic I lSl l. CsAg(NO)h was generally regarded as an inco ngruent
melting co mpound '1J91. An early report ' SII sugge sted that it was a congruently melting
compound. The phase diagrams looked very much alike. The sole difference was that the
discontinuityat x(Ag-) - 0.52 for incongruently melting co mpound CsAg(NOJh 1"'11shifted
a little to x(Ag") '"" 0 .50, indicating a congruently melting compound '51'"The discre pancies
were caused chiefly by the non-equilibrium conditions which were noted by most of the
authors '....U1ISo11whenthey appliedthermal methods to investigate the binary nitrate systems.
Th e Raman spectrosc opic studies in this work appear to favour the suggestion that
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KAg(NO J)Zand CsAg(N O)h: are co ngruently melting co mpounds . They readily crystall ize
from aqueou s solutio ns. especially CsAg(NOJh . Melting did not seem to change the
structures of the compounds since the RAman spectra of the compounds before and afte r
melting were pract ically th e same. The Raman spectrum of KAg(NO ) z is similar to molten
AgNO). just as in the caseof the co ngruently meltingcompound MlJ(NO )h ( M - K. Rb. Cs)
(Section 7.3).
8.4 Conclusions
Raman spectroscopic studies of KAg(N0 J>Z and RbAg(NO ) z are co nsistent with the
crystalstructure revealed by XRD determination. There exist polymeric complexes of silver
and nitr ate ions in the compounds. The nitrate ions act as both unidentate and bidentat e
ligands.
The compound Cs Ag(N O)h can crystallize from the aqueo us solutions but it has a
different struct ure from KAg(NO J)z. The polymeric compl ex of silver and nitrate ions may
have broken down to form smaller ones.
KAg(NO) z. RbAg(N0 J)z, KLi(N0J>z.RbLi(N0Jh and CsLi(N O)h: appear to be
isostnJetura1 although the bondingin the lithiumcomplex is primarily ionic while the bonding
in the silver co mplex:is more co valent .
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Table 8.1Observed wavenumbers for Ramanbands of the compounds
MAg(NO,), ( M ~ K, Rb, Cs ) measured at 298 K.
MAg(NO.h external v, v, v, v. 2\1:
KAg{NO')J 46.88, 701 .7 14, 8 16.82 1 1042 1282.1306, 1632,1642
12 1,153 72' 1402. 1432
RbAg{N° J)l 39.7 4,99. 702 .71 5, 820 ~ 1042 1281,1303 , 163 1, 1642
13 1. 157 72' 1408 , 1435
CsAg{NO})l 48,112. 7 13.722 811 .822 1043 1293,1425, 1622. 1644
132,224 1350 b
The band is flat at the top which can be resolved to two bands at 8 17 and 82 1 cm'' at
17 K.
b. The band is resolved [ 0 two bands of similar intensity ar 77 K.
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Table 8.2 Wavenumbers of Raman bands for KAg(NO, ), ( A), rnolten AgNO,
( B ) (H ] and the acetonitrile solution of AgN03( C ) (1' 21 in the
internalvibrational region.
A 70 1.7 14.724 8 16.821 1042 1282,1306 ,1402. 1432 1632.1642
B 706,727 799,8 13 1014,1034 1275, · , - . 1423 1605
C 709,7 19-723 818-820 1031. 1038, 1290, 1304,
1042
Weak co mponents may contribute intensity at 1350 and 1400 cm''.
1636. 1648.
1664
- A dash indicates that the 1400-1 450 em" region is masked by solve nt bands.
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Fig. 8.1 Ramanspectra in the external vibrational region of ( a )CsAg(N0J)l"
( b) RbAg(N0,l, . ( c ) KAg(N0,l , (d ) and AgNO, a, 298 K.
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Fig. 8.2 Raman spec tra in the internal vibrational region o f ( a ) KAg(NO) z and
(b ) RbAg(N0 ,J, ,, 298 K.
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Fig. 8.3 Raman spectra in thev I regionof ( a } KAg(N0 J:. (b ) RbAg(NO)}l' and
( c ) CsAg(N0 J)2at 77 K.
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Fig. S.4 Ramanspectrain the v1 and v, regjons of( a ) KAg(N0.J2' ( b ) RbAg(N0J)r
and ( c ) CsA g(NO })2 at n K.
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Fig. 8.5 Raman spectra in the internal vibrational region of ( a ) RbAg(N 0 J)l and
( b ) CsAg(NO ])zat 298 K.
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Fig 8.6 Raman spectra in the V1 region of ( a) KAg(N0 J)l' ( b ) RbAg(N0 J): and
(c ) CsAg(NO~ at 71 K.
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Genera l Conclusions
Raman spectrosco py has proven to be an effective too l in phase eq uilibrium studies of
new materials. In the present work Raman spectroscopy has been successfully applied:
to determine the solubility of solid so lut ions ( KNOJ· RbNO, and NaNO ,·KNO , ).
2. to interpret phase diagrams on ato mic terms ( KNOrRbNO, and NaN0 rKNOJ) .
3. to establish the structu re of new comp ounds ( (KIR.b/Cs)Li(NO,}l ]'
4. to connect the structu re of com plexes in the crystal to Raman patterns [
(KIRbICs)Ag(NO' h ].
The Raman studies of the binary mo novalent metal nitrate solids have resulted in the
foUowing imponant new information about the phase diagrams investiga ted in this program .
I . Continuous solid solutions are fanned between KNOJ ( and RbNOJ II. Two transitio ns
of RbNOJ ( phase Iv to III and phase II to [ ) were not detected for the solid solutions
with the RbN0 1 structure.
2. The sod ium and potassium nitrate system wasfound to be a system of limited solid
solut ions instead of a continuous series of solid solutions as previously repo rted.
3. Lithiumandpotassium nitrate isa syntectic system with congruently melting compound
KLi(NOJ ! instead of a simple eutectic system as previously reported .
4. The evidence indicated that KAg(NO J): and CsAg(N0J)l were congruently melting
compounds rather than incongruently melting compounds as previously report ed.
Our Raman studies of KIA NO, (KI I) indicated that chemical substitution. like
isotopic substitut ion. is a powerful technique for interpretation of vibrational spectra.
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